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I saw her often
never entered her

during her last illness, and
apartment but with a sentiI might have felt in entering
*uTe*?
that ol Washington. To
justify that sentiment permit me to add one nore anecdote.—
During one of her last days she had a professional visit from a clergyman ot the old school,
permeated with the popular faith. “You are
going to die, Bet,” he said. “Yes, sir,” she
answered calmly. He proceeded to set before
her death and the judgment, and the terrors
I of the law. “You are not a professor, Bet ?”
he said, interrogatively. “No, sir; I never
made no profession.” This, if not said grammatically,
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forgotten, “No, sir, I am not afeard;
tried to do my duty—and I am not afeard.”—

Thus she died God’s witness In life and in
death. No wonder she should say, as I have
often heard her: “At any time while I was a
slave, I would have given my life for one minute of free breath.”
In support of my assertion that Mum Bet
was God’s witness, allow me to cite here a
passage from the article on “The Negro Race
in America,” to which I have referred. It
may indicate to other minds as it does to mine
that Mum Bet was God’s chosen instrument
1 to herald the
emancipation of her race. She
was worthy such a mission.
“So far as it is
true that the first
emancipation of a slave on
the ground of personal or
it a

political right
pledge of ultimate release for all, the doom of
American slavery was passed before the Declaration of Independence. A negro woman
was born in slavery in 1745, who obtained her
freedom on that ground, and thus brought
about the abolition of slavery la Massachusetts first, and afterward in the other northern
states, ThiB Elizabeth Freeman, better known
as Mum Bet, heard while
waiting at table,
discussions of the Bill of Rights and the new
constitution of Massachusetts; and it was
clear that all but ‘dumb beasts’ had, under
those provisions, a claim to personal liberty.
She consulted an eminent lawyer—no less a
man than Judge
Sedgwick; betook up the
case seriously, and obtained her freedom with

1864.

A Remarkable Woman.
To the Editors of the Evening Post:
WUl you call the attention of your readers
to a very interesting article in the January

number, 1804, of
tled the “Negro

the

Edinburgh Review,

its

I have

F. Tracy* Traveling *Affent.

Wednesday Morning,

understandingly of

uttered

was

full meaning. “Aren,t you afraid to meet
your Judge, Bet?” “No, sir,” she replied
slowly; and added deliberately and emphatically, with a quiet assured dignity never to be

s^trAKB.
#1.50 per square dally first weak; 75 cents per week
aft or; three in: ertions or less, #1.00;
continuing
* everv other day alter first week, 60 cents.

enti-

There
is a passage in this article referring to “Mum
Bet,” a remarkable woman, of whom there appeared an interesting notice in the Spirit of
Race in America?”

wages for her services from twenty-one years
of age. This happened in 1772; and so
many
ot her class'followed her example that it soon
became a matter of convenience to abolish
slavery in Massachusetts and drop the sub-

the Fair, a paper issued by the great Sanitary Fair in New York last winter—and as
whatever illustrates the character and capaci-

ject.”

C. M. Sedgwick.

ties of the black race should now be put before the public, I beg that you will give this
notice extended currency by republishing it
in your journal:

Rough Sketch of President Linoln.
Senator Sherman of Ohio, in a late speech at
Sandusky, drew this rough but accurate outline of the President’s character:
“I knew Old Abe, and I tell you there is
[From the 8plrit of the Fair.]
not at this hour a more patriotic, or a truer
man living than that man, Abraham Lincoln.
MUM BET.
There is a stone erected In the cemetery of Some say he is an imbecile, but he not only
Stockbridge, a lovely village of Western Mass., held his own in his debates with Douglas,
whose power Is admitted, and whom I considwhere the hills have withdrawn themselves a
ered the ablest intellect in the United 'States
little to let the buu aown more warmly upon
Senate, but got a little the better of him. He
so sweet a spot—upon which is cut the followhas been deliberate aud slow, but when he puta
ing miking epitaph:
bis foot down, it is with the determination
’■Elizabeth Freeman;
and certainty with which our generals take
iwaovru by the uauie of
their
Mum Bet;
steps, and, like them, when he takes a
Died Dec. 28, 1829.
eity he never give# it up. This firm old man
Her euppoeed age watt 85 year*.
is noble and kind-hearted, he is a child of the
"She was boru a slave and remained a slave for nearly
people. Go to him with a story of wo and he
thirty years. 6be could neither read nor write, yet in her
will weep like a child. Ttys man, so condemnShe neither
own sphere she had no superior nor equal.
ed, works more hours than any other PresiShe never viOt*t*4 a trust nor
wasted time uor property.
dent that ever occupied the chair. His solicifriled to perform a 4uty. Jp every situa.ioa of domestic
trial she wee the most efficient helper and the tenderest
tude for the public welfare is unceasing. I
friend. Good mother, farewell."
differed from him at first myself, but at last I
This epitaph was written by one whose del- felt aud believed that he was right, and shglj
vote (or this brave, truo, patriotic, hind-heart- I
icate young life sustained, under Frovicence,
by the “good mother’s” judicious and tender ed man. All his faults and mistakes you have j
seen.
All his virtues you never can know.
care, was long spared gratelqlly to remember
His patience In labor is wondeiful. He works :
her virtues, aud to be a pattern and daily blessing to how many others! Now they he very far harder than any man in Erie county. At
the head of this great nation, look at
close together in the same “lap ol earth.”
it; he
has all the bills to sign passed by
Mam Bet was born in slavery in MassachuCongress,
No one can be appointed to any office without
setts. aud there became the first freed womau
pf (ter own right, failing at the fable of a his approval; no’one can be punished without
the judgment receives his signature, aud no
piaster to whom she had been bound for many
one pardoned without his hand.
This man,
years, she beard some discussion of the Bill
of Rights. She at once asked herself why she always right, always just, we propoyp to reelect now lo the presidency. To swap off
was put entitled to her liberty, and referred
her ease to Mr., afterwards judge Sedgwick, j sueh a man as this, my countrymen, for Mea
of
then
Shefwho was
Clellan, idle. Incompetent and unwilling,,
rising young lawyer
field. Her mistress iuterposed the objection
would, in my opinion, be a devilish poor trade,’ I
that Mum Bet had been too long dependent
to be able to take care of herself aud her only
gbttd j but she retorted that “it was a poor hen ;
that couldn’t scratch for pne chicken.’’ Mr. :
Sedgwick prosecuted her case to the obtaining of her freedom, and wages for her servicThis case was the
es from 21 years of age.
wedge that split the rock of slavery in Massin
the
entire North.—
achusetts, and finally
Mum Bet at once lelt herself bound by her
allegiance to her protector, aud lived ever

O
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AND

"W"oolen
of every

Oucc in—lor she gave
the ready admission—they commuted their
command to one for drink. Quietly arming
herself with a dipper lull of the rather hot
shot lrom the cauldron, she led them into the
wine cellar, where, amid stores more worthy
of song, there was a lot of sour porter.—
“There's the best we’ve got far the likes Of
ye.” They rejected the “damn stuff,” as the
called it, as soon as tasted, aud were glad to
One of the party, as Mum Bet
come away.
was leading them out, lingered lovingly over

as

Fanoy Goods
the

dozen

as

or case

S;H A W E SI,

the Best in the

GLOVES,
and Fall

Call and examine

Market,

Importations, fc.

Btoek and you will find as
Goods as Is to bo found in
Portland A liberal discount to the trade.
Oat 6—dtw

good assortment

oar

of Fanoy

Sewing Machine Improvements.
owners of approved Sewing Machines are
invited to call at
ALL
NO.

II CLAPP’S

BLOCK,

the operation of two of the most Important
improvements of the day—

and

Dy a younger memThere are facta in Mum

The notice wai written

see

Villiu’i Patent Crank lotion, and

Bet’a story which, perhaps, are not known to
him, and I believe live only in my memory.—
Their worth may be exaggerated by ray lond
memory of this great woman, the faithful
nurse of my childhood and that of all my family, all now passed on. Mum Bet was a slave
of one of the magnates of his time, a resident

Ijde'i

Hon. W. H. Seward, 8earetary of State.
Rev. Bishop W. B.Stevens.D D., of Philadelphia.
Rev. A. Cleveland Coxe, of Baltimore.
Prof. C. D. Cleveland, of Philadelphia.
Prof. H.Coppie, of Penna University.
Geo. B. Emerson, too of Boston.
R. H. Dana, Esq., ol Boston.
Epos Sargent, Esq., of Boston.
At- Rev. Bishop T. C. Brownell, D. D.,Hartlbrd,

‘‘A Rare Chance for Business.”
of my health, 1 will roll at
ONthe following
property, consisting of
account

a

bargain

for trade in Cumberland County.
is situated in ihe plasant vilabove
mites from Portland and within two miles of three Depots on the
Grand Trunk Railroad. BE WALL GROSS,

place

The

property

Upper Gloucester.
Inquire of CHA8. 8. GBCS8, at £4 Commercial
oetSdtf

street, Portland.

SURGEON

I let my arm get bare. I
was awful sore, but I put nothing over it »
when people came into the kitchen and askec •
‘What ails your arm, Bet?’ I only said, ‘Asl t
and she heard and daren’t speak.” I
all my experience in a long life favored wit
intimate friendship with many distirguishe 1
people of my own race, I have never known !
made up of element
person of a character
superior to Mnm-Bet’s. Her name, as yo
will readily perceive, was a contraction of th s
familiar nursery sobriquet of Mammy Bet.me.

missis,’

!

She is noticed irj a French Journal—by som ,
transl tor, perplexed by the name—as Hus »
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examine this stock

F.

York,

Boston nnd New York

OF

of this Loan.

Special Advantages

o
THE

established in twenty-two of the leading commercial cities in the United States and Canadas.
The oblect of these Colleges is to famish young
men and ladies the best facilities for
obtaining a
thorough Business Education.
Scholarships for fail course of Bork-keeping, Commercial £aw, Commercial Calculations, Spencerian
Penmanship, Correspondence, Lectures and Praotical Exercises, is good throughout the chain lot an
unlimited period.

L. A. GRAY.

A. M..
RESIDENT PRINCIPAL.

In addition to the very liberal interest on the
notes for three years, this privilege of conversion is
for the
now worth about three per oent. per annum,
current rate for 6-90 Bonds is not less than nine per
oent premium, and before the war the premium oa
six per oent. U. 8. stooks were over twenty per oent.
It will be seen that the aotual profit on this loan, at
the present market rate, is not less than tea per oent.

of For farther Information! pierce eall at tbe
College, or Baud for Ciroular and College Monthly,
taoloflng letter «tamp. Addreee

H

S

,

BRYANT STRATTON A GRAY,
Maine,
nuggl dAw3m

Gentlemen’s Fall and Winter Wear,
Ever brought to this city,
consisting of

French, German, English and Scotch
Beavers, Pilots, Chinchillas.

Maine Bonnet

jOTteSHk

“os“w “<• London Fur Beavers,
Wl11 make up In toe neateat manner
frL?L.whJ0“******
L’all and Examine.
Kept
eodtonov21

308

Straw, Lace

or

from state

No. 87 Middle Street.

—•

Bat uide from all the advantages we have enumerated, a special Act of Congress exempts all bonds
On the
and treasury notes from looal taxation.
average, this exemption is worth about two per
sent, er annum, aooording to taxation in various

Oommeroial
Central Hall,

■

S'wee't

Subscriptions will be received by the Treasurer 01 j
the United States, at Washington, the several Assistant Treasurers and designated Depositaries, and
by the

HHDS. Choice Mnscovadn Sugar,
70
557 hhds Choioe Muscovado

Molasses,
13 tierocB Choice Umoovsdo Molasses,
Cargo brig J. D. Lined n, now landing and
by
H0PUN1 EATON.

Portland, Maine.
All respectable Banks and Bankers, throughout
and

oct!8dlw

No 1

N.

This Bank will convert tbe seven-thirty notes maturing Aug. lft, and Qot. 1, into six per cemt. bonds
and

*l,TO-st

lOOO

»

FIRST

25 ’000

loose Hay

NOR rON, CHAPMAN t CO.,
6 Gale Block.

BBLS. SWEET POTATOES.
F. A. 8 MITH,
by
19 and 21 Silver Street,
ssp28d4w
—.---

Apple, and Potatoes.

500 BBL8 APPLES,

BBLS CHOICE JACKSON POTATOES.
For sale by
F. A. SMITH,
»ept27 d4w19 ft 21 Silver Btreet,
100

This Bank is prepared to reoeive subscriptions to
new 7 8-10 loan In sums of ftO and upwards,
paying Interest from date of subscription to August
16th, the dateof tbe new loan.
The notes are eonvertable at the end of three
years into specie paying 6 per oent 6-20 bonds.
One-eighth per oent will be allowed on all amounts
of 81000 and over.
B. C.SOMERBY,
Cashier.
Portland Aug. l, 1864.—dtr

sale

F. A. SMITH,
ft 21 Silver Btreet

2B Tabs choios Butter.
C. W. SMITH,
« and 8 Silver at.

by

Scotch Canvass.
AAA BOLTS of "David Corsar ft Son’s” Leitb,
LivU a sail-cloth of saperior quality, jut re*
oaived dircot lrom Liverpool, and for sale py
MOUILVERY, RYAN ft DAVIS,
161 Commercial St.
Sept 24th—dtf

100,000.™*
SIMONTON ft KNIGHT,
7

147

No.

middle

EVAN’S
on

hand

the

48 Commercial Wharf.

Portland, June 18,1864.

Sugar and Molasses.
CH0ICE
300 HHD8’)

MUSCOVADO

SO

10 TC8.
GAB.
871 HHDS Superior Muscovado, and
87 TCS Clayed Moluses,
11 BBLS from Sierra Morena,

BLOCK,
largest assortment

junelSdtf

1

St.,
of

MIRROR, PICTURE AND OVAL

Now landing
by
THOMAS ASENCIO ft CO.,
Custom House Wharf.
may9tf
and for sale

sierra

QOKHHD8
OOO
In New England,— purchased before the very great
advance in all kinds of material, are prepared to
•ell at

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,
in

the oity.

The services of Mr U. Q. FMITB, formerly of
Boston have been secured to superintend the

GILDING

DEPARTMENT,

their customers and the publio
generally that all work will be done in the NX A '/'■
EST and most WORKMANLIKE MANNER.
can assure

OLD

FRAMES

RE-GILT,

To look equal to

Portraits &

Morena Molasses.
,

[

TIERCES |
10 BBLS

80

CHOICE SIERRA MOBKNA

MOLASSES,

Now landing from Brig “C. H. Kennedy”
THOS. ABENCIO fc CtE,
C. H. Wharf.
May*—tf

R.J.D.LARRABEE&CO.,
No. 89

which they olT.r at lowest rates.

Rosewood, Black Walnut,and

Looking-Glass

all Kinds ol

frames.

constantly

Oil

on

hand.

ENGLISH mOHAIR

RAILWAY AND CARRIAGI
HUGS!
ti/ hi have the largest variety ef these goods to hi
Ti foand In New England, and at prices LRSi
can

now

be

Paintings, Engravings,

—FOB—

Picture Frames and

imported.

BYRON GREENOTJGH A CO.,
140 Riddle street.
eetliTTMMm

Looking

Glasses.

The Trade supplied with Black Walnut, Imitation
Rosewood and Ebony, and Gilt Oral Frames, Our
manufacturing facilities enable ns to furnish all articles in this line aa low in prices as out be found
elsewhere. We invite purchasers to oall and examine our very fine Engravings of which we have a
large variety.seplOdtf

Glasses made to order.

Septi7—dtf

pifoes
Milliners prioes in

sold

For Sale.
THE Togns Boose, Furniture, Mineral
avd
"state of the late Horaoe Beals,
Spiings
comprising one thou.and aerea of rioSfarmthe
Hotel and Spring,will be so'd
land,
iag
This
vns-a'e. if wanted.
property will be
with all the improvements, muoh less than first

cost. Also the Joht Davit Farm, situated on the
banks of the Kennebec, comprising three hundred
acres of the ilchest land in Kennebec County, with
five buildings ottacbed.
For further particulars inquire ut Togus House.
Chelsea, Me.
N. BEALS, Agent.
d*w oot 10

Copartnership

Notice.
have this day formed a Copart“"(Jorslgned
TH*nership
under the name and style of Fling fc
\v nittsmore, and have
taken the store formerly oo*
eepled by Henry Fling, No, Bl, Commeroia! street,
where they Intend
doing a Commission and Whole*
bueinwe, In Teas, Tobaoeo, W. I Goods, Gro*
oerios and Provisions.
HENRY fling.

STEPHEN WHITTEMORE.
Portland July 8,18M.
dtf
T

312

Congress St.

Ijititional

proportion.

Drags Medicines, Paints, Oils it
Paint

Her. 84 and 88

IB

Varnishes.

BLAKE,

JSABS A
yen

WE,
Coal, and
do

DENTIST,

No. XT’S Middl
F treet.
«*n»noii....Dn.Bioo
Portland, May at, 1863.

CO.,

of

HAVING

Granite Block.

POBTLAHD.

Wholesale

Coal and WoodT
^

M

Or. J. R. HEA1 D
disposed of his entire Interest In ms
Ollloe to Dr. 8. C FEBNALD, -rould ohoerfuily
reooommend him to his lormer patio its and the
pub1
.• Fbbhald, from long expo* ieooe. in precar*
ed to

adlau Produce,

Insert Artificial Teeth on the Vulcanite Base.11
and all other methods known to the profession.
Portland. Mav U. lftfifi

1

Janeldtf

_

Ml Idle Street.

....

DR. S. C, FERHALD.

FLOUR & GRAIN DEALERS,
And Bs
Western and C

•

A CARD.

__maylMtf

1

CO..

_

onee A Salesrooms, 80 Cemmerelal
St.,
(Thomas Block.)
Hbbht H. Bobo me,
MMt
Chablbs 8. Fobbb.
POBTLAHD, lL

K. 8T0EY, No. 23 Exchange St.

ft

Needles and Trimmings alwayi on hand,
stem if

and Color Factory, No. XbMunjoy St.,

ter

Cumberland
A

WOO» AMI COAX,

Grocers,

cheap for cash t

AND COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Superior

Coal /or

DIAMOND?

subscribers having

formed
THE

a

on

the

7th'day

copartnership under the name of

McCarthy &
For the purpose of oarry

,

Portland, Me.
Co Bee and Spice* put up for the trade, with any
address, in ill variety of packages, and warranted
aa represented.
Coffee roasted and ground for the trade at short
aotloe.
VA1I goods entrusted ■ t the owner’s risk.
marohlOdtf

for

Buildings.

Act. Assistant Quarter*art’s Offioe, 1
Augusta, Mr October 12th, 1864. f
SEALED proposals will be received by tee underk> signed, lor the erecting and construction. including all mateiiale tor the same, lor the following
ing buildings to be erected at and upon the grounds
of the U. 8 General Hospital, in the city of Augusta,
Me
add designated as Camp “James B.

on

the

Saturday the 22d inst
A guaranty
signed by two responsible parties must
aooompanv each bid, guarantying that the biider
perform the contract if awarded to

him under hie propo &1j
The undersigned reserves the right to reject any
and all bids deemed unreasonable.
Wm S. Dodge,
td
Capt. U 6. and A A Q. M.

^BOUNTIES!

Are obtained lor Wounded Soldier,
and the friend, of deoeased .oldiera who are
to the same by

(discharged)
entitled

BYRON D. TERRILL,
wd Coanwllor, at No. 117 Kiddle 8tnet,

Attorney

-Ann-

Licensed Agent for all the Departments at

Washington.
Portland, April 23,1864,

ap26 eod6m

i
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Our Ladles’ work is from the oelehrated Burts
ot New York.
For Ueatlemen’s wear we have the best assortment
ever offered for sale in this city; such as line Frenob
Patent-Leather Boots; Glove Calf and Calf Congress* gentlemen’s wear; Patent Leather Congress, and Calf Congress Balmoral, and nsw French
Buckle Boots.
Have you seen the new style CEIMPED-F EON1
BUCKLE BOOT, now made by McCarthy A Berry T For neatness, comfort and beauty, it surpasses
anything ever got up In this oity. Call and see it;
samples always on hand at the old stand of M. Mc-

CO.,

MIDDLE

STREET,

JOS STB HOWARD.

McCarthy & berry.
No. 06 Exchange Street.

Law,

MADE

JAMES T. PATTEN A CO.
Bath. He.

SILVER

MASON & HAMLIN

Also, liepairing and
Ware.

WARE,
Be-JinitAing Old Silter
aug«d6m

A. ft S, 8HTJRTLEFF ft

C0~

NOS. 54 dc 56 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND,

EDWARDS,

(Established in 1861.)

■

Manufacturers and

•

Hen’i

PLUMBER!

i

HUB

and Youth’s Thick, Kip
and Calf Boots,

NO. 194

PORTLAND,

|

HUmo and Children’s Goat. Kid
| Women’s
and Cnlf Balmorals, BuHberi. Shoo

MR.

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
Bowls, Brass* Silver Plated Cocks,
EWRRT dmorlptloo of Water nature, for Dwefling Booses, Hotel,. Pnbllo Bnildlssa.
arranged and set up In tbe beat msnssr. and all

Slock, Findings, too.

oontinue to devote their epeoia! and exelnSTILL
sive attention to the prosecution ef Claims for

OF

and Water Closets,
j Force Pumps
EXCHANGE STREET,

Dealers In

Boys’

aoHf*

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

beet mannor.

N0.349J Stewart’s Blook, Congress St.

_sprI8dtf
BRADFORD A HARMON,
Pension and Claim Agents,

foodo^sMEft; stssc**

SOU do Navy Fine
Delivered in Portland or Boeton.
Rath. April 10.1868

93F“All kind, of Ware, such u Knives, Forks,
Spoons, Cake Baskets, Casters, fco., plated in the

instruments are in constant use in the concerts oi
the most distinguished artists—as Gottecbalk and
others—as well as in the ,, jras in the priuoipal oitfes, whenever sueh instruments are reqmred. Price
$86 to $500 each. These instruments may be found
at the Hueio Booms of the subscriber, where they
will be sold at the manufacturers' prices.

H. S.

200

OF

938 Gongreee St., Opp. Court Boute, Portland, Me.

Are the beet instruments of their cites In the world.
Nearly all the most promisin’ artists in the country
have given written testimony to this effect, and these

Canvas,

—von oalb nr—

BATBAB OLBATBS.

AMD MAIVVAOTU111

EXCLUSIVELY BY

Tuntlnw,

Nooteh

Bank,

PEARSON,
Silver Plater,

Organs

ANDEBSOM,

mohl7 dAwtf

M.

The Cabinet

'•

and Civil
Engineer,
OFFICE, CODMAIf BLOCK,

JyWdAwtm

Juneldtl

Mil.

Gar.

Surveyor

PORTLAND, MR.

Carthy.

manner

BoysJ

__teptfdtf

__

JOHM F.

HOWARD-*" CLEAVES,
Office 91 Middle SC, over Casco

M*.
lf»f

Alexander D. Reeves,
Tailor* Ac Draper,
OS EXCHANGE
ST.j

_

Law Partnership.

A Counsellors at

Portia**,

_

manta.

PORTLAND,.MB.
JyI8d8m'

Attorneys

Grain,

Mannlhetaref to order and in the beet
itaryand Navy Uniform., and

Hard-Ware Dealers,

Saddlery

Manufactory

A

_

and

Oewmaraiml Ssroot,
__r.

Sales ! !

BAILEY

dxalxes in

HMAD OF MERRILL’S
WHARF,

FOB SALS AT

JAMES

No. If Union Strom.

Sleighs, Com, Flour

janeltf

ready .made

Roofiing

HERSEY, Agent,

—

POBTLAHD, MB.

Sales !

COMPOSITION,

ALBERT WEBB A CO„

Sole Booms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass,

its branohes, and having all the facilities for
getting up first class work for gentlemen and ladies,
wear, are new ready to execute all orders with neatness and dispatch. Our work will be made of the
best of imported .took, by the best of workmen, and
warranted to give poneot satisfaction. It is our aim
'that our work shall not be seoond to any in the Unit-

in length, 16 feet wide, 12

One Guard House, 80 by 16
One house, two stories nigh. 20 by 86.
The whole to be constructed and finished in workmanlike manner from “plans and specifications” to
be seen at this Offioe from and after the 20th Inst.
Bide will be reoeived until twelve o’clock noon,

PENSIONS!

E.
Jan* dtf

Preble aitraet, (Hear Preble House,)

BOOT AND SHOE BUSINESS

^known

faithfully

Carriages

Berry,
ing

and

WATERPROOF

SOB SLAT BOOS9.

made to

and

IHDORVED

Oravel

Portland, Me.

KABUBAOrcnBB OB

of May i

Ladies, Gentlemen, and Children’s West
Seleoted from New York and Boston markets

will

Carriage Manufacturer,
Preble Street,

AND

FEIT

LEMONT,

W-Carriages and Sleighs en hand

Salaeratus & Cream Tartar,
New Cofee and Spice Mills, 18 and 16 Union street,

leet

FIRE

order-___JnnelAdtf
C. F. KIMBALL,
BUSINESS ADVERTISEMENT

COFFEE, SPICES,

building, 100

K.

E.

Copartnership Notice,

ed States.
We have also completed a stock of
work of the first quality, for

One

WABRE1T8

POBTLAHD, MB.

____

In all

QRAN T

feetpoats.

^iSdSTn C MoSdy. }

Delivered to order In any part of the city.
The former customers of Messrs. Sawyer A Whitney are respectfully invited to give us a call.
|
BANDALL. MoALLISTKB A CO.

HILL?.

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

Proposals

MERCHANTS,

No. 5 Galt Blook, Ooznmero'al Bt,

Coal !

BlaolbmUhm.

Also, Hard and Soft Wood,

septSJ dtf

OBAHT’S COFFEE & BPICfc

ivrouLiDiisro-s

They have aleo a luge variety of PhotoarapK
*
Stock and Ckemicalt, Caeet, Camaras, fe., fc.
With the facilities afforded them they esn get ne
any piece of work in their department of business
as well and as cheap asean be done in Boston or
New York. Liberal discount made to the trade.

1864,

English

—

Manufacturers of all kinds ol

Plates of all Rises Be-Set.

Mahtl* aud Pike

FOB

Photographs, & Looking Classes.

Pictures,

Varnished in the best style.
They havo also reoeived a flesh supply ol French
Imitation of

oilt

FRAMES
—

ABD DBALBBS

TRUE

AGENTS,

-A*D-

Bleaohery,

Exchange SL,

new.

Cleaned and

for

On Saratoga, Christiana and Eugenia shape, 00
cents.
On Jooky Crown and
shaps, 60 oonts.
Blocking Felt Bonnets, 60 cents,
20
oesU
to the above
coloril1*’

Treenails.
OAK TREENAILS, fbr

1

|

Portland. .Tnne IS. 1R«4.—dly

Wholesale Dealer in all kinde of

and Butter.

“An BBLS. Applet.

OW For
•eptasdlm

WOODMAN,

Japan, White Lead, Zinc, Paints,
And Ground Colors,

COMMISSION

Furnishing' Goods,

Blocking Felt Hats

J.

FAMILY BUTTER,
1000 NICE CHEESE. For sale by

the

SEWING MACHINES!

CO.,

Pants, Tests,

FOB

25 TCB8

Apple,

8IWGERS

!

All af which will be sold low for Cash, at the old
I
stand of Lewis fc Smith.
AB1EL M. BM1TH, 171 Fore St.
...
JO—dtf
Bept

Butter and Cheese.

sept27 d4w19

Mmohinlsts, Millwright*,Mid fihJp-Balid-

•

Beady-Made Overcoats,

Sweetsir’s

For sale

Government 7 3-10 Loan.

attention of

SPRING MOUNTAIN, LEHIGH, HEZILTOR
...
Oommeroial street.
Maine Wharf, are now prepared to supply their ! Granite Stores,
I SUGAR LOAF, OLD flOMFANY LFUIGH Lol
former patrons and the publio generally, with a
COST
MOUNTAIN JOHNS,
WEB*
(Opposite head Widgary Wharf,)
fine assortment of
TER and BLACK HEATH. Theee Ceaie ere et the
Nice Custom Work.
John Lynoh, )
beet
very
quality, well screened and picked, end
WELL PICKED AMD SCREENED
We would Inform onr firienda and the pnblio that 1
warranted to five satisfaction.
Pels* Barker,}
POBTLAHD, MB.
we intend to keep the best thd market
Thos. Lynoh ) Janeldtf
afforde, and
Old Company Lehigh,
Also tor sale beet of
oan sell at the lowest rates.
Onr Custom Work we guarantee and warrant to
Sugar Loaf Lehigh,
HARD
DOLE
AMD
Sc
SOFT WOOD,
fit at all times. We would also call attention to our
Hazelton Lehigh,
nice Custom
QRNERAL
Locust ,'ilountatn.
delivered to any part of the olty.
John’s,
Onnon Cohhbboial 8t„ head of Franklin
Whan.
White and Red Ash,
Diamond and Lorberry,
And W holeeale Dealers in
8’
* 8QN.
IshUdly
FLOUB, CdRN AND PRODUCE,
Together with the best quality of

TRANSIENT PRICE LIST

200
BBLS. ONIONS.
100

Bank,.

manner.

•rs is invited—and all kind* of
Css'togs tarnished
at short notios.
for
HT-Order*
Maofalne Jobbing Pattern* and
gorging!, prossptiy aaeented.
odd It

LYNCH A CO.,

German and

hlkp,k

Im sonnootion with the above is an Iron koeadry,
with surge assortment of Pattern*. to whieh tbs

__

subscriber having purchased the Stock of
Coal and Wood, and taken the stand recently
Beavers, Cassimeres & Doeskins, THE
occupied by Messrs. Samper f Whitney, head of

ICE WKSTltjaN wool,

Onions and Sweet Potatoes.

W. B. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, July 30th, 1864.—dkwtr

OSGOOD,

as

and a team in tike best

wU

0IA8. J. 80HUM ACRBB,

our Stook of
Wood to Messrs. Randall, McAlisf |co.,
oheenully rooommend them to cur | 137 Commercial Stnet,
former customers.
All persons having demands
Charles Blake, )
I against us are requested to present them tor settleand
all
meat,
persons indebted1 to us are requested I
Henry A.
te make Immediate paynient at the old staud where
B. w. Gage.
)
ono of the undersigned maybe found for the present. !
SAW YES & WHITNEY.
Portland, Jnne 6,1361.
JunelSdSw
JOHN

AT

»

CLEVELAND Sr

Also a fine stock of Cloths, each
American Moscow and Castor

Mill Swing, 8i»fti*

Janeldtl

_____

Jonee,}

spurn’s,

No. 171 Fore Street.

Wool.
LBS'

octl2 d3w

PICTURE_FRAMES!

:m:.

PAPER HANGINGS.
No, M Exchange Street, Portland, He.

NOTICE.
the undersigned, having sold

j

May be found at

And

500 tons

Boys

slaes and patterns,

MOODY,

s2e“by,UP*
92 ComT st. JL

DENNISON. PIERCE ft CO.,
201 Commereial Street.

oetll dftwtf

Interest semi-annually, payable In paper at the
rate of seven and three-tenths per oent. per annum.
Bonds oonvertable In three years into six per oent.
five-twenty bonds, upon whioh the interest Is payable in ooln.
The notes will be delivered here free of expense,
The purohaaer will reoeive the interest to August 16
If subscriptions are made before that time.
One-eighth per cent, commission will be allowed
subscribers at this Bank upon all amounts bf #1,000

Canal

sale

TONS

quality baled Hay, and
wanted by

Kotos for Sale.

yen-Thirty

and

Undercoats,

Of Mil, in all the denominations in which the note

Issued, vis:—#60, #100, 8600,

for

Central Wharf.

over

Ben

An* 27—dtf

»

POBTIglOATlOBS.
Iron Stairs and other Architectural Work.
Hobsm, Stores, and other buildings, fitted with

Premium Paged Account Books.

j

St.

Lmbt Houaa Worn* of sU dssorlptlons, and s8
kinds or work required in bnllding

-FOB—

Shippitng Boards.

1.000,000
J. Ml CLER,
twt 10-daw

First National Bank.

For

-a..

Triuidad Sugar and Molas.es.

First National Bank oi

the country, will give further information
afford every fhoillty to subscribers.
Aug JO—dkw2m

ARRIVED.

oAA BBLS 8woet Potatoes per 8oh Exchange.
uUU For sale by F A.. SMITH, head ofLong
W hari. or at store, 19 ft 21 Silver street.
Octl8^-dlw

#40,000,000,

A SPLENDID ASSORTMENT OP

Potatoes,

JUST

j

J.

HmfifsudFiitiini,

AMD MAKUTACTURXa OF

DBSCBIPTIOK,

So that Money can be Saved in these War Times.

Union

STEAK EHGIBE8 and B0ILEB8,

Bookseller, Stationer,

AT SHORT NOTICE AND FAIR PRICES

CIO T H I N G !

Clothing I

aVKRT

11

Is prepared to tarnish

BARirrAOTUHRttg or

THE

WINTER

No.

PORTLAND, ME.
jnneldSm

BUKGESS, FOBES, A

subscriber respootthlly informs bis iriends
in general that bo will

OF

IRA WINN, Agent,

Street,

DAVIS,
<

PORTLAND, MM.

}

)

maySdtf

Joneltf

have ail orders

)

of various

Repair Gentlemens’Garments

Fall and Winter

MERCHANDISE.

United States.
While the Government offers the most liberal terms
for its loans, It believes that tbe very strongest appeal will be to the loyalty and patriotism of tbe poo-

FALL AND

Block,

"Wholesale and Retail.

1

WEALTH.

EGONOMYJIS

"NET C48H.”

}

Cbai.B.BogOT.

augSl 3m.

Portland, Aug 10,1864.—dtf

lor imparting to young men and ladies a
complete business education
Send lor a circular containing tall Information—
address
WORTHINGTON ft WARNER,
Principals.
9—d&w6m
Ang

the

Up to tbe kith of September, tbe subscriptions to
this loan amounted to over

Concord, H- H,

TERMS

most thorough and extensive Commercla
THE
College in No* England, presents unequalled
lacllluee

parts of tbe country.
It is believed that no securities offer so great induocmonts to lender* as those issued by tbe GovernIn all other forms of Indebtedness, the
ment.
faith or ability of private parties, or stock companies, or separate communities only, Is pledged ter payment, while the whole property of the oountry is
behl to seeure the discharge of all the obligations ol

Plf-

Oollege,

attended to.

Flour, Grain and Provisions,
88 Oommoroial street, Thomas

Groceries,

No. 61 Commercial

JAMES B. RACKLYFT.

the Novel ties of the season.

&

No. 144 Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MS.
IV* Wort executed in ever, part of the State.

Our 8took la large and
desirable, presenting all

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Flour, Provisions

Bleached & Pressed at the Shortest Notice

to

k ROOERS
Wiouuu Dulim m

ix

Fresco and Banner Painter,

promptly

BRADLEY, MOULTON

BOBKBT BBAI.Br,
•. M.WOULTOB,
A. a. B08SBS.

GENTLEMEN’S HATS,

Every exertic n will be made

ring Bridge.

t___JnnolaodSm

Commission Merchants,

HATS & BONNETS DYED.

Furnishing Goods,

jercm

Maine.

asn wnoLBsaxa nBanana

and Oats.

loaded with Corn in balk Owe of oharge.
Warehouse No. lao
Commercial Street,
And Citt
Mill*, Doe

CO„

Leghorn Bonnets

-ALSO-

facilities tor supplying onr
customers; with
promptness, fidelity cad despatch are nnexoelled.

municipal

Taxation.

&

Barley, Rye

____Inneldtf_
JOH.f T. ROGERS A

-AJTD-

Our

Its Exemption

MAINE,

And Dealers la

Gent’s

Bleachery,

Oongres Street,

PORTLAND

J. E. FERHALD A SON,
Merchant Tailors.

Portland,

per annum.

thay

T

—»OR—

Clapp’s Block, Congress Street,
link in Bryant, Stratton & Co.’s chain af InFaternational
Business and Commercial Colleges,

Convertible into a 6 per oent. 6-20 Sold Bondi

and they

O

Located In

erals for discounts.

[Have

L

PORTLAND COLLEGE,

Woodbury Dana. {
John A. a. Dana. i

merchant

»o* fiiouii in uu or

\

spared in the future. Five hundred references el
the tint class business men, with many othen of this
oity, will testify to the practical utility, capaciousness and completeness of my
Bystems and manner
of teaching, and citiiens of other cities have testified
to the same. Diplomas will be awarded for thorough oourses. Able Assistants secured. Bartlett’s
Plan, the founder of Commercial Colleges, strictly
to as regards not
adjured
copying. Certain times
will be devoted to Commercial Law elucidations.—
Come all who have failed to be taught a business
hand-writing and I will guarantee to yon success.
Applicatioussolioited for Aoooantants. Separate in
struotion given. Students can enter
any tims. Separate rooms for Ladies. Tuition reasonable. Iatrioate acoountsadjusted. Ladies and Gentlemen that
desire to take lessons, or a full, or a separate
eourae,
In either
Book-Keeping, Navigation, Commercial
Law, Phonography, Higher Mathematics, Civil Engineering. Surveying, Native Buaiaess Writing,
Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence, Cara
Marking, (and teaching from printed copies and
Tewt Books will be avoided please
oali, or address
the Principal.
E. N.BBOWN.
Portland. Oet.2,1863.
oo2S eod&eow'.y

LARGEST AND BEST STOCKS

It it a National Savingi Bant, offering a higher
rate of Interest than any other, and the best teewrity. Any savings baak whloh pays its depositors in
U. 8. Notes, considers that it is paying in the best
circulating medium of the oountry, and it cannot
pay in anything better, lor its own assets are either
in Government securities or in notes or bonds payable in Government paper.
It is equally convenient as a temprary or permanent investment. The notes oan always be sold for
within a fraotton of their face and accumulated interest, and are the best security with banks as collat-

than

Scholarships good in any part of the United States
Principal has had 20 years experience; is always
the spot, and attends to his business; and promises, as daring the past 12 yean, no pains shall be
ne

.Utaygrjhm.

_

Dana 4 Co.
Fish
and
Salt,
Luther Dana,
Portland,

on

middle Street,
Opposite the Post Oflloe.

oent.

8tad

JOS K. BARNES,
Surgeon Gen. U. 8. A.

A.I

band.

__4_

Hanson Block, Middle St., No. 101.

Wo. 104 middle Street,

EBONY AND ROSEWOOD FRAMES,

GENERAL’S OFFICE,
Wabhikgtob Citt, D. C.,
September 21st, 1864.
An Army Medical Hoard, to consist ol Surged
U.
8.
A., President; Surgeon
Charles S. Tripler,
William 8. King, U. 8. A and Surgeon Glover PerIn, U. 8 A., Recorder, will meet at Cincinnati Ohio,
ea the 18th of October next, lor the examination ol
candidates <or admission into the Medical Staff ot
the United States Army, and of inch Assistant Burgeon. for promotion as may be brought before It*
Applicants must be between twenty-one and thirty years of age, and physically sound.
Applications mast dc addressed to the Secretary
of War, or the
Surgeon General, stating the reslol
{•nce of the applicant, and the date and place
birth; they must also be aocompanled by respcocharacter,
of
moral
Sfl 'oytimonia's
of persons
-Jr?,'“'owanoe Is made irr theasexpense*
V\8 e*»mtnai Ion, it Is an indispenaa-

Groods,

on

IV* Partionlar attention given to cutting for
others to make.
Sept 18—d8m

Tfl open Day and Evening, tor a Thorough Business
XEdueation. Located 1890.

GARDINRRj

hi,t returned from
HAS
with one of the

House, Stable, out-buildings and Store;

lage of Upper Gloucester, twenty

N. S.

posit.
Parties' depositing twenty-five thousand dollars
and upwards for these notes at any one time will be
allowed a commission of one-qnarter of one per

Manufacturers of all kinds of

Also, 40 ACRES OF LAND of the very best descript on The house is !t; stories with a piaasa; it
oontaine ten largAflnishtd rooms.
Also a large Ell
well arranged and very convenient
The stable is large and dcished for a number
el
horses; there are also two large eheds adjoining
The above are well adapted for a hotel and stable.
I he store is in good shape, and there is no better

Furnishing

Commission

ers

eonstan lr

m

Also, Ground Kook Salt.

No. 181 Middle street, where he

to

hand or
‘he beat

on

BtIRQiN,

Corn, Meal and Flour,

Tailor,

removed
will be pleased to meet hie flrlends and customHAS
A good assortment of Clothe and Trimmings

Of the kstt
quality- at the LOWEST PRICES by

Augustus

Lower Than any Other Establishment

and timid.
Mum Bet cherished for Lizzie the excessive
yearning love that the elders of a family are
apt to feel for the youngest, and extended to
her the protection that the strong and generous owe and Instinctively give to the weak.—
Lizzie was the bread maker of the family. The
mistress restricted the servants to black bread.
This was distasteful to poor Lizzie, and on
one occasion when she had been kneading the
family batch, she scraped from the sides of the
ample knot bowl, formerly in rustic use,
enough dough to make a little cake, and
moulded it lor herself. The mistress came into the kitchen at the moment the oven was
cleaned ready to receive the bread.
The
oven of thoso days was a sort of manorial affair. It was heated with wood burned to coals,
and then cleaned with a broad iron shovel
called a pele. The oven had just been cleaned, and was still at red heat—the little cake
caught the mistress’s eye. “What is this for?”
‘For me,
she demanded.
missis,” replied the
trembling girl. Tne woman seized the shovel
and aimed a blow at Lizzie. Mum Bet interposed her arm, saying, “You shan’t Btrike
her;” and herself received the blow. The
shovel cut to the bone, and to her grave she
carried the scar. I can never forget it; »
hideous broad scar across tne whole breadth
of her arm. When she described this outrage
the would say, “She never struck at Lizzli

Atao

As the notes drawlnterestfrom August 15, persons
to that date must pay
the interest scorned from date of note to date of de-

Attacknut.

The former places the oontrol of the machine entirely under t-e oontrol of the feet of the operator,
all backward motion of the wheel, alpreventing
lowing the freedom of both hands to handle the
work, and saving the breaking of needles and the
entangling of the thread.
The latter will allow the free use of linen thread
or of inferior ootton, and entirely does
away with
the soaping of the doth.
Call and see and you will not lkil to hare them applied to your maohines. JOHN PORTER, Agent.
Mr. Porter will put machines in order and teach
the operators how to use them, so that they will
hare no trouble.
dti
Portland, Aug. 10,18M.

of Sheffield, Mass. He was, as she reported
of him, a gentle master and “all worthy” in
character. But he was unfairly yoked to a
Mum Bet had a
woman of ferocious temper.
younger sister, also a slave in the same family; she was a “slim piece,” as Mum Bet described her to me; good, gentle, consumptive

uninon.

EDWARD H.

GOVLD,

Merchant

Cheapest!

shade and quality
Utult

|

WIOLMAIJ DIAL 111

If ATHAlf

As Good as the Best Sc
Cheap
as the

BUSINESS CARDfr.

TLi'l

BEMOVa.

Custom and Ready-Made 1

making deposits subsequent

usual, snob as 8pool Cottons, (by
at market prices.)

Dress Trimmings, Buttons, Needier, Bdginge,
Laces, Veile, Betts, Undersleeves Noop
Skirt s,{a/ull assortment) Soar/s,
toth Silk and Worsted.
KID

schools and families, lecture# in
in French Idioms. A naFranoe, formerly instructor of Rhetorio and
Belles letters in Charlesmogne College, one of the
first institutions in Paris.
For farther paatioulars, apply at Messrs. Bailey A
11 and 12 A. M., where Information
Noyes’ betweenwill
be given.
astoterm, Ac,
in

LESSONS
sohools, explanation

^

712
'

BUSINESS CARDS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CAotlniig ! Clotlung \ \

tive ol

prepared.

and over.

In every stlye; Hoods, Hood Nubias, Sontags, Nubias, Olovos, Hosiery, Mlttans, to.

umphaut jeers.

v.

C3-ood.sa

description snob

BREAK F1A S T

a pork barrel at the foot of the stairs. “Ha 1
ha 1” cried she, “prisoners and ammunition in
barrel.” They next desired to be
a pork
shown her valuables. Armed as before, she
led the way to her own room, where, in a
chest was stored a mass of material easily
convertible to the sinews of their new calling.
“Now,” says she, “let me see the man that
dares to touch it—there isn’t one of you that
daresand with the determined spirit that
fired her eye and nerved her arm, they felt
their little baud outnumbered if not surrounded. They quailed before her and were glad
to slink from the house followed by her tri-

Bet.

Instructor in the French
and Latin Languages.

The

AND RETAIL! FIKST NATIONAL BANK

Have just received a very large assortment of Cloaks,
Capes and Cassocks, fiom New York and Boston,
and wnich are now open and relay for inspection
at our place of business. 133 Middle Street.
We will sell for cash both WHOLESALE and
RETAIL, at prices which nobody cm ooxnplain of.

aud ammunition.”

again—norat

Secretary of the Treasury gives notice that
subscriptions will be received lor Coupon Treasury
Notes, payable three years from August 15, 1864,
with semi annual interest at the rate ol seven and
three-tenths per cent per annum,—principal and interest both to be paid in lawful money.
These notes will be convertible at the option of the
holder at maturity, into tlx per oent. gold bearing
bonds, payable not less than fire nor more than
twenty years from their date, as the Government
may elect. They will bo issued in denominations ol
fifty, one hundred, five hundred, one thousand, and
five thousand dollars, and all subscriptions must
be for fifty dollars, or some multiple of fifty dollars.
The notes will be transmitted to the owners free of
transportation charges as soon after the reoeipt of
the original Certificates of Deposit as they can be

Recently of Philadelphia,

W. B. GOULD, Cashier,
Portland, July SO, 1864_eodtf

A, G. OLNEY & CO..

__CLOTHING.

LOAN.

S

asking what they wanted, answered, “prison-

EDUCATIONAL.

commission of l per oent,

CASSOCKS,

WHOLESALE

mitted all their valuables to the care of Mum
Bet She prepared a large cauldron of boiling pumpkiuB lor the rascals, and awaited their
coming. They finally appeared, and upon her

family.

J

S

CAPES,

iosifrgeuts who made justice the watchword
by which they violated its saered name. The
villagers, in expectation of a fray, had com-

ber of my

AK

UTS. 7^30

NO

~

Prof. Maeee, A. M.

were

after with his family, The above epitaph epitomizes her faithful life. There is one short
scene in it however, Which fairly belongs to
the historical drama of her native state. At
the time of the famous Shay’s Rebellion in
4780, Judge Sedgwick’s house in his absence
was visited by some of the roving bauds of

ers

O

FINANCIAL.

WHOLE

AJ
■«•»

;
;

orders in town or country IhithfhJly executed. A J
kinds of lobbing promptly attendea to.
on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PCMP8 of all doeoription*.

TNTITH our superior facilities for manufooturlng,
¥ T
and a Urge experience in the bnainess, w «
Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of Pay awl —e
are able to sell as low as in Boston or
elsewhere.
Prize Money,
Dealers an respectfully Invited to oall and examine onr stock before purchasing.
And all other claims against the Government, h r. j
OT* Orders by mall promptly attended to.
ing been duly licensed therefor.
Portland. April 23.1844.
d4ss
W All advice free. Terms as low as at any oth 1
er A eeney, and no pay required until the claims are
obtained.
The Cheapest Agency
I
Offioe 88 Exchange street, Jose Blook.
collecting all olasses of olalms arising from
F. BRADFORD,
the war is that of the
Z. K. HARMON.
June 21.—dtf
“MAINE WAB CLAIM

aJ. T. Lewis «Sc
Manofhstsnra

Oo.,

and Wbolerale Dealer, la

«

MILLOOHAU'B

PATENT

PAINT

OIL.

A Perfect Substitute for Linseed Oil*
AMD MUCH
is

Linseed Oil,
used with
colors, and possesses decided advantages tor all
work on manufacturing establishments, depots,
cars, engines, all kinds oi iron work, for roots, and
wherever a watter proof p&iut is required. For all
kinds of ship work,
exposed to salt water, it is superior to any other.
Address orders to
same manner

CRAPTS ft WILLIAMS,
• fc 8 Coihiioui Whahf, Bobtok.
Boston, Aug. 27,1864.
aug3 eodSm.
Bale of Lands and Timber tor the Benefit
of Normal Schools.
I
Ofuck,
Bangor 8epte» her 13,1864.)
pursuance eft he Aot entitled "An Aot lor the
establishment of Normal School.,” approved
March 25,1868, and the lurther report of Council
made August 15th, 1864: the Land A»cnt will offer
for sale at public auotion, at the Land Office In Banon Tueeday, March 14.1866, at 12 o’clock noon,
1 the right, title and interest which the State has,
being one undivided half. <amed in common with
proprietors, of townships numbered 8la teen, Ran re
■even. (18 R 11) and Sixteen, Rang. Twelve, ('6 It
M) West from the Bast line of the State in Connty
ef Aroostook, at a minimum price of tbirty oentr
per aere for either or both traote. Terms Cash.
ISAAC R. CLARK,
Land Agent.
paptlO—lawtd
Laud

F

Sir,

Portland Army Committee

as

can be

and FURNISHING

ASSOCIATION,’

CHEAPER.

in the
IT driesused
quickly and very hard,
all

READY-MADE CLOTHING

F)R

OH THH

U. S.

Cliristian_ Commission.

Chairmen, T. B. Hsyes, receives Stores at 119 Middle street.
Treasurer, Cyrus Sturdivant, receives Money at 76
Commercial street.
Secretary, Henry H. Burgess, reoa'vcs Letters nt
80 Commercial street.
Andrew J. Chase,
Dr. W. 9-. Johnson.
Innel8dtt

In which the expenses are controlled by a disinterested Executive Committee
Apply to person, or by letter, to GEORG* F.
EMERY, over the PortUnd Post Office, 8d story.
diwtk

Carriages, Carriages!
Firmly Bui

and Neatly

|

Chamber*

Cntteri.

HAVE left With Mr. W. D. James, No. 62 Middle street, Portland, copies of the true science of
drafting gaimenta. Mr. J. fudv understands the
theory and practice as well as I do. and can commnnicat as well to others.
OTIS Minisns
Portland, Sept 16,1864.

I

|

Having received authority from Mr. Madison, I
prepared to furnish all the necessary infbnnatlon, and supply those who may wish with the rule#,
8 Gardiner’s, No. 62 Middle street.
*t1'Ir:
Sept 16—3m
w. D. JAMES.
Notice.

THE

_

PORTLAND,MR.

Sewall C. Strrnt,
Of the late lira of Howard * Strom,

for sole, at hi* Mtabliehmant, rartaty
and mo«t subAttorney
of Carriage* made in the neatwt
OFFERS
The aaeortmont Comprises all the
stantial
a

and

Counsellor at Law,

105 Middle «««••>
Opposite International Ban*.Peril omit.

of Light Carriages, and they wUl be
diflbraiitstyles
Pcrsonslntendthe most favorable tot™*-

j

Anglg—dAwtm_

TRUNKSs

Copper Comp’y.

VALISESj

AND

Traveling

am

annual meeting of the Female Orphan Asylum of Portland will be held at the Asylum
House, comer of Myrtle end Oxford streets, on
Tuesday the 18th inst., at 8 oTilock In the afternoon
MANY B. STOKER, Secretary)
ootUdW

_

!_._lyiMtf

J. P. LEBBEIi No. 20 Preble St.,

New Bedford

GOODS,

No*. 1 and 2 By** Afreet Bin*

(Over H. J. Libby fc Co.,)

Finished.

sold on
will «Ud it for their Inter
lng to purchase Carriages
,3?to call and examine Mfore buying elsewhere.
lunemtdtf

•

J. T. Lewis,
J.P. Lewis.

manner.

To Merchant Tailors and

•

Bags!

Manufoctnred sad for asls

Yellow

MetalftGoppei Sheathing,

®*l* Co»poy, Bolt Yellow Metal
SpOnt, Malle, fe.,

WHOLESALE

DURAN

,

at short notUe and delivered at any pert required.
MoGILYRBT, RTAN fc DATIi.
Sept I.—dtf

NO.
*

ly

165

and RETAIL

BRACKETT,

&

MIDDLE STS11T.

All orders la the oltjr
Oiled.

or

ftom.the eonntry ,leapt*

liflSMtf
h

F

TJi» Vallandigham Conspiwwy.
people had abundant cause for
thanksgiving, we have now—just now. As a

Canada gets the "Gold Shoulder.”
The London Time* of the 15th ult has a long
and singular article on the affairs and position
POBTZAJTB, MZ1XB.
of Canada. The “Thunderer” evidently enterof Great
tains the belief, that this dependency
Wednesday Morning, Oct 19, 1864.
than it is worth. It Is
more
Britain la costing
— »..
gfU
of the rapid proSm« the significant signs
Preee
ie
the
Daily
The circulation of
larger gress of events, when the mouth-piece of the
than any other Dally paper in the State, or A trlstocracy of England, not only compliments
of one of the American arenable that of any other in Poe ..zed. *
he immense force

THE DAILY PRESS.

If

aver a

to be upon our knees to-day.
Just look at another escape we have had. A
amounting to 500,000,

nation,

we

ought

body of conspirators,
or to 800,000 acaccording to Vallandigham,
our whole
others—overspreading
to
cording
countryt Interfused everywhere organised,
officered, partly armed and thoroughly drilled,
“Grand Commander,”
ready to rise, if the
Vallandigham, but crook his finger.
Think of It I Jefferson Davis and George
B. McClellan banded together for the same
Confederate chief actually furpurpose I The
nishing ths plan; and our Union chief,and the
candidate for our Presidency, co-operating

■

Canada that her adminimies, but also notifies
stration “leans on a broken reed” if itsuppos
es it can expect material help from the mother
tr Reading Matter on all Fear Pace*.
country, in case of an Invasion by us.
It serves that hoard of secession aiders and
sympathisers just right to frighten them out of
their wits, with the intimation that when
and with all the other “Sons of
America calls upon them to “ walk up to the with him,
a subdivision called “The
Liberty,”
through
Captain’s office and settle,” that wily oldmothMcClellan Guard 1” Think of these unprinsame
the
In
who
has
er,
participated deeply
lilt a
cipled, desperate scoundrels and “spotted
sort of meanness, will not be ready to
traitors” daring to hold their “Grand Coundeserved pun
their
from
to
them
save
finger
cil” at the same time and in the same place
had
ishmant. These “Gaffee Greens” having
with the Democratic party at Chicago—and
have a pleasa good time In helping (he rebels,
traitors have
the
by
previous appointment—each ready to <fowhen
view
ant prospect in
restored to its operate with the other for the nomination of
been put down, and the country
McClellan!
vast proportions preservquietness, with all its
cool extract
But let us De just, as a ooay tue demoed unbroken. Bead the following
crats are no traitors. They love their counfrom the article named:
that Canada leans on a broktry as much as we do—and perhaps are no
We have stated
UNION NOMINATIONS.
in case of an In- fonder of power. And there are thousands
en reed if she supposes that,
vasion from America, any considerable portion
and tens of thousands among them, who, if
of the burden of her defence «an be borne by
ELECTION TUESDAY, NOT. Sth.
they had the fact* before them, as they appear
this country. We think we need not argue or
in Judge Holt’s Report of the Vallandigham
discuss what would be the duty of England in
,uch a conjuncture. It is quite enough for us
FOB
PRESIDENT,
Conspiracy, from witnesses of unimpeachable
o confine ourselves to the consideration of
character under oath; or if they could but see
.possibilities. Let Canada consider the forces the
testimony of Dr. Biasell and others, rewith which England took the field in the Crispecting the arrangements made by McClelor ILLINOIS.
mea, and let her on the other hand, reflect on
be forces with which for a succession of years
lan for bis' own safety and for that of the
American Generals have been carrying on a
French Princes, while preparing for a surrenFOB VlOL-YBEaiDEET,
that
civil war. All, and more than all,
Eng- der of the cause and for a sacrifice of the
the
suffice
for
wear
not
land can spare would
whole army, would turn their backs upon him
ind tear, we do not say of a campaign, but of
to-morrow with detestation and loathing.—
t single great battle conducted on General
tbnnbsssk.
or
Grant’s principles. Whatever may be our Much as they love McClellan, they love their
vishes or our opiuious, it is absolutely out of
country more. Blinded though they be witlj,
•
mr power to give Canada efficient assistance
For Elector*.
the glamour that has blinded millions—ourself
land
in
event
of
war.
the
by
JOHN B. BROWN, ol Portland,
among the number—partly owing to circumof
Damariscotta.
same
article
from
which
we
have
In
the
STETSON,
ABNER
stances but recently explained, and partly to
made the above extract, the Times hugs to its
out.—RICHARD H. CHAPMAN of BiddetorA
the astonishing forbearance of the Adminis•id Diit.—TuOSlAS A. D E ESS BN DEN ol Auburn.
delusion
that
the
Southern
and
bosom
the
fatal
BdDitt —GOING HATUORN of Pitta Held.
almost amounting to weakness, in
tration,
of
It
so
loves
P.
Orono.
to
suoceed.
northern traitors are
41* DUt.—BENJ.
GILHATf,
not ordering a court martial on him twelve
Ith Ditt.—JOHN N. SWaZBY of Buoksport.
che treason that it is shocked it shonld fail.
months ago, or not putting him on trial now
One would hardly believe, that so late as the
for high treason, like Dodd—they are not
L5th Sept, last, with all the light before it that
A. H. Stephens’ Conditions of Bennion.
can read for themselves and judge
editorial
such
an
hat
has,
corps
opin- fools—they
powerful
Alexander H. Stephens, who at the outset
for themselves.
on as is contained in the following extract
fought secession with commendable energy
This, to be sure, is no time for a court mar-hould find place in a leading article in its coland with unanswerable facts and logic, and
when all our highest officers are wanted
tial,
imus. Surely, “Ephraim is joined to his idols.”
then accepted the Vice Presidency of the rebin the field. And a trial for high treason just
In the times that are coming we shall proel Confederacy and commenced talking aboul
an actual levying of war, instead
>ably And America divided into at least two now, though
the “mission” of the new government being
a
of
should be proved, would be
constructive,
their
and
emulation
Confederations;
rivalry
to demonstrate the falacy of the Declaratioi
vill maintain their armies at a high pitch of regarded as a persecution for political purof Independence, and who showed no signs ol
fficiency, and it will be fatal for Canada to poses ; and the great unreasoning, unbelievufler herself, as seems only too probable, to be
discontent until the rebel cause became absoing multitude, following their leaders, would
mtdone in discipline as well as numbers.
lutely desperate, has come out with a long
hurrah the louder, crying, “Great is Dionly
letter which finds ready admirers in the copana of the Ephesians.’’
J. X.
The
Troth
General
about
Sherman.
perhead ranks.
The World this morning sums up the ruHe has seen a “feeble ray of light” at Chiuors from Georgia in a series of panic paracago, and forthwith he states in detail the
Concerning that Convert to Demooraoy.
conditions on which he is willing to see a re;raphs which contain as man; errors of state- To the Editor of the Press.constructed Union. These conditions are denent as could well be crowded into a quarter
I notice the Argus claims the Hon. Zadoc
>fa column. One of its ‘‘salient points ” is:
cidedly modest. Of course it must be modest
Long as an apostate Republican—a recent con“
for the”criminal authors of ail this blood and
General Sherman was in Nashville, nnable,
vert to the Peace Democracy. The idea of atit last accounts, to get back to his army, which
carnage to lay down the terms on which they
taching any importance to the political posiwould therefore be without the benetlt of his
and
cease
their
will return to their allegiance,
tion of this old gentleman is simply laughable
presence, abilities and experience.”
avocation of wholesale treason and murder.
The only foundation the World has for this to those who are acquainted with him. Some
Mr. Stephens’ conditions, briefly stated, are
‘alarming”statement, is the following precious twenty-five years ago he wae run by the Whigs
after this style. He would have the Federal
hit from the Richmond Dispatch of October for Congress, in Oxford District, and only deGovernment stop the war, withdraw the
12th:
feated by about 2000 majority 1 This is, pertroops and disband the army. This done he
“Sherman, it appears, had gone to Nashville haps, the reason why he is called the “Hon.”
would then make no objection to a convention
iuit previous to Hood’s move, cutting the
The Argus of that time, in speaking of his fitof all the States, as proposed at Chicago, tc
Western and At lam a Riilroad at Big Shanty. ness for the office, declared, that all that could
Ihus
he
was
cut
and
there
he
lies
off,
howling.” be said of him
fix upon a basis of reunion, though its action
was, that he was “rather a bright
Let Sherman himself convict the Richmond
would not be binding. It would be only “ a
boy at Hebron Academy.” For soma years
of
a
mistake
the
and
World
a
blunof
>apers
peaceful conference and interchange of views
.past he has followed in the political wake of
In an official dispatch, dated at Allaler.
between equal and sovereign powers.” If this
such shufflers as F. O. J. Smith, and such disoona, October 9, General Sherman says:
convention should agree upon a plan embracinterested patriots (!) as V. D. Parris. He
“I
reached the Kenesaw Mountain October
ing the restoration of everything to the condlwas admitted to all the rights of the church to
in
time
to
witness
'Just
from a distance the
tlon that existed before the war, make a Unica
which these men belong, when he voted for E.
atock on'AUatoona.
precisely as It was—with West Virginia, of
Now as the Kenesaw Mountain is about mid- K. Smart, for Governor, in 1860.
course, blotted out, and tfce colored refugees,
It seems he has been studying his bible of
vay between AUatoona and Atlanta,itispretIncluding the colored men. who have helped to
late for the purpose of lecturing the clergy on
y evident to any one who would not rather
fight the battles of the Union, ail remanded to
lelieve a rebel rumor than the word of a
their duties. Could he not do some good by
slavery—with the doctrine of extreme State
Union general, that General Sherman was not reading to Jeff. Davis the book of LamentaRights fully recognized so that future secesut off, had never left his department, and was
tions? Judging from Jefl’s late speeches, his
sion might be both regular and easy, and with
mind is troubled, and this gentleman, whom
rery likely to give General Hood considerable
the
life
of
new guarantees securiug
th«pecu- trouble. The mischievous
of the
the Argus calls "Hon.” because the people
tendency
liar institution forever, then he would consent
tatement pat forth by the World is too obvididn’t see fit to send him to Congress, is the
that all (he States approving such a programous to require comment; but wbat must be
very man to administer consolation. He will
me might reunite, while those declining to
thought of a cause which requires to be bol- have better succors in getting subscribers for
ratify it should remain independent!
stered up by ouuti a malicious lalsehood ?—
such despicable sheets as the Boston Courier
This Is substantially A. H. Stephens’ proY. Evening Post, 17tb.
than in getting men to vote the Copperhead
[N.
gramme. He does not propose to restore the
ticket. If all the new converts to the Peace
lost dead, to open the graves and revive the
Abraham Lincoln.
are of this stamp, I do not think
Democracy
forms
there
in
once manly
sleeping
consequence
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, in a sermon the lovers of the loyal cause need to be seriof his unhalowed rebellion, nor does he demand
published in the last number of the Independ- ously alarmed. It is not becoming to an Oxin terms that the people of the loyal States
ent,
puts the case of Abraham Lincoln in a ford Bear to even growl at such an old fogy,
shall actually get down upon their knees
autshell, and gives expression to a belief, clear but when he thrusts himself before the public,
and
make
humble
in
shame,
and,
penitence
ind full, which for a loug while has existed
and states his political position, just as if that
confession ol their great sin in defending the
in many minds that may lack the force to give
position was of some consequence, it is fair
Union,promising toslnin likemanner no more. such utterance as the following:
that the public should know who he is.
a
iu
tendered
such
liberal
a
such
With
plan,
“I am hopeful of the result; perhaps too
Oxfobd County.
liberal spirit, who wonders that the copperhopeful; but I think not. And when once the
election
is
and
the
heads tall in love with it?
cause
of
coming
passed,
lames—S8.U0 per year in advance,

ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

ANDREW JOHNSON,

George Augustus

Sala.

The Liverpool Post lashes very severely the
above named gentleman who is the correspondent of the London Times. Sala is a flippint
writer and as fall of prejudice against the
North as an egg is of meat. The Post very
justly thinks he has never shown any tendency to solidity of judgment or to comprehensiveness of ideas upon serious subjects. Bis

knowledge of politics is even more cursory
and fragmentary than bis Information on far I
less difficult topics. He has no skill in the |
manipulation of State questions. But what i
does the London Times care for all that,so long
as he U flippant, good at description, and has
the power to throw ridicule upon democratic
principles and praise aristocracies both here

the Government vindicated, and that muchibused and good man seated again in the
Presidential chair—a man that has gone
through seas of difficulty with less sympathy
than any man that ever lived; a man that has
been called to achieve more difficult tasks,
with less law, with fewer precedents, and less
help than any man that ever lived; a man
that has been as unwearied and patient, and
honest and true to his own convictions of duty
as any man that ever lived—when be again,
>etter Instructed by the last four years’ schooling through which he has passed, is seated as
chief magistrate of this nation for four years
more, which are to be the formative period of
our newly-created
history, I shall feel as
hough we are advanced one cycle nearer the
inillenial day.
—

An Illustrative "Story."
Ls Sueur, Minnesota, Oct. 12,1864.

Dear

Press:

and In his own country ?
I have an unpublished story that is
apropos
|
But the Post ssys he is blest with a quality
to the times, which I wish you would
publish.
which makes amends for the absence ol many I It ls short, and reads as follows:—
others. He has a most excellent opinion of
| Years ago there lived an old woman In Verhimself. That is true, and all his letters fur- mont who used to praise the virtues of elder
nish conclusive evidence of the fact. This flipbark for children. When calling to see a sick
pant writer has had the boldness and effrontery
friend’s baby, she could not resist the temptato compare himself with Goldwih Smith
tion of recommending her universal remedy,
who
U now on a visit to this country 1 Heaven as usual.
“Why,” said she,“you scrape itone
save the mark!. He would
probably think way and its a good physic; scrape the other
nothing of eomparing'iiimself with Dk ToquE- way and its a good emetic; boil it —” “ Just
Villk 1 After all he suits the Thunderer exhold on Madam Culp”, Interrupted the suspl-r
actly because he abuses this country and cious mother, “what would it do to
scrape it
ineers at the North. The Post
both ways?” Mrs. Culp twisted the corner of
says;
.rum me oau
her
jayarv
taste of setting himself
apron for some time, and said, “Well I
recon it would make a terrible commotion!”
tip tu juxtaposition with a man such as Profesaor Ooldwin bMirii, tUe comments
Just
so with the Chicago
which
platform and MickMr. Sala has made oa this
subject are provo- Clellan. One party scrapes one way, the other,
cative tu a strong censure on the
other
the
and
in
way,
between them Doth, they
manner
which he and other correspondents of the
“make a terrible commotion.”
h. t. c.
Dress
have performed the duties which they have taken upon themselves. The Saturday Review
A Copperhead Compound.
remarked in its last number that it is
required
of all things In a special correspondent that
The Frenchman's opinion of
he
lemonade, that
should be impartial. We appeal to any one, pleasant and
popular beverage, is well known,
we aak the most jaundiced believer in the ulti'“y g»r,” was his exclamation, as he quaffed
mate success of the South, whether the
special a tumbler of it, “dis be one funny drink: dey
co respondents of the
Press
in
Amerl
English
r-r in it, to make it sweet; lemon, to
ca have met this
requisition. Mr. Sala., it is make it sour; water, to make it weak; branevident, has rendered himself utterly uupopu- °y’'? make >t strong.” The
poli’ictl comtar in
America by the articles he has tent
by tke Copperhead conclave
a. Lbicago, is of
wonder
at
it?
Have
the
same sort.
they
Wtwc^a
McClellan,
lro“ tbe
id » spirit of to make it palatable to the war party; Pendleton to render tt pleasant to
HaTe
not
execut"
been
tbey
the peace faced everv one °rL
tion ; and a platform, with here
a toue °‘ ‘“pertinent
»
a little sweet

The Soldiers’ Home Association.
In another column will be found an urgent
appeal to the liberality of our citizens in behalf of that noble home charity, the name of
which heads this article.
The gentlemen
whose names are

:

appended to that appeal are
well known to the people of Portland. They
represent no sectarian interest; they come before the public in the name of no political party. They stand on the broad ground of our
common humanity, and in its behalf and in
the name of a common patriotism, they appeal to the common heart of our people to
sustain, with liberal bounty, an institution ffie
purpose o( which is to provide a temporary
homt for our sick and wounded soldiers, as
they have occasion to pass through our city
on their way from the field to the hospital or
to their homes.

Thus far the Soldiers’ Home has been sustained by the voluntary, unsolicited charities
of our

citizens, but

at the present moment it is
In want of material aid. A course of lectures
the

coming winter, it is believed, will furnish

sufficient funds to carry the institution on for
half a year without calling on the public, but
it must be two or three months at least before
available means can be derived from that
source.
Until then the managers of the enterprise mustlook, as heretfore, to the warm-

hearted, liberal-minded, philanthropic people
of the city, and we are sure they will not look
in vain.

Five

six hundred dollars will
all the means required until
the Lecture fund can be made available. It
or

probably supply

is only necessary that the people of Portland
should know the necessities of the case, to secure a full supply.

A

new

kind of Bee.

At tbe State Fair at Rochester, N. Y., says
the Tribune Reporter, a gentleman exhibited
some honey bees that "wouldn’t hurt anybody.” The bees were flying about him in
swarms.
A man and his little daughter came
along in the crowd pressing towards the beeman.''‘Oh I don’t go there, father,’ said the
little girl, ‘we shall get stnng.’ But father
and there a little sour, to
U to the
wanted a lesson in bee-keeping, and he pushof all. From the multitudes
perhaps, a dl.honmone
SUHP°§e~i?t everywhere exhibited, It is quiteor wrv (Aces ed through the crowd, which was swaying
governed by prejudice that h
about like a meeting we hare seen about some
ever, that this mixture is not swallowed
a**e11 b®
utterly
* readily a. the other. It is a
other ‘stand.’ The little girl was afraid to
months of civil war. during almost
preparation.—[Tribune.]
of vicUituda—is suffered by the erfItery
get among the bee?, and the father, to quiet
amongst whom be lives, and nev*?
her fears, sung out to the bee-man: ‘I say,
8
of the one apparent design or his
A Prediction.
*,
mister, will your bees sting?’ ‘Sting? no;
Violate and place In ludicrous anil odiou. liiiit
We copy the following paragraph from the i what
put that foolish question into your head ?
the people and the institutions of the
1 editorial leader in the Portland Adoertlaer of ! I
in the hour of its
assure you, no. They are all G. B.’s—real
greatest need—who can marvel that such a man is unpopular? And
August 8th—a leader in which Mr. Lincoln’s genuine McClellan bees. They wouldn’t
we
may add that it is only such a man who could “To whom it
•‘mg a Rebel.’ And then there was a shout.
may concern” dispatch, was se“®
sufficiently blind to the natural consequen- vereiy handled:
ces or his
conduct to resent the feelings of
DID WB PROCLAIM oob belief
How They Did
®T**oa wl‘*t which he must be regarded by
it.—The morning after
tto«e
amongst whom he sojourns.
itarvii19olx will, not ge r a sol- the Indiana Election
the Boston Post had the
FOR
THE
VOTE
next
STMr. Holt’s report on the
SIDENCY> I* ALL THE following item:
UNION.”
great, Western
"Th«
™ and
imprisonment of
the editor of the
11
Indianapolis Sentinel, reReveals one of the
«
A
nott elaborately deviaed scheme.
youDg officer on
..
tt
o
..
’Weh0pe’at
lhe Polls
*v
a•
board the ILEL School
ship ConsttiuUon, at
th“ WeM
inaagura‘«
writes
to
his
Newport,
family ln thl8 cit that
*t the North upon a scale as
In the telegraph dispatches in the same
gigantic and «» a rote on the Presidential
paquestion was taken per was this Item, showing how the
bloody as that at the South. The men at the
people
on
the
Midshipmen
among
hoard that vessel a did it:
bottom of it are the McClellan leaders in
that few days aince, which resulted in 14
majority
portion of the eouatry.
"Indianapolis city and township probably
for
LJpcoln and Johnson.
gone Union by 5000 majority; gain 4000.”
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ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
y A Yankee pie factory in New
out. Ob 000 to 40,000 a week.

York

Tool"6«®.“?'

PROFESSOR

tone

y Wendell Phillips gives the first of the Bay
ip Boston, on Tuesday

State Course of Leotures

evening.
yjoih Billings says, “I argy in this way,
if a man is right, he ktnt be tu radioal, if he is

rong, he oant be to conservatitt”
yThe Aroostook Timet says a farmer in
that county will raise 2000 bushels of potatoes
on 10 acres of land the present season.

tar Hon. Horace Porter, a well-known citizen
of Kennebunk, died at that place on Thursday
last, in the 76th year of his age.
y Mayor B uffington of Fall River, was robbed
of $160 as he was standing on the platform of

ihw

among the poorest people.
y Mr. Geo. O. Kimball of Loudon, N. H.,
accidentally shot himself on Saturday last, and

18W

Atw.^briK

tickets.
jy A man named Valentine has been arrested

found dead on the railroad track in
Rutland, Vermont, about three weeks since.
HEg*Muoh sensation is now caused in Ban Francisco on account of the Chinese temples there.
This is the only Christian city in the world where
idolatrous worship is openly carried on.
was

jyihe Boston Courier, a McClellan organ,
styles the voting of the soldiers in the hospitals
as “neither more nor less than a scoundrelly
farce.1’

yJudge Rioe administers consolation to the
McClellpn mourners to-night, at the City Hall.
On the evening of Nov. 8tb they will be fit candidates for “extreme unction.”
y Potatoes in New Orleans on the 8th inst.,
sold for $14 a barrel, and retailed at five cents

apiece.

CT~81arerv has been voted out of

Democracy,

course

as now

Maryland.
defined, goes with

it

y The Waterville Mail says Mr. C. M.
Morse continues as Superintendent of the Maine
Central Railroad, Hon. A. P. Morrill having declined the office.

yit is sail the Rothschilds, for whom August Belmont is agent in this country, have
$100,000,000 invested in the Southern Confederacy.

f

y Mr. Freemantle, who shot his wife in Boston, on Friday, and attempted to take his own
life, died from his self-infiioted wounds on Saturday.
y Gov. Cony has appointed N. M. Hartwell,
Esq., of Oldtown, one of the Commissioners
to visit the army and receive the vote of the
solliers.
y Hiram Ruggles, Esq., of Carmel, has just
received the sword which was worn by his son
Lt. Ruggles of the First Maine Heavy Artillery,
in the fatal charge which oaused his death.
y The rowdyism on the oovered bridge in
An
Saco demands the attention of the police.
made of a few of the scamps would
soon cure the evil complained of by the Demo-

example
crat.

r+„jr\ vr/i+rtrliF/ Ftrrs
yThe Toronto Leader states that on the 13 th
a man named James Plunkett, residing in that
city, fell down the stairs in his residence while
in a state of intoxication, broke his neck, and
instantly died.
y fhe opposition to the increase of fares by
the horse railroad and omnibus companies in
New York, has been such as to induce them to,
sell tickets at the old prioe, adding only the
government tax.
jy The correspondent of the New York Her■

ald with Gen. Butler’s oolumn says but one idea
seems to animate the new levies swept into Lee’s
ranks, and that is to get inside of our line as
*
soon as nossible.

jy Why don’t the “Little Mackerels” put F.
0. J. S. upon the stump T He hasn’t illuminated the stump at all this season.
The Union
oould well afford to pay the expense of

men

a

meeting if he were trotted out.
lyMty. Gen. Sickles, in an able letter

to the
Union League of Philadelphia,says: “My voice
and vote go with my sword in protesting against

Chicago idea of a cessation of hostilities,
and the recognition of the Southern Confederacy.”
jy The elections in Pennsylvania, Ohio and
Indiana, have already settled the case of Mr.
the

Lincoln’s re-election. The story is as effectually
told as if the whole vote in November had been
oast, and so the friends of the “Little Napoleon”
and of an anticipated disgraoeful “peace,” may
as well
give it up- Nine cheers for Mr. Lincoln!

—[Baltimore Clipper.
jy The silver from the Masonic jewels found
in the ruins of the Wintlirop House in Boston,
after the fire several modths ago, was sent to
the United States mint, and half-dollar pieees
coined from it, which hav^been sold to the mem-

bers of the different lodges, encampments, &c.
These are the only fifty cent pieces coined this
«
year.
iy We learn that the town of Windham has
filled its quota putting in thirty-six three years’

men out of the forty-six it was called
upon
to furnish under the last call of the President.
Such patriotism ensures the downfall of the rebellion and the establishment of universal free-

dom

over

length and breadth of the land.
A. W. Poole, to whom we referred

the

a
y Rev.
days since, has oalled our attention to the
article and said that inference was drawn from
the language that he had never been ordained.

few

We stated that he had never been a settled pastor, which is true, but did not say or mean that
he had never been ordained.

jy The Lewiston |Journal says the Androscoggin railroad is doing an excellent and constantly improving business. During the months
of August the gross receipts were $15,782.37,
against $11,037.45 in the same month last year,
with net earnings for Aug. 1864, of $8,823 53,
against $5,379.49 in Aug. 1863.
yThe San Francisco Alta disposes of a
story lately in circulation about General Hooker
in the following decisive manner: “1st. Gen.
Hooker’s wife waB not rich when he married her,

at any other time. 2d Gen. Hooker’s wife
not a Mexican. 3d. Gen. Hooker’s wife is
notdead. 4th. Gen. Hooker never had a wife.
5th. Geu. Hooker is not a Croesus, never was,
and never will be.”
y The Chicago Journal says the only men
nor

was

in Kansas who will go for McClellan in the
oatning election, are those who tried to make it
aslave State, under‘ Old Buck’s” reign. They
are what was then termed the “.Border Ruffians”
—a set of Northern rascals with Southern laces.
Most of them could be convicted of horse-steal-

equully bad.”
jy The American Glass Company’s Works at
South Boston, were destroyed by fire on Monday morning. The Company comprises six
journeymen glas3-blowers, who recently organised, and had butjust got fairly started in business.
The loss is estimated at from $12,000
to $15,000, on which there is $5,000 insuring,

or some

other crime

ance.

jy Geo. Augustus Salasaysin his corresponThe American
dence for a London paper,
Church is going to the devil.” Its great transgression, in the flies of this oockney rebel-sympathizer, is that it has indicated some love of
country. The London Star says: “Those who
are acquainted with Mr. Sala’s piety, and with
the fervor of his religious zeal will appreciate to
the full the value of his opinion.”

SyDr. Chiekering, at a meeting of the Suffolk
Temperance Union of which he is Corresponding
Secretary, on Sunday evening, gave an address
in which he clearly showed that there is both need
and encouragement for the proposed efforts of
that association, based upon Bible principles,
and hoping, by the pulpit and the press, to reproduce the successes of the old movement forty
years ago. He made an earnest appeal to all
classes to help in the work.
jyA gentleman who was at Maoon when
Jeff. Davis made his begging speech there, says
the Georgians considered it a polite way of
telling them to go to the d—1; it was a notice

that henceforth the cotton States must take care
of themselves, while he devoted his energies to
Not one sentence did he breathe

saving Virginia.

that promised relief for the evils that now afflict
people. lie appeared to know only Richmond and himself, and to care only for Virginia

the

and his own precious person.

;

fo^PorSand

lbi,BAD.—Wo

suspicion of his having murdered O’Grady,

Of

It ^

_.

lived but a few minutes.
y “Gardening for ladies” is all very well,
but the dears are more inclined to agriculture
than horticulture, on account of a partiality for
husbandry.
y From returns already received it appears
that from eighty-five to ninety in one hundred
of the soldiers have voted in faver of the Union

who

*&*“ln

orXil
belie",h.

the horse cars in Boston, on Friday.
y It appears from the published vital statistics in Ireland, that the loifgevity is greatest

on

wr—r.v,
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York... .Odt 12
Oct 1. off Belle Buoy, was seen ship Thornton, fm
Discharged Jor appointment in U. 8. Col-. The demand omtinues mainly of a speculative char- Glasgow..Liverpool.New
Canada.Liverpool.Boston.Oct 16 Liverpool for New York.
acter and, as before remarked, based largely upon
Oct22
or ed Troops.— Itecruit Turney W. WhitePersia.Liverpool.New York
an apprehended exhaustion of supply befoie ths
From the iaet that
new orop becomes available.
house, 2d cavalry regiment.
Ariel.........Now York. .New Orleans..Oct 19
adprices tell off a lit le yesterday, while gold was
Eagle.New York.. Havana.Oct 19
branch
of
the
New
The Philadelphia
Eng- vancing, wonlJ seem to argue that ths operators for China.New
York.. Liverpool.oct 19
land Soldiers’Aid Association has, since the a decline sre the strongest party just now.
Liberty.New York.. Havana —Oct 2a
notion enmp decline forKiec which we
RICE.—We
Edinburg.New York. .Ijverpool.Oct 22
first of August, had tbe remains of four fde.
now quote I4j@15 ® lb.
Erin.New York.. Liverpool.Oot22
Hansa.New York..bremen.t'ef 22
soldiers who died there, suitably prepared,
SUGAR. —The market has continued to rule ezI
have
(owa..New York..London. Oct 22
for
dull
and
redned
and
-ATprloes
tremely quia,
aud
sent
neat
walnut
coffins
home.—
in
put
Peruvian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 22
all rbtly shaded off 2!o has been the ruling quotation
Golden Buie.New York.. AspiuwalL. ...Oct 22
They will do so in all cases, if the friends de- fur Crushed, Granulated and Puw’ered throughou
24
York..
Asoinwall.Oct
Ocean Queen.New
the week. Muscovado remains steady at 20@21, and
sire it st their own expense, if they are able Hayana B-own 24 and 26J. We have heard of no sales Oly mpas... Now York.. Liverpool.Oot 28
Europs.Boston.ijverpool.Oct 28
f om receivers bands during the week.
to pay, while they send no bill to a soldier’s
Morning Star.New York. .New Orleans.-Oct 29
of moment doing in
is
SPICES—There
nothing
La Fayette.New York. .Havre.Nov 2
Yours truly,
Helios.
widow.
any description, end good quotation) are necessarily
Champion.New York..New Orleans .Nov 2
We now quote Cloves 6 60 which is a furnominal
ther decline of Sc since onr last report. Nutmegs reA LARGS STOCK OF
Masonic Mission.—The Masons bate ormain steady at the recent decline and we oontinue
MINIATURE ALMANAC,
so quote 1 75 and 1 85 and Pimeto 40 and 45c Pepper,
ganized a mission similar to the Sanitary and it
Wednesday...October 19.
and 56, Ginger 60c, and Cassia 76 ® ib.
Christian Commissions, for the purpose of
Snn rises.0 19 I High water,(p m)-1 60
SALT—Altogether stocks are light; lower pricee
sun seta... 6.10 I Length of days.10.61
our
were
for
salt
a
It
ere
apd
quotations
anticipated
.is
aiding the sick and wounded soldiers.
reduced in < ur last as fellows, Turk's Island and
MOSCOW,
wtorthy enterprise, and in perfect barmonp Cagliari 86503726 and Liverpool 86,45@7,00 ® hhd,
remain
and
of
seed
—All
with the humanitarian spirit of that ancient
descriptions
quiet
SEED
CASTOR,
steady at our previous prices.
4 **. '■
and honorable fraternity.
remain steady and salef moderate
SOAP.-^-Prices
and TRICOT
But in this new orgauizitio n there is one
PORT OF FOBTtANP.
at tormer quotations, which we continue aa loliows:
No. 1—17c; Family 164:
A
Gore's
extra
“Leathe
is
and
that
the
foolish thiDg.
placing of C, No. 1 I6o; Oleine and iicdg 18o and Crane’s 18c
Tuesday.October 18.
Godfrey Gunther, mayor of New York, at the ® lb.
ARRIVED.
♦
TEA—1The market continues depressed and prices
head of the Advisory Board. It is an indigSteamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Purchased muon the great decline in price., to
but it should be noted that meat holdbuyers
fgvored
New
from
for
Steamer
Boston
England, Fields,
nity to the soldier to place such a man in any ers are dr m and do not offer their stocks at any con- St John NB.
which we Inrite your special attention, for Pricn,
which
relation to him which implies sympathy. He siderable decline f'om our previous quotations
Btylt and Quality.
Brig Golden Lead, Packard, New York.
we continue for choice Oolong, 12U@126, and cornSch Echo, (Br, Anderson, St George NB.
is the man that used his official influence to
men 81.10 and 116. Souchong remalus steady at 80c
Sch Isaac C Herts. Gray. Now York.
ALSO,
Ib. Sates very limited.
Sch Convoy, Merrill, New York
prevent foreigners from enlisting to reinforce @100 ®
TOBACCO—The market continues to be characNow OlOtllB
Sch Elizabeth, (Br) Lavache, Boston for St Pierre.
noble
and
our
vetoed a proposition to
army,
terised w|tb quietness, and prices for the must part
Sch Cereeco. Smith, Ellsworth tor New York.
Srh Rough k Beady, Asnorn, Bangor lor Wey—FOR
do honor to the glorious achievements of our nominal at our previous quotations, which we continue. The trade buy sparingly. Only sufficient for
mouth.
soldiers under Sheridan.
immediate wants.
Sch John k Frank. Fowler, Bangor for Lynn.
Sch Canton, Donnell, York for Bangor.
As will be notleod by our quotations elseTIN
where, qnite a decline has taken place for Tina and
CLEARED.
HTThe Presidential election takes place two prices aro unsettled and nominal.
Brig 0 C Clary, Parker, Mataszas—E Church 11
IK GREAT VARIETY.
oontieuea
to
be
weeks from next Tuesday.
FREIGHTS.—Business
unimpork Co.
tant. There are but few vessels offering, and but
Boh William Arthur, Loring, Alexandria—Rufus
in
asvet
the
of
lumber
to
or
little
way
coopership
Deering.
LEWIS, ROLLINS & BOND.
age for Cuba. The ouly engagements that have been
Sch Ocean Ranger, Poland, Damariseotln—R G
Review of the Market,
Oct IS—dim
reported to me for the week are the brig Antilles for
York k Son.
Havana with lumber at 81) perM Brig Jeremiah to
For the week onding Oot. 19th, 1864, prepared exload lumber for Sagug at 810 ppr If. Brig S ThursA steamer of about 200 tons Is to be launched from
pressly lor the Paxes, by Mr. M. N. Rich.
I
ton for Havana, with lumber at 8)0 Boxes at 80c
the yard of J W Dyer, at Caps Elizabeth, at high
and molasses and sugar (books and hhda at 66 and
water to-day. She is intended for shoal water naviNate.—We wish it to be understood that our quo- cOt. Brig Caroline E Kelley is reported to have
the
“Gen
is
to
be
called
Shepley.”
gation and
tatioue represent prioes of large lots from first hands,
At 41-2
St.
been chartered for Havana with box shooks at 30c.
unless otherwise stated, and that in filling small orShip Mary E Riggs has been chartered to load deais
The following vessels havs recently been sold In
ders higher rateshavetobe oharged.
at
6d
67s and
at Bangor for Uveipool
per standard.
FREE DRILL in thlt delightful sy.tem at
Europe: Ships Mazepps. 779 tons, built at Richmond, Me, In 1868. lor £8200: National, 900 tens,
phyaieal culture, will bo giren to adulte,
For Market Quotations See hast
built at Bath In 1868, lor £6760.
Page.
Satuday Evening, October 33ad.
EyThe undersigned givos bis exclusive attenDISASTERS.
tion to collecting Pensions, Bounties, Arrears of
ASHES.—W© notios a further decline for Potashs
A second Clue will then be organized; league to
ana now quote I0@U.
Pearl Ashes are quiet and
Pay and Prize Money, for Officers, Soldiers,
Barques Champion, Gerrish, ard Laura Russ, commence Wednesday evening Oot 26 h. L«t all
xomidal.
Brown, and brig Oueop, Diggins. are all reported to
interested in the new movement he present.
Seamen, or their Heirs. Office, 821-2 Exchange have
been lost at Cow Bay CB, in a gale previous to
APPRES.—Choice green eating apples continue
St., opposite Postoffice, Portland.
the 16th ult. [The Champion was 209 tons, and hailALSO,
to rule steady at about 88,U0@4,u0 per hrl.; reoeipis
W. 8. SAWYER.
ed from Eastport, 1 be Laura Rm» was 284 tons,
are rather limited and prices are
generally well susWednesday P. M., at 3 o’elook,
References—Hos. Samuel Cost, Gov. of Me., built at Belftst in 1856. The Oneep was a new vestained Dried Apples are quiet and prices merely
Hon. Wh. Pitt Fessenden,Seo’y Treas’y.
sel and hailed from Eastport.]
I Mr Bradford will meet all ohildren or adults prenominal 13@14 per lb.
oct. 13 d 6m.
I taring to Join a class meeting in the afternoon.
BUTTER—Batter oontinues to come forward in
domestic"
ports.
A Good Time for Children to Commence
flair supply and
prices have a steads droopSAN FRANCISCO—Ar 15th ult. bamue Harvest
Dealers are not disposed to pur
OotlBdlw
ing tendency.
KimN
Elizabeth
Queen, Howes, Equally; 20th, ship
ohass exoept to answer immediate wants. We m w
SPECIAL NOTICES.
ball, Urindle. Sydney.
quote choice table butter 43@46 country ball 38®40
Alice
for
In
Ball,
Europe;
port, ships Shamrock,
Store butter 88.336 per lb; the latter is still in limited supply.
ST Carriers ef the Daily Prut are not allotted Alhambra, belyjdeye, Elizabeth Kimball, Egeria,
Helios, Lebanon, Oracle, Sumatra, aud Winged
BEANS—Harrow Beans are a little lower and are to sell papers on their roytei.
Hunter, unc; barques Susan A Blaiadell, aud Tnos
M. & A..
now neld at about the same prioes of white pea bi a is
Fletcher, do.
which we oontmue to quote 81093 26; Blu. Pods
received Blob Silk Velvets, la ell sbsdrs;
NEW ORLEANS—Below 8th, barquo Adelaide,
bushel. Rnoeipts moderte with a fair
2 6n@2 76
IHtS. COLBY
from Philadelphia.
Halt*, Thread end French Laces; Bead Limps,
stookin market.
and Clonk Ornaments; Bonntts aid Csps; Vets,
Cld 4<h, ship John Sidney, Southard, for Boston;
Would announce to the publio that she will
BOX SHOOKS—Manufacturers have commenced
Feathers, Bit Tons and Cbeneile Trimmings.
barque Dresden, Reed, New York
to offs Brx Shooks. Several contracts have been
BALTIMORE—Ar 17th, sch Nathl Doane, Hall,
OJt 19—eodSw
Norfolk
made at 81 26: some 16,000 boxes have been sold at
OPEN ON
THURSDAY,
Cld 15th, brig Chas Wesley, Ford, Boston: seb
Mannfaotur.
tneso figures during the past2 weeks.
Hattie Rosa, Boland, do.
ers are very arm at 1,26 tor good pine boxes,
i'ue
OCTOBER 134*.
PH1LADELBH1A—Ar 16th, sch Express, Dix,
demand is moderate as yet, and stocks light.
At
her
Rooms
No.
Free
6
street
NB.
Block,
Hillsboro
COOPKRAGE—As we previously noticed City
THE POPULAR NEW NOVEL.
Cld )6th, brig Fidelia, Stone, Pensacola; rchs Sevmade ahooks are nearly out of market and there
Pmicn 91.60.
A
Choice
Selection
ot
Bonnets ft Hats, enty-Six, Teel, and Sarah Clark. Griffin Boston.
are no staves to be had at this time for manufacturAr 17th, brig 8 tar of Hope, Nickels. Mat auras.
FOB SALE BY ALL BOOKSBLLXBS
ing. and with a fair demand prices are firm; there
Comprising
NEW YORK— Ar 16th. barque Lucy Frances, Perhas been no material change in prices for anv kind
A. WILLIAMS A CO.,
ry, Glace Bay CB; S W Holbrook, Small, Kondout
of cooperage since thedateofour la t.
Trade has
EVERY LATE STYLE.
for Boston.
Piklliksts, IOO Waskiaglsa Sired,
been unimportant and prioes are nominal to a great
Ar 17th, barque May Flower, Lovejov, Barbados;
coH4
extent
eod9w
Portlana, Oct. 12,1864.—dtf
BOSTON, MASS.
sebs G o Prevcott, Johnson, Zaza; Win E Alexanuireme remains eieltly ana oulet at the
UHM.5C
der.
Tucker, Havana.
decline notic’d in our last with still a downward tenCld 17th, barque M M Brett. Thurston, Cow Bay;
POND HOUSEj
dency as stacks are ample; we now quote N. Y. 22
brig John Stevens, Closson, Boston; sch Evelyn,
@28 and country 21@22o P lb.
THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.
Portsmouth.
Crowley,
SO MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, Me.,
COFFEE.—The market remains stagnant, and our
[By tel.] Ar 18th, barque Florence, from Santa
The public are respectfully Informed that
Cruz. Below, barque Canada.
quota ions are sdil rather nominal, owing to the unA. S. DAVIS,
It Is toe Intention of the
settled state of the gold market. Sales very limited.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 17th, sch Forest, Yeaton, fm
Proprietor,
Proprietor that
this House shall be kept a ttrst-olass road
Rockland.
COAL.—Some the dealers have recently advanced
Portland,
12,1864
May
sch
mayI2d6m
1
I
House.
ProviTrenton,
16th,
Martin,
and
NEWPORT—Ar
are
now
ask
91 perto
ng a 6 for White Asb.Le
The cnotcest Suppers served.
dence for New fork.
high end Frank in; some partnership cargoes have
Oct 19 —3m
I. port 16th, brig Geo Amos, Connor, from PioviOEO. W. MCBCU.
sold at about #H delivered. Chestnut coal is sellDB. TEBBETT8*
deuoelor Philadelphia; sens Abbie, Kttght, from
ton.
10
at
913
per
log
New Zetland, Gorham, fm
Boston;
tor
Goorgetown
CORDAGE.—We cote a farther decline of about
Commissioners' Notice.
Bangor for Washington DC: 8 C Load, Ccok, do
PHYSIOLOGICAL
ia V lb ior all kinds of Corda ;e since our last, and
for New York; Valhalla, Yonng, Cal ala for do; Althe subscribers bsviog beta appointed by tbe
YVTE
o Boltrope 29*291
we n "w quote Mauuilia -6@27,
bert, Grav. Tiverton for Wood’s Hole
vf
of Cumber*
Judge oi Probate for the
Russia 29@3I, and Amerieau Cordage 20@21$ p lb
SOMERSET—Ar 17th, brig Ella Maria, Palmer, laud Commissioners to reeervo Count;
HAIR
and examine the
from Piotou.
CAN DLES.—Prioes remain quiet and steady with
claims or tbe executors again.t tbs es.ate of
BenjsHOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 15th, brig Edwin, Allen,
a *»ir demand at 26 and 25j per pound for mould.
°»n E. uavis, rate of berbam,
deceased, r. prerent,
REG ENERATOR! Newburg tor Boston; ech Calvin
8 Edwards,Gandy,
ed insolvent, horeuy
Sperm arr steady at 40 and 42c.
give notice that six mouth, arc
tor
do.
Philadelphia
allowed said or*, i tors to bring in and prove their
DRUGS AND DYES.—Trade continues modrrAr 16:h. brig Alomo, Means, Port Ewen for BosITS MODUS OFEBABDI:
clalma, end we Will attend tbe doty assigned m at
a*c and sale* confined to small lots, and prices for
ton; aobi Susan Taylor, Lord, Jeraev Cl'ytordo;
the most part ruled quiet wiih but few changes to
the^tvoow. of Lilian Davis, In Uuxionla Use County
Jane Fish, Harris, E'izabethport for Salem; Brier,
of York, tho laat Saturday of November
note. Aloes have diclined to 46o, and Cream Tar
next and
Immediately beneath the scalp there are very Peaton, Hallowell lor New York.
attheofficeof t alrb Hodsdun la Gorham. o'u tno
ter 40c for pulverized and 88o for pure crystals. Al.
amali bodies called Glands;or more commonly Boots
Sailed, brig U Leeos, Whlttemore {Horn Newlmrg)
last Saturdays of tbe two
oobol has deelinid to 870 b»fal »rd Vli avl 2Bc;A!um of the Hair. It la from these Glands that every hair
mouths at 10
lo'lowlng
New
York
for
sobs
Maria
Cousins.
Kaukiu,
Boston;,
o clock, A M-, on eaohof said
has rtf olined >o 7o and Bo ax to 46. Brimsrone to 7o
ofthe head is formed and secreted As long as the
days.
fordo; Jos W Fish, Shaw, Philadelphia for PortsCALEB HODSDON
Sulphur to 10c and Camphor 166; Opium to 818 & scalp i, tree from ,diesase these bodies also remain mouth;
R C Lane. Lane. Vinalhaven tor New York;
lie
and
natnral
lb; quite a Decline nas taken p ace on Rhubarb
the
hair
keeps
appearance
healthy,
Dam' n, Piteher, Rondout for do; Loduskia, Smith,
which we u»w quote at 83 60@3 76. Ext. aot LogGorham, Oot. 17, 1803.
But when humors and other diseases afand color
Newburg for do; Cosmos, Stetson and Pallas, Oxwood is a little firmer and ppw quoted at 19o We
fect the scalp these glands become involved In the
York for do; Viola, Talbot, Jersey City
New
ton,
A-row
Root
Hi
quote
O.mtinueto
80@70.
Curb 8oda
same disease, and the hair gradually tarns gray, dry
tor do; Col Eddy. Coombs, and Madagascar, Heath,
Wanted.
and brittle. Sooner or later the hair begins to fall
10@10J- Fluid remains steady with moderate sales.
Elisahethport for do; Elmira Borers, lhurstoh, do
“
off, and in many cases, if not arrested, will produce
DUCK.—As yet we are unable to give only nomi®°«wke»per, by a w dowlady,
for
Gardiner; I C Herts, Gray, New York via New
baldness.
as
thero
is
no
stock
in
oomplete
nal quotations,
«xp«rienoe in housekeeping.
market, but as
Bedford lor Portland; Freeport, Farnsworth, BrisPlMnn
l lease address L.
To remedy this pathological ooedition of the
the Portland Duck Co. are to start up their mills
8„
Press Office,
ootl9jlir
tol
for
glands and create a new and healthy action, the Boston.Rockland; Governor, Freethy, Baltimore tor
rext V eek, wo hope soon to be able to give more dePhysiological Hair Regenerator has proved a perfinite prices.
Ar 17th, sebs Abbie, Knight, Georgetown for BosWanted.
fect success.
DRY GOODS.—The Dry Goods Market has partaton; Sami Nash, Thompson, Eiizabethport for do;
It is not a '‘Dye, " and will not stain a
particle. It Fredk Warr-n, Coombs. fhJladelph.a for Machiae; "DOARD In n private famllv, by a Gentleman, laken of mou firmness since tue date of last, and cotwi positive y "Kbbtobe G bay IlAiB,rin
nil oases
®“#®1>ild a year old, and a Nurse; or e
Minnie Cobb, Ingraham, New York tor Salem; Luton fabricfllave in some cases sold at improved prioto its onginal color. It promotes a
of new
bouse to rent.
Addres box MW
Jobhins are more Inn and thero has been more
es.
oy A Orcutt, Butler, Boston for Port Royal SC; Emhair in all oases on Bald Heads whengrowth
Post Office,
the glands or
ocil9tt
for
New
Pinkbam.
fm
Booklsnd
buoyancy to the market than at any time since the
York;
Ida
L
roots of the hair are not
of
disorganized.—
has
the
There
also
been
completely
a
loward, McDuffie,Portland lor Philadelphia; Courcommencement
panic
It prevents the hair from
falling off, and removes all ier, Treworgy, Portsmouth for do.
better feeling with buyers, who have ordered more
Wanted.
dandruff, beat, humors and itching from the scalp,
In port, brig Abby Tuaxter; sobs Leesburg, Fanfreely.
it keeps the hair soft, moist and
perfectly bealty.and nie Mitchell, and the above arrivals.
1 >**Haad a s. ter which ptr and tbe
FISH—Stocks of Dry Fish are light and receipts
11 a
It is
beautiful
a-x)rued
tJv/UU
U
K.lottay
appearanoe.
interest wilt be pn>d AdF-DGARTOWN-Ar 16th, brig Marshall Duteh
rather limited, yet prices have declined to the followHighly purlumed,and as a dressing it has no superidress P. O. Box 617 Boston, Mass.
oct!9 dlw*
Coombs, Philadelphia for Boston; schs Challen»»
ing quotations- Lane ('on 97 6i £8 60-small do 660
or.
The “Regenerator" is warranted to produoe the
for Portland; U K DuntAn’
@6 26 PoIPck 4 50@5 00, Hake S20@84, and Had- above results *in all cases, if not the money to be Bullook. Elliabethport
Duuton,
subscriber herebv gives pnbllo notloe to nil
New York for Boston.
Jameson
doik8 50®93. Scamd herring we now quote t6@76 refunded. With it every
“Gray Head" In New EngWe note a further deoonoerned, tbnt he has been dnlv appointed and
BOSTON-Ar 17th, soils Ella, Higgins,
and Nol. 6u@0Oc per box
»
land can be restored in less than thirty days.
**
Philtdel
ouaaei
taken upon himeelftbe trust of Exeontor of tbe Inst
cline of 91 p r wl for mackml. and now q ote Bav
phis; Clinton, Yeaton, Stenben.
E"P*r’ fr°“ P‘Ct0u: Katahdin, fm will ana testament of
No, l’s. 814310 N" 2’» 8.23'3—Shore No 1 816®
Price 75 cents per Bottle,
New
NANCY HANSON,
17, andNo'sfifo, 812@i9p*r brl. (quite a number
TIBBETTS BROTHERS,
of fares have arrive’ and there is some disposition
late of Portland, In the county .of Cumberland,
with fishermen to store fish and hold for better prioand
deceased,by
giving bond as tbe law directs; be thereDruggists
Chemists, Proprietors, Manchester,
es.
fore requests all persons who a re indebted to the said
FRUIT.—The market for foreign dried fruits has
estate
to make immediate payment; and
deceased’s
Sold at wholesale and retail by W. W.
continued xuiet since our last,the trade buying very
Whippl«,
those who hare any demands thereon,}o exhibit tbe
same for settlement to
sparingly. We notice sales in New York of 100 box 21 Market Square, Portland, Sole Agent, and by
JAKES T. McCOBB.
layer Kokins at 86 20; 176 do btaph 84; 80 bbls cur- Druggists everywhere.
l
Wpt9 M eodtojMl
42w8w
Portland, Oot 4, ISM.
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
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JUST

RECEIVED!!

LEWIS, ROLLINS & BOND'S,

Nos. 141 and 143 Middle St.,

CHINCHILLA,

MARINE

NEWS.

Over Sacks and Frocks,

CUSTOM DEPARTMENT,

—

The

New

Gymnastics

Free

Block.

A

|

No. 99 JMiddle Street.

pTdAELING

HAVE

EVAN

—

Portland

CAPISIC

Photographio Gallery,

A w!iIhnTh.0,N

??BU^Br®W»ed

6rets,

THE

rort"1*"

n°h

DALE,

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
lfett Advertisements To-Day,
Etan Dale—The Popular New Novel.
Wanted—S6000 Portland 6'*.
Probate Notice
Capian Pond House—Creo. W. March.
Commissioners' Nodoe.
New (rymnattlc*.
Situation Wanted.
New Goo Is—'^9 Middle Street.
Clothing—Lewis, Hollins and Bond.

BY TELEGRAPH '
■

—

■

TO

EVENING

TfiLB

■■**■

PAPERS.

of the Portland Soldiers’
tion.

The

Official

War

Johns

BY TELEGRAM

ftnnom-

undersigned, &

land.

The Soldiers’ Home, under the auspices
of the Association, commenced operations the
ttrst day of August last During that month
and the month of September, o>je hundred
and eighty-floe soldier* have been received
there.
The average expenses of the Home are
about two hundred dollars per month.
Upon settlement of all accounts against
the Home for the month of
October, there
were but eight dollars In the
treasury.
Under these circumstances the
Managers

confidently appeal to the benevolence of the
public for aid. It is needed at once. We respectfully request those who are inclined to
render such assistance, to leave their contributions with Eben Steele,
Esq., Treasof the

Association, or

with either of the

undersigned.
We cordially Invite all who desire to become more
intimately acquainted with the
practical workings of the Association, to visit
the “Soldiers’ Home,” No. 14, Spring street.
hersey,
edwakdgould,
T. c

CYRUS STURDIVANT,
GEO ROE E B JACKSON,
GEORGE W. ROSWORTH,
BENJ KINGSBURY, JR..
D. M. GRAHAM.

•

College Glass Election.
Watekville College, Oct 17,1864.
The following Is a list of the ofificers elected
by the class of ’67 of Watervllle College for
the year 1864-5:

President—W. K. Moody.
Vice President—D. P. Bailey, Jr.
Secretary—C. A. Gower.
Orator—Sanford Hanscom.
Poet— J. F. Moody.
Historian—E. P. Bartlett
Prophet—A. B. Lunt.
[ Toast Master—L. H.' Cobb.
Odist—E. B. Loring.
Committee of Arrangements—C. R. Cottin,
C. G. Kingman, H. K. Hawes.
Peb Order.

Supreme

Judicial Court.

OCTOBER

TERM—KENT, J., PRESIDING.
Tuesday.—Iu the case of Nichols vs. Inhabitants of Brunswick, the evidence was
all put in, and the case argued by John Rand,
Esq., for delendant and Edward Fox, Esq., for
plaintiff. The case will be given to the jury
this

morning.
After the disposition of the above case, tbe
trial docket will be called in order, and if
nothing is ready the jurors will be dismissed.
Court—Oct. 18.

pkovost

marshal’s

Office.—Forty-six

substitutes aud recruits—32 for the army aud
14 for the navy—were examined and passed
at the cilice yesterday and credited to the fol-

lowiug towns:—Biddeford, 11; Standish, 5;
York,5; Wells,6; Westbrook, 3; Windham,
3; Falmouth, 2; Kennebunkport, 3; Naples,
2; Acton, 2; Cornish, 1; Baldwin, 1; Casco,
1; Shapleigh,1.
in, after they were passed, because they
bounty money-in hand,
Commissioner Adams explained to them that
the money would be sent to Major Bollius,
could not have all the

and that each man would receive every dollar
after he arrived in Camp Berry. This satis-

fied nearly all of them, and eight of them took
the oath aud went to camp. Your of them refused and were in the loekup last evening.
Sudden Death.—MissjMary Auu Browne,
daughter of the late Capt. Thomas Browne, a
woman like Dorcas of
ol^ “full of good
deeds,” died suddenly Monday evening. She
was about her accustomed duties in the fore
part of the day, but at noon complained of a
singular sensation about the head, and was
assisted to her room. She soon went into
a convulsion fit and expired at 5 o’clock In the
afternoon. The poor will miss a great friend
in her death.
Smash

Up.—Yesterday afternoon a top
buggy with two soldiers In it, in turning from
South street Into Spring street, was upset.
The horse stopped ioDg enough for the soldiers to crawl out from beneath the vehicle,
then dashed down the sidewalk, striking the
buggy against the trees and making a perfect
wreck of it. He finally clearly himself from
the ruius of the vehicle, and made his way>
probably, to his stable.
Minstbelsy.—Duprez & Green’s Minstrels
and Brass Baud will give three entertainments
Deering Hall,
evening. The entertainments heretofore
given by this troupe iu our city have afforded
great satisfaction. The performers rank among
the first to come off to-mor-

at

row

the first of their class in the country.
predict full houses every night.
The

public

We

reminded that the adjourned
sale of Beal Estate on Stevens Plains will take
are

place this afternoon at 3 o’clock. Persons
wishing to attend the sale will be supplied
with free tickets by calling on Messrs. Henry
Bailey A Co. Cars leave the Post Office at

I

following dispatet

(Signed)

J. M. Scofield.
Major General.
Another official dispatch, dated at Chattanooga yesterday, 17th, is as follows:
1 left Gen. Sherman at Ship Gap and Taylor’s Ridge, at dark last night.
The General
and army are all rieht and in the best of

spirits.

Hood won’t fight though offered repeatedly.
His dreadful repulse at Altoona has made him

very cautious.
Gen. Slocum is all right at Atlanta, with
plenty of provisions and forage.
Hood’s raid has produced no military result
as yet.
If he wants to invade Tennessee, as
he has promised his men, he will lose by desertion twice as many as he has captured.—
The losses in men thus far, have been in our

favor.
Hood demanded, over his own signature,
the surrender of Resacs and-Dalton, and said
if surrendered the white officers and soldiers
would be paroled in a few days, but that if the
posts were carried by assault, no prisoners
would be taken. Rome Is all right.
C. A. Dana,
(Signed)
Acting Secretaiy or War.
Twe

Oaye Later front JBurope.

^Jew York. Oct. 18.
steamship Scotia, from Liverpool 8th,
via Queenstown 9th,at rived at 9.30 this morning.
The steamships St. Andrew arrived out on
the Sth, and the Arabia on the 9th.
The

The continued success of Gen. Sheridan
gives great satisfaction to the friends of the
North, and much discouragement to secessionists.

The Confederate loan fell to 50, but rallied

to 68.

The Army and Navy Gazette says it is plain
to all that these are dark days for the rebels,
but it thinks there is still a good deal of
fight

in the South.
At a recent meeting of the International
Association for the advancement of Social
Science at Amsterdam, 160 members signed
an address to President
Lincoln, applauding
his perseverance against slavery and Slaveholders, and encouraging him to persevere in
the holy cause of liberty, which they feel sure
must

triumph.

Bells Life says neither Mace nor Coburn
claim the stakes, and all bets are off. It
recommends Coburn to accept Mace’s challenge to fight in England and proposes that
they either toes for referpe, or that four gentlemen of the press select one for them. It
says it was clearly Coburn’s fault that no referee was chosen, and blamed his friends for
not observing secresy. Archbishop Cullen
bad issued a letter to the Irish clergy denounccan

the fight.
M. Mercier, the French Minister to Washington, has been transferred to Madrid, and
M. Chateaurenard appointed to Washington.
The weekly returns of the Bank of France
show a decrease of eleven and a half millions
of francs.

ing

Franco-Italian Convention still
The Pope shows hostility

new

There

attention.

continued uneasiness in the
financial and commercial circles of England.
Unfavorable bauk returns show a heavy fall in
was

reserve of notes, which has
of a reduction in discount and

dispelled all hope
has led to apof
a
further
rise.
Funds heavy
prehensions
and drooping, and the demand for money is
active.

The following additional failures have taken
place: John Gladstone & Co., merchants, of
London, for a heavy amount; George Wright
& Co., merchants, of Liverpool; John Catta,
paper dealer, of London; Patrick Thompson,
ship broker, of London.
front

New Orleans.

Cairo, 111., Oct. j7.
The steamer Belle of St. Louis from Memhas
arrived.
phis I5tb,
The steamer Magenta brings New Orleans
dates of the 12th.
New Orleans markets generally very dull.
There was a large overstock of flour, and
considerable qu an ties were being reshipped
North.
There was some inquiry for cotton at 120.
The opinion regarding the practical result of
the new trade regulations is that the Government Agent will purchase all cotton brought
across the lines, at 25 per cent, below the
New York prices, allowing Sellers to take
back one third of the amount in family supplies and the other two thirds to be paid in
greenbacks.

Gen. Davis’ raids from Xatche* yielded 1500
head of oattle, several hundred horses and
mules, several hundred able-bodied negroes
and about 100 prisoners. Nearly the same
number of rebels were killed.
from

Gen. Sheridan’s Army.

Philadelphia. Oct. 18.
The Bulletin says an agent from Winchester
reports a good deal of skirmishing In the Valley with guerrillas, but nothing serious had
occurred. Supply trains move regularly with
strong escorts. Eleven guns captured by
Sheridan had arrived at Winchester. They
were formerly U. S. guns.
Gen. Sheridan was sending in large droves
of oxen, sheep, Ac. The destruction of mills
and barns was going on. A considerable force
of our troops had been sent to Front Royal, to
guard the railroad. The road is to be opened
to Manassas. The road has already been repaired to Rectortowu.

Wilder, Boston, The Poems of Bayard Taylor. Boston: Ticknor & Fields, 1865.
For sale in this city by
published the new “Game of Cudjo's
H. L. Davis.
which
is
with
cards
after
Cave,”
played
printed
A beautiful little volume, in blue and gold,
the style of the Dr. Busby game. It will af420 pages, from the University Press, Cambridge,
ford interesting diversion for youth. A. Bobwhich is a sufficient guarantee of its fine meinson, 51 Exchange street, has the game for ohanical workmanship. This volume oontains
sale.
Mr. Taylor’s “Poems of the Orient,” “Romances and Lyrics,’’“California Ballads andPoems,”
LADY 8 Eiuend.—We are indebted to A.
Williams & Co., Boston, for the November and many others of a miscellaneous character.
Bayard Taylor is one of our sweetest Amerinumber of this elegant Ladies Magazine.—
can poets, and many of his efforts will compare
Double colored fashion plate, and numerous
favorably with the standard English Poems. He
other attractions. For sale by A. Robinson,
has written much that will live as long as men
01 Exchange street.
have hearts to
have

feel.

Davis, Exchange

street.

Habpebs’ Magazine for November has
been received at the periodical and music sti rs
of E. C. Andrews, No. 07 Exchange street.
Hahpebs’ Magazine for November has
been received at the bookstores of Hall L.
Davis and A. Robinson, Exchange street.
We are under obligations to Messrs. Allan,
Brothers & Co. for European papers per steamship Damsscus, at Quebec from Liverpool.
Pobtland Council No. 1, U. L. of A., will
hold Its regular meeting this evening, at 7
Pkk Obdeb.
o’clock, at the usual place.

CUMBEBLAND CONFEBENCE will hold its
next session with the 2d
Nov. 1st and 2d.

Church, Portland,

certain that the
jy It is now considered quite
been oaptured by the rebel*
has
Roanoke
steamer
that the Chesapeake was.
in the same manner

Department,

i

Washington, Oct. 18—9 P. M.(
To Med- ®«n- Dlx:—The subjoined dispatches reached the Department this after:

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 17,4 P. M.—The following dispatch has been received from Gen.

Sherman:

S\P'*
®

5 P. -If.—We took
part of the 24th
Two corps are represented
and
one
went
south from
Lafayette
VaUanora Plain.
They obstructed Snake
Greek pass to
our
but
trains,
delay
by to-morrow I can move in any direction.
W. T. Shebman,
(Signed)
Major General.
Deserters from Hobd’s army report his
forces at 30,000. The strength of his cavalry
is not known.
No additional news from Tennessee river,
except that Roddy’s forces moved from Co-

*“'P

IV»m Gen.

fications there.

lumbus

yesterday.
(Signed)

G. H. Thomas,
Major General.
Chattanooga, Oct. 17,10 P. M.—The rear of
Hood’s army left Lafayette, going south, at

daylight this morning.
J. M. Scofield,
(Signed)
Major General.
The country soutb and southwest of Lafayette is exceedingly difficult for an inferior army
vigorously pursued, consisting of narrow valleys parallel to the ranges of Taylor’3 Ridge
and Lookout Mountain, broken by rough hills
and destitute of food for man or beast until
you reach the Coosa river, a distance equal to
three days forced marches.

C. A Dana,
Acting Secretary of War.

FROM THE SOUTHWEST.
Movements of Hood's Army
Surrender of
Jtesaecm Demanded and Jtefused—Disgraceful Surrender of Dalton—Destruction of
Severe fighting at
Buildings, Cars, Ac.
Snake Creek Gap
Important Movements
in Progress by Gen. Sherman—Hood's game
Nearly up.
—

Provisions—steady.

The rebel commander demanded the surrenResacca, threatening the garrison with
death if his demand was not compiled with.—
Col. Weaver, of the 8th Ohio, commanding
the post, refused to surrender.
After some
brisk skirmishing the rebel force withdrew.
The enemy then advanced upon Dalton,
which was surrendered without a shot by Col.
Johnson, of the 44th U.S. colored infantry,
who couid have easily held it if so disposed.
The cars and buildings at that place were destroyed. Tunnel H11I was unmolested.
From that point Hood went southward on
the road, and was confronted by the 4th corps
under Gen. Stanley, at Snake Creek Gap.—
Severe fighting ensued, the result of which is
not known.
Beauregard is reported to be the commander-in-chief of the Army of the
Mississippi,
Hood being only commander of this
departder of

ment.

Gen. Sherman is watching every

move

of

his antagonist, and important operations
may
be expected from that quarter.
A dispatch this morning reports Hood at

No reinforcements have reached
nearly all deserted.
Prominent military men believe that the rebel
movements will result disastrously to themA rebel force is reported at Cedar
Hill, near
Springfield, Tenn., uudey Holmes. The guerrillas have opened .a recruiting office there.
his militia have

ITrotn

Washington.

Washington, Oct. 18.
The Treasury Department to-day sent off
four millions and a half of bonds of the new
loan aud will continue to forward them to
subscribers immediately on receipt of certificates.

Many of the men recently drafted in Washington have run off or hid themselves. In
view of this fact inquiries have been
recently
addressed to Provost Marshal General
Fry,
who repled: Dratted men who fail to report
and do not actually enter the service are not
credited on the quota and a snpHmentary draft
will be made for any deficiency that exist after the present draft is completed.

Information has been received here from
Japan that our claims upon that government
are la a fair way of being
satisfactorily settled,
the Japanese government showing an amicable disposition to that end,
The Navy Department has received information of the capture of the schooner Watchful at sea by the U. 8. schooner Arkansas.
She pretended to he bound from New York
to Matamoras and having sprung a leak, as the
Captain savs, was making for New Orleans for
regairs. Her Captain also represented that
his cargo consisted of lumber and petroleum
oil, but when the vessel was searched several
boxes of arms were found and the vessels was
therefore seized.
Vermont Legislature,

Montpelier, Yt., Oct. 18.
The General Assembly thjs afternoon elected the following State office!*: Secretary of
State, George W. Bailey, Jr., of Montpelier;

from Southern Bourses.
New York, Oct. 18.
The Richmond Whig of tha 15th, says Gen.
Grant has largely reinforced the army on the
north side of the James river and a heavy engagement is probable soon. When fighting
commences we shall have it at both ends of
the line.
The Whig advises, in retaliation for the destruction in the Shenandoah Valley, the horn-

ing of Boston, Philadelphia, New York or
Cincinnati. It says twenty men with plans all
preconcerted, selecting some dry wiady night
might fire Boston in a hundred places and wrap

it in flames from centre to suburbs. The men
to execute the plan are already there. The
latter remark applies to the other cities men-

tioned.

Washington Correspondence.

The Ocean Waifs; a story of Adventure on
Land and Sea. By Capt.
Mayne Reid, with
illustrations. Boston: Tioknor &
Fields, 1865.
For sale m this city by H. L. Davis.
Here is a book to set Young America
agog.
It is a book of startling adventure, such an one

New York, Oct. 18.
The Commercial’s special Washington dispatch says refugees from Rockingham county,
Yu., say the Union people of that region rejoice at the destruction of the secessionists’
barns by Sheridan, although their own properhas suffered as weiL_ They deem the punas Mayne Reid knows so well how to
write, and ty
ishment just and proper.
that it will command a large Bale admits of no
The Post’s special Washington dispatch says
doubt. It is a 12mo volume of 366 pages, printhe interview of the Tennessee delegation with
ted at the Cambridge University Press, and is the President has Been grossly misrepresented.
neatly got up. The illustrations are spirited, The members were treated courteously, but
and well calculated to whet the appetite of the Mr. Lincoln declined to interfere with Gov.
Johnson’s
to keep rebels
reader, and give him a keen desire to read care- from the regulation intended
polls,
to
finis.
from
preface
fully
Pennsylvania Election.
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.
gf There are two things which will make us
1n.,
„
19th
dUteict,Cameron
county,official, Union
happy in this life, if we attend to them. The
a
Union
loss of 20 as compared
majority <8,
first is never to vex ourtelves about what we can’t
with
Curtins
to
never
vex
14th
vote;
ourselves
district, Snyder
help; and the second,
county, official, Union majority 165, aDem
about what we can help.262.
of
iy “Bread and butter,” and milk, are the gain
The official votes of Wyoming, York and
only two artioles of food which have all the elementsof nutrition; hence from childhood to ex- Adams counties are not in.
treme old age, we are never tired of them.—
Harrisburg, Oct. 18.
IHotl’i Journal qf Health.
No home vote will be sent here officially
is counted.
until
vote
soldiers’
the
‘Secession was not the event of a day,”
said Khett Of
South Carolina; “it has been a
matter nursed for
thirty years.” And the bantling was sent North to Chicago
From Fortress Monroe.
for adoption via
“d is now at dry nurM io
Fortress Monroe, Oct. 17.
McClelland bo™“'
The mail boat baa not arrived from City
ofth« City Govern- Point.
ment of Cambridge, a
Gen. Butler arrived here this moring from
communication was received from the executors of the late Charles
the front.
Sanders, Esq., tormerly of Salem statinn that a
All was quiet at the lastest advices.
had been made
him

Flour—sales 9,000 bbis: State and Western 60®76o
lower: State 8 10®926: Round Hoop Ohio fli 6®
1160; Western 8 20®9 60; southern lower; sales 7uo
bbis at 10 60®14 00; Canada 50c lower; sales 460 bbis
at 9 00@11 76.
Wheat—10®15c lower, sales 7.500 bushels Chicago
Spring I 98; 7300 do choice Amber Kentucky 210.
sales 21,000 bus be; mixed WeeCorn-Flower;
tern 151^1 62.
sales Canada at83o.
?»«—lower;
Beef—dull.
sales6400 bbis; new mess 4100®

^Fork—lower;
I

Whiskey-lower;

by
of 810 000 to the
the interest to
kmnltad to
the support of some suitable man who shall devote his whole time to the prevention of drunkenness, and the reform of drunkards in the Citv
of

Cambridge.

Western at 173®

Rice—sales 1200 bags Rangoon at l3®18*c
Sugar—sales 8.0 buds; Porto Rico 21c: Muscovado
16J@19jc; 70 boxes Havana 20c,
ColTe —quiet.
Oil—dull.
Petroleum—dull.
Freights to Liverpool—dull.
Stock Market.
Naw Yobs, Oot. 18.
Second Board.—Stocks better.
Chicago k Rook Island.
89
Cleveland k Toledo,.
'11,71
J

_

Erie,.
9»'
Reading .7.1214
Miohigan Southern........7777" kr!
Illinois Central eorip,..
'117*
Michigan Central..:'.......777. .777777'.ffi

Hudson.os a a..
TOQ
New York Central,.77.77777’ll7i
Canton Company...
ail
United States 6'a 1881 coupons,. 7..106'
American Uold.....:X.h ....209*
United States one yearoertthoates new.77 964
United States 6-20 coupons,
107J
United States 6-20registered.....777lOH
oloeed to-night at the
Board
at
2
Evening
09j
a

s s

Here York Weekly Cattle Market.
N*w Yobk, Oot 18.
Beet—lower; reoeipts 70 0head; quotations 84819.
Sheep—dull; receipts 9‘,000 head: quotation"®
ojo. swme—closed dull; receipts ll.OOU head; quotuiiong

i

Financial.

Washington,

Oct. 18.
The subscriptions to the 7-80 loan for tb«

last

two

days amounted

to

$1,043,500.

ClSlIk Maker'’8'7 be8t

nmaniiATZOArs
THl

APPOINTMENT
OF

navy.

of the third and fourth sections of
IN pursuance
act passed
the first
of the 88th Conat

bJ

Jl’i116
eall8ithi.“ mV?y

tnme»

neT
*ke

»“

Mperienoed

all his old cusnew one‘ “ would be pleased
Fudging himself to do all In

PROF. H.

so©

_their

his Aoad.my in Codman’s
over barnnm’s Bating Saloon, on
Tempi*
will receive Pupilia at
time

largb

dry

season.

Monday

dry

Block,

MRS^

a

well

u

Shawls

u

of Do*

Cloaks,

to

MRS.

lUaiiufacturing

THE

number
At the
and Michigan State Fairs of
this year, the highest Premium was awarded to the
Grover A Raker Machine.
Tnose who wish to procure the best Sewing Machine in use, whether <or Family or Manufacturing
purposes can do so by calling on

Pennsylvania

N. 8. GAKDINFR,
No 62 Middle fit.,
Sole Agent for the city of Portland and vicinity.
7
Oot 16, 1861 —dtf

Samuel B.

Military,

Ho- 198 I St, between Twentieth and Twenty■
Tint Street»,

WASHINGTON, D O.
Having been attached to the office ol' the Second
Comptroller of the Treasury for illtaen yean, and
being familiar with the details of the workings of
different Departments, especial attention will be
given to claims forindemnlty, tor property lost or

destroyed; also to the settlement of the aceounts of
more particularly sub-isence accounts and the collection of claims for
Boanty, Arrears of I’ay, Prize Honey, Pensions, and all other
claims before the Departments.
Reference!;
Hon. John H Broadhead, Seoond Comptroller of
the Kreasnrery
Col. Chss. 1 homes, Assistant Quartermaster General, D. 8. A.
^orl^8
*^er» Assistant Quartermaster,
U
Admirai Jos, Smith, Chief Bnreau Yards and
Docks, U. 8. IT.
Biggs & Co., Bankers. Washington.
Hou.B. H Giilet, late Solicitor of the Court of
Claims, Washington.
Col. Jas. L. Edwards, late Commissioner of Pensions
Enoch Pratt, Esq., President Farmers’ and Planters’ Bank, Baltimoie,
octliaoulm

disbursing agents,

aT

LUMBER.
Carolina

Lumber

Company.

undersigned has been appointed by the above
Companv, 8"le Agent for the sale of lumber, for

THE
the

State of New York and all ports and places north
of New York, and is prepared to furnish hard pine
lumber in any quantities, by the oargo, sawed to any
desired dimensions, at the shortest notice; also Blaox
Walnut, Baywood, fee.
JOB A. TURNER,
No. 56 Washington St., Boston, Hass.
Aug. 10,1864.
eodffin

Notice to Volunteers.
of «“ City of Portland
TH.S
having been
lu“dSr a11 cell*, the citizens' Committee
SS-ES"** rt,cr.uI,ing operations. Athebalance ol

hands of
ren,alni®g unexpended in
Committee, a tow more volunteers will be eiili-tOH*> TWO on THBXB Tins, at reduced
Bounties. Application mav be made at
City BulldJuflN T HULC>
Recruiting Agent.
^eotlSdlw

tne

^(Mlw
—"

---

Rxad DB. HtrQHXB’ advertisement, in another
column. In his specialty Dr. Hughes is unequalled
^
by any physician in this country.8

Winter

THE

an

Messrs. Crockett A Nuvaas. hope by strict atbusiness to merit a liberal sbare of tbe

publio patroaage.
Oct 1,1364.

a«-

Millinery Goods*

ONLY

•

—

246 Hanover St.,
Has opened

Agency

at 97

—

CANADA

ROBERT LIST, 97 Exchange Stn
octl2d2 «•
At Foster’s Dye Honee.

li made to order lor trade—and with dose cash
purchases, and light store expenses we are enabled
to give our customers the benefit of such.

FOREST

GLOVES,

CITYJJYE

HOUSE.

WABD & LEWIS,
Office No. 315 Congress street,
Portland,

Purchased in the recent New York panic, cheap.

ol

pleasure in informing their friends and
the public g nerally, that ihev aro prepared to
on
the
DYEING BUSINESS, and hsve opencarry
ed an offioe at Ho. 815 Congress street, Portland.
Mr Wabd has been in tbs above business for
twenty-five years, and with his long experience wo
can safely wan ant satisfaction to all who
may fivoj
us with their patronage.
Nona but the most skilftil workman are employed
in this establishment.

TAKE

***-•
lw

Old Stand of Sanborn & Carter.

Gentlemen

BAILEY & NOYES

Dyed

or

Papers,

Either whole or Ripped.
CRAPE, STELLA & MERINO SHAWLS DYED

By

Wholesale and

Crape and Lace Veils Dyed with

OR CLEANSED

and

the

celebrated French Steam Scouring Process.

care.
Feathers dyed any color desired, and curled.

id Gloves Dyed

We shall keep a full stock, and trust that the customers who have for many years traded with ‘Sanborn A Carter, and lately with O. L. Sanborn A Co.,
will now ffcvor us with their patronage.
Oar own friends and customers, and the public
generally, who buy at wholesale, or in quant ity to
•ell again, w« shall be glad to see at this siore.

SAMUEL B.

Surveyor
Oct

And every article of

bare

a

Oot

j

Dow1* Celebrated Soda Fountain*,

In Portland.
Parties wishing to purchase will please apply at
No. 77 Middle Street.

Book Agents

., _

ALL

Just

Hudson Bay Sable.
whloh
value
the JIueeiaH
THiS.,For’
Sable,
we

to

Last, Year’s P^rices,
Until

our

Received,

and

present stock, which is very small, is sold.

,

ANDREW DeW.BARSS, M. D.,

Edinburgh,”

Scotland,

Late Resident

Surgeon of the “Royal Maternity
Hospital,” Edinburgh.

WOffice hoars, 9 to 11

A.

X.

Copartnership Notice.

THE

a

copart-

OHENERY & CO.,
For the transaction of the Provision and Grooery
business. Ho. 294 Congress St.
Edward Crrxrbt,'
Wx. Chxnubv,
D. D. Chbhrrt.
—dlw
Oot.
17,1854
Portland,

Notice.

choose

Treasurer

in

place ofStephen Patten,

re-

Also to adopt some
plan for Lectures and
Debates the coming winter. A fall attendance is rePer Order
quested.
Oct 17td
STEPHEN MARSH, Sec’y.

x., for the following purposes:—
1st—To see whether they will vote to increase
the
increase me
Capital 8tock to •280,000.
2nd-To make such alterations and amendments to

By-L**' «> ™»y be deemed expedient.
8d—To set on
come

Oct

Notice#
EDWARDS has withdrawn from the firm
• of Calvin Edwards A Co
and disposed of his
interest to Calvin Edwards and Wm. G Twombly.
The basin# ss hereafter will be [conducted by them
under the same name and style of the old firm
oct!8dlw*
CALVIN EDWARDS A CO.

HS.

before

8th—dtd

any other husio^sH that
proper,
them.
Per Order
HENRY FOX, Clerk.

Copartnership

Notice.

subscribers have associated themselves la
business in the name of Wx Peering A Co., 24
Free street, Portland.
,
D“*‘,,,so’

HENRY

Fifty

Isaac M.

Per

Cdtlrr,

Joe. E. Blabok.

Cent.

and have been for several years. Declared annually, an a paid after two yearr.
A dividend la declared and paid upon BA OH and
avaar payment made, wheth.r the partv la
living
or not. (ar*Ao other company in the United states
does this.

Its assets on the 31st of December last, a9 shown
by the New York Insurance Cium ssioners’Bepoit,
were sufficient to provide for its
Compu ed pien.1urn reserve," the
payment of dll its uivult.de,"
and every other liability, contingent or absolute,
and leave a clear net surplus ef

$1,807,630,17
This surplus is nearly *1,00. ,000,00 larger then
that of any other Lite Company la ihe Cnlteu Btaiea
and *1,600,01.0 larger than aay other, with two ex.

Adaption*

$2,350,000,00

while the total amount paid for claims by death

1864.

Oct. 22nd,

F.

LORD,

on the non/or/eitihg ten year plan
in all the other usual form..
considerate rain who will apply to Lift In.
surance the same
principles chut would sum him
In making other inves tments,or in the msn.er
em ui
his own business will assored'y investigate iha advantages of the Mutual Benefit system, as iltusira.
t-d ta the
of this Company, before In, mine
hls life In any other. My
neglecting to do so be
probably pay from 10 to 36 dol ars on every *100 aa
the price of his fkilnre to Inform himself
Bememoer, the Dividends are MO per cent. The
fit st one Is paid you just/our years Jr* m the date of
your policy; a Dividend is paid you svany year
thereafter, while toe Undivided surplus lrom which
all dividends are made is nearly *i,00 t.ouo, larger
than that ot any other
Company in America
Reliable information In reierenoe to all Iha companic, will be freely given at thl. office, from Commjasioners Boports for .nooeasive years.

well

as

Every

history

will

WARREN SPARROW, Stale Aft,
Mutual Benuflt Life Insurance Co.
Central Office No. 30 Exohange St,

Sept

Instruction in Music \

17—dtf_

R.

PAINE,

(34 lessons,

eaoh lost on occupying on# boar.)
Slate at PAINE’S Mnsio Store, No. 168 Middle St.
Any information wanted concerning mo, can bo
had by inquiring at Paine’s Muaio Store.
Reference, H. Kotzichm ax.
Sept 13—eod3m*

Clapp’i Block,

Market

Square,

PORTLAND.
ST Artificial Teeth Inserted on Oold, Silver, and
Viucaatite bate. All operations warranted to gly*
tisfrction,
JaneSOeodisly'64

sr

PEAR

TREES.

The ollowlng Trees of extra quality are offered for sale very low, to
clear the land already sold for bnild-

lllgS.

Maples

13 to 18 feet

High,

«*

*•

“
300 Not way Spruce 3 to 8
500 Roses, 600 PearTrees, and
5000 Currants,

«•

The stook of Fruit Trees comprises all
sorts shown at Horticultural Exhibitions
the oMebrsted Howe l Pear oan be supplied
Nur«ery at Mor,ill’s Comer.

sepSOeodSw

the best
Trees oi

WOULD

By

Electricity

TheShenmatlo, the goaty, the lame and the las,
leap with Joy, and move with the agility and elastic.
I<7 of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the irost
bitten Umbe restored, the nneouth deformities removed; ttuntneM converted to vigor, weaknem to
■trengtn; the blind mode to see, the deaf to bear and
the palsied torn to move upright; tbe Menlebeiiot
youth are obliterated ; the oocidtiUt ofj^tore bit
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, as#
U active circulation maintained.

and bask; leuoorrbme, (or whites); telling of the
womb with intsrnaJ onnoers, tnmors, po'vpus, and
all that long train os diseases will find In Elsctrioof onre. For painful menstruation
Ity a sure means
too nrefuse menstruation, and all of those long Use
of troubles with young ladies, Electricity is a eertain
irtlU;. short time, reetore the suffers.
,o the vigor of health.
tux
tan Elaetro-Cha. leal Amaratnt ier
•jrW*
extracting Mineral Poison from the system, sneh ss
Meroury. Antimony, Arsenic, Ac. Hundreds who
are troubled with stiff Joints, weak backs, and various otherdifloalties, the dlreot cause of which. In
nine oases out of ten, Is the effect of poisonous drugs,
can be restored to natural strength and vigor by
«e of (ran live to eight Baths.
OBoe hoars from 8 o’clock a. a. to 1 r.n.i U
• ; and 7 to 8 », M.
,,,
lyislsed
Consultation Fras.

^ec«o,.nd

Grape-Vines,

by
GOOD AI.E

For sale

Oct

respectfully announce to the citizens tl
Portland and vicinity, that he has permanent,
ly located in this oity. Daring the eleven months
that »e hare been in town we nave cured some si
the worst forms of disease in person* who have tried
other forms of treatment In vain, and oaring patients in so short a time that the qaestlon is often
asked, do they stay oured 7 To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay owed, we will
doetor the sneond time for nothidV.
Dr. D. has been a praotioa: ^leotrioUn for
twenty,
one years, and is also a regular graduated physician
£1 cotricity is
adapted Ao chronic auaasse
perfectly
in the form of nervous or sick headache;
neuralgia
in the head, neok.er extremities; consumption ,wh< n
acute stages or where the lungs are not tut*
volved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, bit
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvati e
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
paralysis, 8t. Vitas’ Danoe, deafness, stampalsy oror
hesitanoy of speech, dyspepsia, Indigee.
mering
Mon, oonstipation and liver oomplaint, piles—ws car*
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchi°l tl>e 0l>ert’1114 •** tom of female

LADie*

Currants, Roses,
Flowering Plant*, Ac.,
Is.

cossss oscosassas asd elm stubs is

Who have cold hand* and toot; weak stomaehi,
lame and weak backs; nervous and sick headgehs;

j, w. ADAMS.

Pear Trees

S.

Electrician,

H. OSGOOD, Sthe

DENTIST,
Ho. 8

DEjniftC,

No. 11 Clapp’s Block.,

Terms, $19,00 per Quarter,

m>C.

Portland, Me.

TO THE AFFLICTED I

Medical
G.

ex-

Polioiea issued

us

Treasurer and Colleotor.
Portland. Oct. 16th, 1883.
cctlTtd

8—d2w*__

»««»>■ M»-

GBiRNAB SCHOOL HASTER.

JOSIAH HEALD, TH|nrite^U?.rn“SVd,|d.wTrfo0r'.b;,',S2
otp,'inCaliPi.«erIOoDfen.
of the

Be,.’ Gran mar

DHIfTIRT,
8®Thf'.1riarv at preeeei fixed, tor p»rsen rf eg.
256 Coagreu Street, coreer of Tuple "Street, neTienw wfc> Intends to be permanently d.vMsd ti
«»
^i. pu”u7« l. >10W P"
PORTLAND, MAINE.
a

as

H

Qet

MABSHAL’8 OFMCE,
J^VOSTDistbict,
statu
Haiku

7—dtf

s

Am

OR. G. K. RICH.

BURGEON
WO. 148 MIDDLE
I Opposite that

THE

Oct. 1,1864 -octl7d8w

Company

are now

oeeda

And fbr the benefit or Tax p»yer,ti
hereby annex
an extract ol an Ordlnanoe ol the
City, viz :—
“Sxct 1.—To such poisons as shall pay their Tax.
eswithln SOdays after the date of assessmeLt a Diecount OP THSNZ FEB cent, shall be allowed on
the xmoiint
Sect. A.—On all Taxes which shall remain unpaid
four mouths af er the date ol tbe assessment, inter,
ebt shall be charged at the rate o> six per cent.
per annum, to commenoe sixty DATSaiter the data
of assessment.”

A

ly

Special attention is asked to the following facts:
The Annual Dividends of this

$8,400,000.00

FOR

Saturday next,

and 2 to. 4 r x.
octl72m

undersigned have this dav formed
nership under the name and style of

over

Its own
after 20 years' experience Is the
boat evidence of its superior management an » of the
great advantages it afioid* to thosa who insert.

dtf

100 Home Ohestnnts 8 to 10

SPECIAL Meeting of the Stockholders of the
New England Sorew Steamship Company will
be he'd at the Stiamshlp < fflce, end of Brown’s
Wharf, on Thursday, Oot 20th iust, at 8 o’clock r

signed.

now a

on

1000 Rock

61 Commercial Street.
octl2-4w

BYRON GREENOIGH & CO.,

to

most

This Company has paid to the assured In Divl«
deads,

STREET,

THREE PER CENT. DISCOUNT

__

Oct 6—dfrwflm40 Middle 8t.

we* cj# in# a*
A 8PJCIAL Meeting ot the Maine Charitable
Association
will be held in the Library
iVMeobanio
Room, on Thursday, evening, Oct. 20, at 7j o’clock,
a

suooeeafal of all Life Aaauranee ComTHIS
net aooumulation of
panies, has
&6,000,000.00

PORTLAND. ME.

for sale by

JOHN T. ROGERS & Co

8 TremontKowBoston.

LARD,

»ept39_

BEST FAMILY FLOOR,

F. VENT & CO.,
Subscription Book Publishers,

i» neat in
shall offer at

Store,

Residence—corner of Cumberland and LocnstSts.

and populars Books adapted to the

octlidstftwlw

no Middle street.

Graduate of the “University of

ATKINSON & INGEKSOL’S,

LIME

3

FOR TBS STATE OF MAINS.

There is no better location, or run of custom in this
city. For one seeking business it will be found the
best opportunity ever offered in thia class of business

C.

of this fash-

kinds of Bnbbers can be bought of Brxxd
A Tuket at seven een and six per cent, off from
the gross pric's—the same as at the General Agency,
Boston. We keeps fhll assortment atalltimeB. and
by baying of ns yon will save year freight from Boston.
BREEDATUKEY,
Oct 8dfcw4w
Ho. 80 Union Streeet.

FOR A FIRST-CLASS EATING HOUSE,

TO

sell

we can

Wholesale Rubber

Which draws crowds of customers.

sell new
times.

m ta

which

S—dfw2m

One-half of the Establishment

u

5CCS,

re-peotfnlly announce to those interWOULD
ested in Mu-ic, in Portinnd and vicinity, that
be is

BYBON GBEEHOUGK ft CO.,
as

ATKINSON & INGEBSOL,

NO.

ERMINE I

few more beantiful

CO.

Hams, Beans, Dried Apples, Ac.

MR.

Less than New York Prices.

Also. Blank Books & Room Papers

DEALERS

CUCLCH.

giving Instruction on the Piano Forte, In thia
city, and rospeotfUIy solicits a liberal patronage.

For,

Benefit

INSURANCE

DR. W.jr.

6—dim

American,English A French Stationery. WEionable

TO

of Lumber,
ME.

Thursday,

Incorporated, 1646. Charter Perpetual.

CLARK,

PORTLAND,

JEtOYAL

Can be parohased at a bargain. This is the most
central Eating House in the city, and haa a full run
of customers. It has also one of

Maine.

*

the city, or from any part of thi
flag Is respected, promptly Oiled.

AID

Office No. 6 1-2 Union Wbart;

Books,

No. 77 Middle St.,

Comp’y,

STREET,

SUCCBSSOHS

DUTTCn,

and

October 86th, 86th, and 27th,
Commencing at 10 ▲. H. By license from Probate
Court. Goods paid tor on delirei yin current lands.
The Furniture can he seen at any time previous to
the sale.
K I,. BEAI.S.
Administratrix of Fstatn f Horace B els.
oet!8 dtd
HENRYBAILEY A CO.. Auot'rv.

history

HATCH, CLIFFORD A CO.,
Produce
Commission
Merchants,

CT“ Goods returned promptly and aatlafaotlon

Will also continue the business at TIIBIB OLD
TAND, 66 and 68 Exchange street, and design it
more etpeoially for the Retail Trade.
Every exertion will Be made to render this store a
pleasant resort.

Eating House for Sale I

sep28dtf

Cleansed.

IDs-Ordera by Express carefully attended to.^3

S

sept27dtf

or

guaranteed.

BAILEY & NOYES,

Will be ionnd as usual at this store.
All the lat9et publications reoelved as soon
issued.
octl8dlrn

SECURED.J
octlOdlm

rilHE time allowed be an Ordlnanoe of the City
A tor THREE PEE CENT. DLOOUNT On TsEM for
the current year will expire on

Of Ezra Carter, Jr., Mortgagee, and will continue
the butiness at 8tore 66
Exohange street, Portland,
intending to make it a

ot

and luxuri-

Cleansed Whole,

Felt and Straw Bats and Bonnets Dyed.
Ladies, Dresses, Cloaks and WaterProofs Dyed or Cleansed.

AND

Assortment

our

TAXES

Carpets Cleansed,

Books, Stationery

Complete

orders in

Pants. Vests,

Coats,

s

Every Description,

Gooda ol

Robes, eto.
This sale will take piece on

*

and military Overcoats

Have purchased the Stock ol

Beddipg, and

Appertaining to house-keeping will be found to anil
purchasers. Here to a rare chance for Bargains, the
Furnit are being ti good a« new, having beta 1st
little used.
Also, Horses, Carriages, Harnesses,

LIFE

DANFORTH A CLIFFORD,

DOZENS
—or—

A

All

world where

Velvet and Tupeetry Carprts. Earthen, Glass and
Kitohen Wares. Alto800 Maible Slabs with Brackets.

GDEASE !

BEADS’

FOBS
Portland,

very good assortment of the
wholesale or retail Milliners would

ELEGANT FURNITURE,

—

Portland Match

notice.

Hosiery,

Jobbing Book
Stationery Heme-

PR

Of the best quality manufactured and forule by

a

Sale

OF

Mutual

MATCHES

Exchange Bt .Portland.

Where he will have
above good8, at
do well to call.

Boston,
an

Large

—

ARCTUSINE,

ES^Feathers Dyed Cleansed and Curled at short

octit

uses

For sale by tbe Druggists.

Fioot,

Togus Rpringu,
CHELSEA, HE.

WALES

the Hew England, States.

Hortense

OUR BALMORAL

corner

ootTdtf

PRINCE OF

THE

SALE!

Tuesday, Wednesday

ance

assortment ol the above In all grades

Room

DKAKE A DAVIS.

Oct 1, 1064.

beat preparation for tbe growth
the hair.
Military ALadies’Bonnet Feather THE of[ROYAL
LETTERS

MORNING,"

Cross Street.

would

r.

reet.

shall be happy to wait upon my friends and the
publlo who so kindly favored mo with thfir patronage during the past season.
Strangers are Invited to call.
octtdtf
E. j. DODGE.

OCTOR HR nth.

Parria,

Naval & General Agent,

Messrs. CHOCKMTT t NM VS Ifa.
tender our grateihl thanks to oar
former patrons, and cheerfully recommend them to
continue their patronage at the old stand.

d2w

la

Middle,

intereet and reliaquisb-

trade to

our

AND PLUME MANUFACTURER

154

our

Notice.

I

Under Flannels for Ladies, misses and Children.

Ho.

AUCTION

Comprising full Parlor aad Chamber Pa's, of solid
Back Walnut and Otk. oovered with rich Plush end
Hair Cloth, Elegant large French Flute Mirrr re,

tention to

H0S1ERY7 gloves,

RID

GREAT

ELEGANT!

Latest Introdnctions.

Having this day sold

Block.

25 Free

'oom

.d houic ■om
ua.iToax in as Id heme
con*
Chamber
Ret,
Bed-t-ids,
si-ting
Beds, Uitrsetcs
Carpets, Bureaus, Mirrors, Parlor burnt a-e r»d
Carpets, Sola; Card, Work, Center and Dicing Tibiae; Parlor and Cook stores; T*hle Cutlery f'rtotery, Gla-s. China Stone, Iron and Wr oden Wi-ei a
•mall library Of Books, Ao together w.th the cuitia
Kitchen Furniture.
This Furniture to el' In excellent order hiring
been used only fa a family without »hild>en.
ooiIS dtd
HENRY BAiLEY A CO Auot's.

•A.t

beptsa—iU

we

ootU

SIGN.

LADIES’

—

WHis establishment Is opposite the Poet Office,

which she invites the special attention of her
laay friends and customers.

RED STOCKING HAVING
Fall and

50

variety

A Card.

STYLE

returned from New York with
sortment of

Sewing Machines.
subscriber having been appointed sole Agent
for this city and vicinity, lor the sale of Grover
la Baker’s Sewing Maonines, eu
bracing both the
Family and Manufacturing or 8hutt e-01 itch Ma*
cnines, will keep on hand an assortment of the diffeient kinds, which he will be happy to exhibit to
persons who are intending to pui chase.
These Machines have no superior in
any particu*
lar. Over one bundr* d thousand families are u«ing
them, and every week adds another thousand to the

October 20th,

Weering

a unHnnaAM
Attitloneer*.

ON81etreet,
Wateryilieitreet,«eo
all the >

T°° eeeagentlemtn wearing a hat which
VVMGN
Vv attract, general attention bv the
beauty of tbe
tabric, and its remarkable nealnrse and eleganoe of
style yon may be assured that it is one of

MILLINERY GOODS I

Near the Post Office, Portland.
Sept 94—d & wlm

W ool

sale at

AND

To

Mo. 3

& Pft
*
Co.,

of

found iu any establishment in the 8tste. The
confectionary is of hi* own mannfacuring, and is
warranted to be as good as can be found.
The trade supplied on liberal terms.
octl4 dSm

Millinery,

-AND-

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER,
HI middle St., Fox
Block,

and lailh-

Genteel Furniture at
Auction.
Friday, Oot 21st, it 10 o'o'ock A. M it No

assortment of

BONNETS

order all kinds oi

'horuugly

HENRY BA1L&Yx
Oct 7—dtd

Confectionery, Fruit, Nuts, & c,

CUSHMAN

NEW

11 **

t1’

luily built

lo iis construction,
#ne*modern
trolly locateoVnn^ilB.WBter and P'onty of 11 i
*« occupancy or lur.etment. °Bai5
pleasc call 0n‘,o*,u,*-title dear. Tor partloalar#

as

has just returned from Sow York with her

For the Wholesale or Retail
Trade, at the
shortest possible notice.]

A complete
and sues.

r.M.rn thepremAell the three-Mar, biiok Hours on

ment

BLOCK.

or

—

Harris’

Outside Garments for Ladies’ Wear,

OPENING THIS

the large and
elegant stores
In tbe

of

-THE-

Pel 18-dtd

REASONABLE,

KWe are alto manufacturing

ly

Family

For farther
Bar*
oetlStt

at Mr.

ON

Of every description.

PRICES

one

offer* for

NICHOLS,

Fall and Winter

Thursday,

and

House at Auction.

NTtarsd.y.Oct2u.st8o'ciork
OValuable
Llnooin'.r^li't,*

TASTEFUL

ALSO OF

oourse

and

an

igt

dly

WHOLESALE OK RETAIL

.mestie Manufacture.

admittedjiothe

GROWER & BAKER’S

M. J.

Will open

application.

of study will oomprfso two aoademlo
years.
All Cadets who graduate will be immediatewarranted as Assistant Engineers in the Navy.—
The pay of a Cadet is 8600 per aanum.
While at the Academy the Cadets will be examined, from time to time, acoording to the regulations
prescribed by the Navy Department; and if fonnd
deficient at any emminatiou. or dismissed for mitconduot, they will not be continued in the Aoadcmy
or naval service, or restored thereto,
except upon
recommenaation by the Academic Board.
Canoidates who reotive permission will present
them'elves to the Superintendent ofthe Naval Academy between the HOth and 80th of Soptembar, for
examination asto their ijual lies tin us for;ad mission.
Circulars giving further inlormatlon may be had
upon application to the Navy Department.
Oot 18—d3t

or

taken

MORTON

MILLINERY'

Portland,

GOODS!

Very large in variety, of Foreign

the register. The registry of a name, however,
gives no assurance of an appointment, and no preference will be given in the seleotion to
priority of

The

»* »«y **“«•

if***

_STORE!

largest

Fall and Winter

on

The number of Cadet Engineers is limited
by law
to llty.
The candidate must be under eighteen
yeare.of age, and his application must be accompanied by satisfactory evidenoe of moral character, mechanical aptitude, and of his having been
employed
at least two years in the actual fabrication ef steam
machinery. Before receiving an appointment he
must pasB a medical examination oi hit
physical fitness, and au aoadtmio examination oi his mental
qualifications Be will then be
Naval
Academy in the class of Cadet Engineers,and afforded every means of acquiring a scientific and
practical knowledge ot the principle* of maohanics ueeesnary for discharging the duties of a Steam Engineer
in the Navy.

for

rves. I&a®. S.Hotel
Build’g,

gress,

gineere.
The applioationis to be addressed to ths Seoretarr
Of the Navy, and can bo made
by the candidate or
by any person tor him, and hirtiamo will be plaoed

Thursday.

particulars
uum'1-

Vow and Fashionable Stock

session

approved July 4,1864. -To auhorizeihe secretary of the navy to frotide for the educcu son *f
naval Constructors and Steam Enyineert, and fir
otherpurposet.” applications will be received by the
Navy Department lor the appointment of Cadet Xn-

and

and

noJSj'V® apply
i8P8"n8atA‘;e»
the Academy,

Feuchtwanger ^Zander,

Hare Jut opened

Wednesday

°>

Ssturday
T“i.tionChildren, in
the afternoon at 4 o’clock. For Ladies
at 7 o'clock p m., for Gtntl<m<n at 8
o’oloek p x
A Ladies’ alternoon class will be
foimed at a o’elk

eitiblishiient.

Fourth door West of Post Office,

Having

fc.t 4*c

cers,

14
Dolphin,
nails, Running Rirglng, Cables, Anchors Beau,
is In good
Compass, Lamps. Ao. She is built ol oak.and
a tost
condition, g gnat carrier and atower,
sailer. Sale positive.
HEN It Y BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
Oot 16—id

er

*•

1. J. PERKINS

oouree ol dancing in each clase
will consist of
all'ft
the Fancy Dances, Quadrilles, Cotillons. Lin*

goods

81 Middle St., Fox

FRUIT

Block,

Street;

during the winter

any

at Auction.
at 12 o'clock H, at Portlies, the good schoonhurt he
wl.h all bar

now

AND

Having opened

apply

Schooner Dolphin
Oct.

COWECTIONEKY 1

SMITH,

£wrty,

otarib, premises, or to Wa.
L. Soathard or E. Hambi. Portland.
liJbNRY BAILEY fc CO., Auctioneer*.

2Utb,
Thursday,
ONland
Pier, where she
of
16-96 tuns

Wholesale and Retail

OF HEW YORK,

»l»“* profl'able to them«»to him. Please not target the
place,
and Brown Sts.
octlStf

Congress

AND

CADET ENGINEERS,
in the
an

man“*r-

H^ods^.^'" *■“*••*
**

**

?*•

WH1 reoeire consignments of lh-A....
every description, for publio or private ,,u
of Beal Estate, Vessels, Cargoes, Stocks ana
Cash advances made
chandise solicited.
prompt sales and returns.
mehli

^mPondt»ndA.<iiHfrenJ,tessDC4“-ts.Maui‘"GRAND DANCINCTaCADEMY.

assortment of

wonll) be happy to

ii(§18c.

won

lull

And Lower than in BoMonor New York.

ard—sales 21,360 bbis at 20®22o.

..

bequest
City of Cambridge,

NxwYoftx.Oot.18.

Cotton—6®6o lower; sales 850 bales; middling uplands 118@12d

j

a

Ladle’s Cloaks of all the Latest
Styles,

York Market.

Somerville,

him, and

He intends to
keep

Produce—in aetire.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Oot. 8th.-Coxsols
elosed at 88®88 j for money.
-kMERICAN SECURITIES.-Illinois Centra) railroad 60®61dls; Erie Railroad 41@42.

sales at S0®86.
sales 260 bbis

Dress

I>wellia«

to Waller

JBxohaa*e.b®lOW

.Auction,

at 8 o’olock. P M
the Double Ten*House and Lot, kuouu as the
maleboa/dlog hewe sltuaWestbrook, on the lire-1 tka
The lot A .boas

ted Ok Btevea, Plain.

,n.„.

Exchange Street, four
Merohant’a

Beal Estate at

19th inet.,
„,PBh Wednesday the
We shall sell

^KlTSKSJM*
*
B.uoodrtoh.

,«m,

the

“tnl^nan

Goods, and Shawls,

n.

HENRY BAILEY A CO., Aaetlonears.

Valuable

office,

C»»l„l» Btrrt.,, *1,c0Mm
Hae removed to

mes each night.
annnal tour of tba great sensation
oorpa
Artists, and the leading model Tronic
of tne World. The
largest and moat complete organisation m existence, the result oi eleven vears’
experience, patronized by ite fashion ana
and elite 01
of
the entire Continent.
Doors open at j o: 7 to commence at 1 of
go’clock
Admission 25 cents; Keierved beats 50 cents

——___

Commercial.
Per steamship 8ooti», at Hew York.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, 'Oot. 8th.—
Sales to day were 4000 bales,
including 1.000 bales
to speculators and exporters. The market closed
dull wiih but little inquiry and
quotations weak.
Breadstnffs—quiet and steady.

—

toona.

ofPri°e8'
Glovea, Hosiery, Yarns, Woolens,
ment

EDwinn

fn'roducing entirely now

SJlSfrfJl?

at

M

jSuaSBtexn&’ttX&r

Saturday Evon’gu,

&

October 20, 21 and S3,
and attractive program-

on

?moa ,h» reoent deoiine In priees, oonseand wi 1 Mil them ai the very lowest
An<* *“ sodition to bis usual asiort-

ing.

Butter—dull;

Elegant Store

Corner of Congress and Brown 8ig.,
lua opened a
,fr.«h stock of Fall Goode, pnr-

-■

New York, Oct. 18.
Two more currency counterieiters were arrested at East New York
yesterday, and their
counterfeiting materials seised.
An old man named Berrian was killed by
the New Haven train at Stamford this morn-

„„

Thurgday, Friday

and

Variant Itemi.

—

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 18.
Hood’s army has destroyed the railroad for
mdes
betweeu Tunnel Hill and
twenty-three
Resacca; also between Big Shanty and Alla-

H^^femoTed to the Mew and

corner

_

DEERINQ HALL.
POSITIVELY THREE NIGHTS ONLY!

LITTLE,

Dry Good*, Ac.

1#4* 0c‘v at Ut.

SALES.

^AUCTION

PArris, ADCTloNEES, 12 SxehangeSt

r\NFw!?li,Mre<

MINSTRELS OR ASS BAND

lots of new goods.
E.

K- *•

DIJPREZ St GREEK’S

AMD

E.

AUCTION SALES.

and Imitators Outdone
By the Gigantic and Famous

Competition

New Store,

burg.

New

entertainments

rTe' mova £7T

Our troops are in the neighborhood of Stras-

xftp I,°‘day> c»pturing

v

DRY GOODS.

Sherman’t Army.

Washington, Oct. 18.
gentleman who left Sheridan’s army yesthat
the
terday reports
rebels reoccupy Fisher’s Hill on the left of the position heretofore
carried by Gen. Crook and are erecting forti-

North Carolina.
to be at

(Signed)

St

A

°aP’ 0ct-

Tterms

A New Game.—Lock &

Godey’s Lady’s Book for November has
been received at the bookstores of Messrs.
Bailey & Noyes and nail L.

Hood’s Forces Retreating South.

•

Hew Publications.

Death of a Physician.—We learn that
Dr. Manchester died, rather suddenly, at his
residence in Westbrook Monday evening. His
numerous friends will
regret his loss.

CAPTURE OF 8IIP’8 «AP

noon

The
Railroad.

Maryland Union State Contention.
Baltimore, Oct. 18.
ihe unconditional Union State Convention
met to-day to make nominations under the
new Constitution. The following ticket was
presented:—For Governor, Hon. Thomas H.
Swan; for Lieut. Gpvernor,Dr. C. C. Cox;
for Attorney General, Alexander Randall;
for Court of Appeals Judge, Judge Weisel.
The convention was largely attended.

FROM GEN. SHERMAN’S ARMY.

Was

Halifax

DISPATCH.

NEWS

OFFICIAL

Sergeant-at-Arms, Z. C. Camp of Montpe.ier;
Auditor of Accounts, D. Stewart of Mi'dleAn Important Decision.
bury; Superintendent of State Prison, J, A.
Pollard of Chester; Commissioner of Insane,
New York, Oct. 18.
The Commercial dispatch says the Provost O. D. Warner of New Haven; Bark CommlsMarshal General has adopted the regulation missioner, A. R. Kamp of Stowe; Railroad
that In case a drafted man deserts prior to
Commissioner, G. H. Rice of South Nero;
mustering into the service, the quotas ot their Adjutant General, P. T. Washburn of Woodrespective districts will not be credited and a stock ; Quartermaster General, Col. Perley P.
supplimental draft wiil be made where defi- Pilckln, now depot Q. M. at City Point, Va.;
ciencies exist from that cause.
Judge Advocate General, J. S. Marey of Royalton; Directors of the State Prison, Daniel
Stearns of Windsor, S. Merriam of Johnson,
Ohio flection.
and Pitt W. Hyde of Castleton.
Cincinnati, Oct. 18.
The State Sunday School Union is now
Returns from eighty counties give a Repubholding its annual meeting in this place. All
lican majority of 20168. It is estimated that of its meetings are
largely attended and markthe Boldiers’ vote will make it 74,000.
ed by an excellent spirit.

2 1-2 o’clock.

Body Recovbbed.—The body of Mr.
Skinner, the fisherman who has been missing
lor a week, was found Monday floating near
Jewel’s Island, and was brought to this city.

■:———-

.....

night.

About a dozen of the above refused to be
sworn

Portland Daily Press.
—

and

Quebec, Oct. 1&
iw
BfThe Conference holds two sittings daily
Discussion continues on the Constitution ol
the upper House.
An English
company has made favorable
offers to the governments of
Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick to construct a railroad unitmg St. John and Halifax, forming a part ol
the Intercolonial railroad.

)

had not crossed Lookout Mountain last

occupies

Patrick Gormley, on a search and seizure
process, paid a fine of $20 and costs.

18lh.

Chattanooga, Term.,Oct. 17,3 P. Jf—Hood’i
main force was about
Lafayette last night, and
Gen. Sherman was at t.
hip Gap.
The report of
yesterday that Hood was approaching Carpenter’s Ferry was a mistake.
He

The

Municipal

Department,

To Mqj. Gen. I}ix:—The
has been received.

®j

i—»*—

i

Proeincte

n

TOTH*

Secretary

Washington, October

committee of the Board
of Managers, present the
following statement
of the condition and wants of tbe Soldiers’
Association to the patriotic citizens of Port-

urer

DUpatch^romAotiag

i i ■

Vnion

_

Appeal

t

trnsssmisessmmsssmmemasneassms til

DENTIST,

8T-, PORTLAND,
off Iw

—-»

Bid
mevices oi B

ixuiiu

Dentist.

Heart snn» t

lltlrt will receive oarefai sth jntloa, and POJJ
w*
islhotiea wUl bo
ted.

Warps

?
■*"

or

inei

7~
J

Portland, October lvth 186*. )
order of MsJ.J.W r. • ardiwr. C 8. A Actiog Assls’aut Provost Mtrrhal Gen’l. f he
State, tne following's published for tbe Inf- rui.'ton
oi persons bolding premium < Isims for re.ru! logs
Iw F**‘
Persons baiding ’.Premium Cerlifiosles
seating Recruits, mu >t present them oCsp' t-nsruu
Holmes, U 8 A Muste.log Bed • Murstag
Auguste, Ma'ne, for pa meut toR
,1,Un“

Bv

OHeg.

to^ald"

d'oUUBTY.
'orp,'“““c‘H District,
Maine,

Cant, and Pro. Marshal 1st

dtoOetil

✓

WANTS. LOST,FOUND

THE MARKETS.
Portland Wholesale
BxDreaair
^

Beading Wanted.

Prices Current.

I>tarl*»*ib..

>.

aawan H or 1* inch thiek.of good
20,000
meioulntable.qualtty.

Cot...7..lo*U

ASIfNATION

price will be paid. Addreea. sikiiog
terms, and lull particulars, Captain, Box 1727, Portland Tost Office.
ootl7dlw*

Wanted.

A

WET Nurse to go to Chicago.
Danforth street.

£1?

CONVENIENT
A NEAT
ohlt TWO r«u*o>». fo
A line

rertrence given.
xddreistf*
Office," will receive premp*
f

imTTQV i,,

■eptirfdtf

or Stolen.
GOLD WATCH, open Sum, a sold oolored dial,
attached to a blaek ribbon, wfth a gold bookie
a gold quarts rock seal—supposed to have been
in gentlemens’ waik at G. f. B. Depot.
Who-

city .separateor in
land Post, Offiee.

Lost.

STRAYED

SUITSllth.
May

JMJW F77RirifUjV.il

ST

Hanover Street

® 671

@ 62?
® 60
@ 87J
® 27 <

D BILLING.

Henry Drilling.30.£6

®

80.46

60

® £0

OOTTOH ILAHKELB.

Henry Cotton Flannels.674 @ 62
Medium
...42, jg jq
@ 60
® 621
@ 3;:

27.46
27.35

TICKING.

I S
BWritril
Heavy
OOTTONADES.

fid

®
®

PRINTS.

Colored Cambrics.2Q ® 26

SBK*

g

DELAIN*.

PeLaines..
CRASH.

371

@

.16
@ 20
BATTINO, WADDING fltC.
Cotton Batting,per bale.
on
®
SO0

Wadding,..,.

V.V46®
Warp...116^180® 126

Wicking,

bleached.1
WOOLEN
GOODS.

26® 13 1

Aentuoky Jeans,..
Satinets..

Union Meltons.SO
All Wool do.112* <
Black Union Casimeree.100
Black all wool Cassimeres.1 60
Black Doeskins.
1 76
Fancy Doeskins..*-* *160
kepellant, 6-4.2 00
WOOL

Bl-ie

.70

••

a

t‘.70

;;

..........gg

Fa!ue

°^led}96
JOJj
© irernmen 17 8-10,.in}
YS
State oi Maine Bonds.''
}9j“
JO*

Srtland
th

}®9

City Bonds,.'

™1

City Bonds.
20

years,...
ngor City Bonds,
Calais City Bonds,.
Bank of Cumberland,. 40
Canal Bank.100

International Bank, (new),.ItX)
Caeco Bank.100

Merchants'Bank,.

76

Manufacturers k Tradors’ Bank, 60
Ban^.100

Comoany....100
Company. 60
.100

A-dS K.nn.hec

R4£»vigi

*“dofc F°S“o‘“d Si* 85S&--g

Portland t Foreat Arern. E.E ioo
Portland Glass Company.jm
Portland Shovel Mamifkc’g Co.loo
Portland 8team Packet Co., ....100
Klehardsou’« Wharf Co.„.
.100
w »*• Wfcsrf»« B. Co,
»
...

Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. x. and
>6.80 F. X.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way
atatione.

1

Freight train, leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
oeSl edtf
Portland, Oct. (0.1888.

I? EOPOSALS
FOR

HOUSE,

....

Steam

I

Boaton.

RRBOTIXO

THR

Custom House atPortland,Maine.

&
47
103
100
106
70
60
90

|

}m
*91
}«}
"fi

J2,

fig

80
62
96

102
61

106
66

#

«

g

8

NOTICE
PEOVOST MAESHAL’S OFFICE,
|
First District, State qf Maine,
j
Portland, August 11th. UM )
on all ordinary subjects connected
with tbe enrolment, draft, exemptions, liability
to dralt, credits and accounts of men furnished,
should be addressed to the Provost Marshal of the
Congressional District, and in case he Is not able to
ens wr them he will ask lnformstion of the Provost
Mai. lal General ot tbe State. Answers may be thur

INQUIRIES

secured more
promptly than by addressing the Frovost Marshal General at Washington, where more

Important business often prevent prompt answers
multitude ot inquiries bow addressed to tbe Bnreea on personal and other matters of minor oensequeues.
By Order of Malor J. w. T. GARDINER.
CHARLES H. DOUGHTY,
Cupt.andProvoetMarshal 1st Dlstriot Maine.
Aug. 13—d3m
to

carefully

np

end anoloMd (without
removing from the original
Woodjir Metallle Burial Cases, and forwarded to Hew York by government steamer.
oct6 d2m

forfeiture of the same.
Each proposal must be accompanied by a guarantee, signed bv two responsible persons, (certified to
be so by the United States District Judge or Attorcev of said District), in the turn of 86,000,00 for the
jrhole work, or of a proportionate amount if for any
part, that the bidder will, when required, if his proposal be aooepted, enter into a contract and bond,
with sufleient securities for its faithful performance.
Forms of the bond and certificate required; also
the plans, specifications and working drawing, will
be furnished on application to the Supervising Architect of the Department.
No bid will be considered, unless It fully complies
in all Its details with the requirements ol this adver-

;

f orthlaf
104
sale.

“°?j*8>r
*9*
£/or '5L*
noiiefn.

?omto2;

plainly endorsesd;
“Proposals for the Portland Custom House.”
Proposals will also be received at the same time
for the old Custom House building and materials
therein, (the four granite columns on Fore street
exoepted) to be removed within sixty (00) days from
date of the award, and in case the sale of the same

be awarded to the suocosstul bidder for the new Custom House, the amount of same will be taken as part
payment of his contract.
ISAIAH ROGERS,
Supervising Architect.
•Sept 2—dtd

To Wood Dealers andLumbermen.
10,000

Cords Wood and

Logs Wanted.

Portland and Boston Line.
THE STEAMERS

or

Vernatella.

WARRANTED

ABOUT

_

TNo.

ptrJSZifHS
boeoldon

lilJSSt^Jl

Sw£t i.i?®DI^A£5',

To Let.
Galt's Block.

of

,

Insurance

Bare Chance.
me purohase a stock of Millinery,

forest City, Lewiston and Montreal
Will, until further notice, run as
follows:

ore

Cabin.

In

..

Freight taken as usual.

*2.00

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every *600 additional value.
dtf
Fob.18,1888.
L.BILLINQS, Agent.

Portland and New Tork Steamer*
SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

The splendid and fast Steamships
-p-lTit “LOCUST POINT,” Capt..Wn.L*TT,
“POTOMAC,” Captain ShsbkSssSkSSB wood, will,until further notioe, run
M

as follows:

_

Little, ^g’t,

W. E>.

ESTABLISHED IN 1843,

J-tSj

v.'SfaTD
er**

M

to

ELEVEN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.
and

exclusively cash.

are

for the past five years (88.000,000)
are larger in amount auo proportion to premiums
in the same space of
paid, tnan were over declared
ume by any company in the world. The business ol
tbis company is conuuoted on the Mutual principle
in the stiiotest senseoftbe term, the entire surplus,
deducting necessary expenses alone, being equitably divided amoug tbe assured.
Its rates qf premium are lower than those of the
majority of other Life Insurance Companies, yet i’S
Uiviuends have been greater; the result of a most
careml and judicious sell ction ol lives and the favorable rate of interest on its investments, being 7 per
The

Dividends

The Profits of the
From the 1st of

earnings remaining

Leave Browns Wharf Portland, every WEDNES-

These vessels are fitted up with fine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
oomfortable-route for travellers between Now York
and Mains. Passage *7,00, including Fare and Btate
Booms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.

rent of one

ivil.l...

Authorized

The “Caledonian House,’’ situated on
with a front on the street of
86 feet and running through to Canton St.,
together with the buildings and lot on east*
“d® of Canton street. Also the stable
I-73-cLe}iy 0K
the westerly side of Green street.—
Xheiloteoontain abontll.ofie teet; all the nnoocnpied land
uiceptablo to improvements. I he build*
ood oruer and now rent for *600 per
ings are 1
annum
r terms inquire of
JOHN O. PROCTER, Lime street.
Sept 29—dtf

Dwelling:
A two

fgV

House for Sale.
story dwelling house on Congress St.

|1 nearly opposite the oastellated Villa of B. L.
JaCarlton, Esq., and on the line of the HorBe

Railroad.

This house eon tain, fourteen finished
adapted to accommodate two families,
with Beperate cat buildings, stable, Ac., and a well
of ater in the yard. A large part of tho pnrohase

and is well

lay

on mortgage If desired.
money can
This property will be ofiered at Auction on the first
of August, If not sold before.

ALLEN HAINES.

Portland, July21,1884.

House with brick basement
tho
of
THE
Park and York street; the basement occupied
on

as a

corner

Store.

ALSO,

One and a half story House with a largo lot on Mill
street. Cape Elizabeth.
Also—Four house lots 60 by 100 ft each, about }
mile from Portland Bridge. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Oot
Lime street.

Invested

*

Bonds,

*200,000
This Company is grow prepared to issne policies
npon all kinds of property in the city or oonntry,
liable to loss or damage by fire, at a, low rates as is
taken by any other oMoe.
The patronage oi the
morobauts and citizens generally of Portland and
is
most
solicited.
respectfully
vicinity,
A. K. SHURTLEFF, President.
JEREMIAH DOW, Secretary.

B. Brown,
B. Carroll,

Vo Let,
Grand Trunk Railway Company’s Refresh
ment Booms. Applications will be reoeived
by

“d

ap7 dtf

101

8nmSE0b«-

desirable cottage house on
near Oxford, lighted with
gas and
supnlied with good water, will be sold low
Terms easy. Apply to
F. BRIGHAM BISHOP
" Fr*nk“n rtn*t’
Sept 30—d3w

FOR SALE.

Total Assets,
Amoaat of Liabilities for Losses not

on

No.

47Portland street,

Pnrf

4

JuneMtf

To Eel.
first elass tenements at the
oorner of Salem
TWO
and Brackett Sts.: also
tenement
Green
one

on

Inquire of JABEZ C. WOODgiV i.nl
Estate Broker, 81
StT or NATHll?S(
Exchange
g
WOODMAN. 38 Oak St.
or.

septadtt*

House and Store Lots to
Leas*.

North and Cumberland
ONCongresse,
Washington street, including thsdfst!-abiek>t
1 *
of Congress and North sireeta.
epr»er
Atfnlv
S.nl6d8m
% P. >17 UkR.
o^,,^pplyT|^t
ihn»

t»

au,

Vo Eel.
INOUR Offices, single or in snites,
iy4

over

store.

STiSSrely°ttPi6d

Sickness

COE’S DYSPEPSIA
Immediately

tie

at

and
of honor—our

instantaneously,

pledge

192 00

Buildings, Merchandise, Hoese*
hold Far allure. Rents, Lease*. Vessels oa the Stacks, sad ether Peraeaal Property at toe Low-

Msure

est rrtes.

SOLE

feM eodfcwly

PRIVATE

Portland Mutual Fire Insurance

CATARRH f

Company.

TMg Company will issue Polices to be free after the
payment ol six, eight or ten Premiums at the option
of the insured and at rates as low as any other
Company. The issue ol Free Policies renders it at
tf- * least equal if not superior to the participation

DR.

jpanies.

Offioe No. 102 Middle St.
CHARLES HOLDEN, Pres.
EDWARD SHAW. See

GOODALE’S

CATARRH REMEDY

FaM* d*wtf

AND MODS OF TBKATMBT 11

INTERNATIONAL

Fire Insurance

R.

Company

! THE ACME OF PERFECTION.

CASH CAPITAL $1,000,000.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vioe President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary.

'Portland Board of Peferenats:
JOHB B. Beowm a Sox, Hxbsby Flxtohbb A
H. J. Libby A Co.
Johh Lyxoh fc Co.

NO

The undersigned having been appointed Aobxt
and Attorxbt for this Compa* y, ia now prepared
Polides on Insurable Property at current
rates.
tr Portland Office, 166 Pore Street.
to issue

JOHN W.
June8.1861.-dtf

It Care* Hay, Rpse, and Periodic Catarrh.
It Care* Catarrh in all it* Type* and Stage*.
It Care* Catarrh and avert* Consumption.
VIOLENT

Co.

HUNGER, Agent.

SYRINGING

Of the Head.

THE SENSE OF TASTE AND SMELL
RESTORED.
centuries Catarrh has defied the skill of physicians and surgeons.
No medical work contains a prescription that will eraaica’elt
Nothing
save Dr. Goodale’c Bemedy will break it up, radiof the disease, and
cally destroying tbs
o! relapse.
precluding the
No form of Catarrh can withstand its searching
and no mode of treatment ever afforded such
nmodiate relief, or gave sucVuniversal sa'iafaction.
It penetrates to the very seat of tbit terrible dieease, and exterminates It, root and branch, forever.

FOB

principle
possibility

NOTICE.

Sower
N

TheWeed Sewing Machine Co.

Prom the Commercial Advertiur, New Tori.
Have established an office for the aale of their Ma>
//op, Rote and Periodic Catarrh.—Dr. X. Goodat
No.
Middle
chines
187|
St., oppo.ite Free St., ale's catarrh Bemedy, and mode of treatment not
which will be open to the publio on Wednesday, only affords the greatest relief in every variety oi
Catarrh, bnt it extinguishes the disease forever, in
Sept. T.
all Its types and stages. Every one speaka well ofit.
Wherever this Machine has been introduced it has
Prom John J. Beebe, New
London, Co**.
to a great extent superseeded all others. Having enMbmhs. Nobtok X Co.
gaged the services of Mr. J. Bradford of Boston, a
Gentlemen—The bottle orGoodale’s Catarrh
Bempractical machinist, who has had over ten years ex- edy you eent me has oared me of tho Catarrh of ten
ol it to three of
perience as a manufacturer and repairer of Sewing
??T* * ,8W11<*ose.
K.y, now half af bottle
v.d .V?*?left
I*?and h“ «>red them. I
Machines, they are prepared to repair and put in have
would not take u
perfect rnnnlng order every kind of 8ewing Ma- thousand dollars for It if I canid not preenre more.
b“ ,ore
discovered the true cense of
chine. For the purpose of Introducing them more
^
Catarrh, and an unfailing remedy to onre it.
extensively they will fora short time, allow the value
Joax L. Banns.
__
Jours truly,
of obeap and Inferior machines In exchange for the
New
London, Conn, Jane #,1868.
Weed Machine.
A limited number of Weed Machines to let by tbe
Fri«* #1. Bend a stamp for Dr X. Goodaie’a New
Pamphlet on Catarrh—its perfeet mode of treatment
month or year.
and rapid cure.
Maohlne Findings of every description constantly
Dr ft. GOODALE’S Offloe and Depot, T# Bleekar
on hand.
street, one door west of Broadway, New York. Nor.
ion and Co Sole Agents.
Ordera from the country ahonld bo addressed,
H. H. Bay Agent for Portland.
Weed Sewing Machine Co. No., 187| Middle St.
June 8d. 1868

i

r?i..<£?kd*

_

C. W. ROBINSON, Agent.
Portland, Sept. 6—eodtf

Jun*2dly

Widows’ Wood

AN
be held at the
Wharf,
M.

on

Steamships’ Offloe, end of Brown'
18sh Inst, at 8 o'clock r

Thursday, Oct.
Per Order.

he oan be oonsulted

privately, and with
the utmost confidence by the affiioted, at ail
WHERE
8
9

daily, from A. R. to y. «.
*r. H. addressst, tbmw who are
ssfibring under tbs
affliotion of private disease, whether truing from
Impure connection or the terrible vice of selfabnra.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, be feels warranted in tiesa>
a»taunts a Coxa in all Casus, whether of lor 1
standing or reoently contracted, entirely removu,
the dregs of disease from the system, and making
per loot and PERMANHNT CURB.
Ha would call the attention of the affiioted to
I
faot of hii long standing and wall earned reputation,
rnmlshlngsaffiaientaeuarsnoe sf hie skill and sac
hoars

cess.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

•

Oct J-dtd

HENRY FOR,

Every Intelligent

1

and

thinking person

must know

that remedies handed out from genera) use should
have their efficaov established by well-tested experience In the hands of a regularly educated pbysl*
oian, whose preparatory study fits him lor all tbs
duties be must fulfill; yet the country Is flooded with
poor nostrums end oare-slls, purporting to be the
beet in the world, whioh ere not only uselees, bet always Injurious. The unfortunate should be runno.
ul ar In selecting his
physician, as It Is a lamentable
yet inoontrevertable Act that many syphilitic ap*
tlents are made miserable with ruined oonsRtatiou
by maltreatment from tnaxperienced physicians la
general praoUoe; for It 1s a point generally oonoedod
by thebestsyphilographers, that the study and management of these complaints shoald engross tba
whole time of those who would ba oempeteat sad
•noosesAlin their treatment and oure. The inexperienced general praoUtioner, having neither opnortanitv nor time to make himself aeqiminted with
thelrpathology, oommonly pqtrues one svstem of
treatment. In most eases making aa AdiMrimliata
ase of that antiquated and dangerous weapon. Her,
wry.

nocbargomaSa7'

yfeld

k.'SgSSXfftSSU?***

medical

Infirmary.

__

Hew Haven, Jane 11th, 1884
Mb. Cob—Dear Sir .-—The bottle of Dyspepsia
1
i .* ,#celved item yon, gave Instantaneous
relief. I only used it when my food distressed me.
It was about like taking two doses to-day, one tomorrow, then oVtrry other day, increasing the quantity nt food and deereasing the mediclno.until I w,,
enabled to eat without taking anything at all
case was an extreme one, having suffered for seven
yoart. I now consider myself cured, and bvusin.
only one bottle of medlotae in the space of ,wo
.-5
months. Ths dose was a teatpooufel.
8. Alima.
_

jjold by Druggists

in city and
00ailtry, .very-

Price $1.00 per Bottle.
®***lor
or

room

0fMWdle
Pto.t^U,8.tT7oCckk'”
F.riia.4, Oct. U, ufi*®- BOLPE^cerjUry.

propcHId

deaerint^;.*

Drurgittt,

‘nd

w_u

jv«w

%D§mK^5d‘.htfoy.Win

Haoon, Conn.,

Proprietors.

«£*seses:w- '• ^-'-^^{1,^,

‘rr“*^f°.

Their action Is

,VeoldoRa“d

“

“7 *•

•wasr^-^Ksaste—
rempleStreet,oomerof
Bo.»

own sex.

—

* CO.

a“d

sHsSffi*MasyaBis
J»
SSK2S3KSKS*-

consumer.,

as mav

e°rMr

ROOMS,

~

Society.

Vl«

MEDICAL

Im ortant to Travelers.
HA V* OOWFIDKHCJC,
on the ogre,
my stomach be
All who bar* oommltted an excess of as7 kind,,
oame badly deranged, causing seven
pain in mi
whether It he the solitary vioe af youth, or the sting.
head. Had it been on the water it would bavs
lag rebuke of misplaced toabdenoe in matorsr yean,
been called sea-sieknees. A lady sitting by me,
reached
out
a
oonoition,
bott.e
knowing my
saying,
SEEK POE AN ANTIDO T* IN SEASON.
“take a swallow." I did so. and in less than are
minutes my trouble a as ended. The mo“icine was
rho
Pains and Aohea, and Lasaitadt and Nertoai
"Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure," and from the edict it had
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
upon the Stosoaeh, and what I have learned of it I
the Barometer to the wholo system.
efnoe, 1 think it most be sn excellent remedy for 1
Do not wait for tha consummation that is sire to folSea-sloknesa and Dyspepsia.
do apt wait for Unsightly Uloers, for
low,
HHS. SAMUEL FIELD.
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Buaaty
Madison, June 90th, 1901.
and Complexion.
Hew Haven, June 28th. 1864
SOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIPY TO
Messrs. C. G. Clark k Co.—Gentlemen:—1 desire
to make known the almoet Instantaneous eSbots
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPEBIENCa.
of
Cure,” In eusos of ehoiero mortw*.
s had been
Voting Men troubled with emissions la sleep a
1
for twenty four hoars purging at ths
complaint generally the result of a bad habit'in
stomach and bowels, every fifteen minutes. I went
*°d * p*rI'iot oure
into your drag store to procure some
brandy, os I
or
rantoi
had always been told that it was a good remedy lot
a day passes bat wo hre
Hardly
consulted by ona
face
Dysentery. My pallid
and my weakness at
or more young men with the above disoase, some of
•nee attracted the attention of the clerk in charge,
whom areas weak and emaoiatod as
and he asked aae at once “west is the matter V 1
though tbay
had the consumption, and
by their friends sunnof.a
replied: “I have been fortwentry-lour hours vomit- to have it.
AU snob esses
to the
and
and
I
am
or
unable
to
stand
ing
purging,
walk,
only oorrect course of treatment, and in a short time
from weakness, and this deadly ■iekaeesatmy stom**
are aside to rajols* la parfrot health.
aoh completely prostrates me/' He produced a bottle of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure, saying, “takes large
swallow of that) it isnow 11 o'olock; taken another
M1DDLS ASKD
after dinner.”
From the moment I took that first dose of the
There are many men at tna at,, v ,,
medicine my sioknese at stomach was gone— its effect
troubled with toe frequentevaeuations from the
was ins*antsneous. In an hoar I eat my dinner wiih
bladder, often aooompanied by a slight smarting m
as good a relish as ever hungry man partook, (as I
burning sensation, and weakening the system fn a
was well cleared ont of food,) and followed by a
aooount for. On exam"
teaspoonful of onre. I have not suffered a particle manner the patient oannot
ining urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
of inoonvenienoe tinoe I took the remedy.
lound, and sometimes small particles of semen or
Its action was so wonderful and to immediate
albumen will appear, or tbs Oolor will be or a thin
that I could hardly believe the evidences of mv own
milkish hue, again changing to a dork and turbid
tenses, and I desire to publicly make known these
foots, that the whole world may avail themselves of appearance. Thera are many men who die of this
dlffloalty, Ignorant of the cause, which is the
udts use. Like bread.it; thould flr.d a plane In every
one’s house, and I believe that no one should go
SECOND STAGE OP SEMINAL
away from home without a bottfo of It fa his pocket
WEAKNESS.
or where it rtald b«
quickly made available.
I can warrant a perfeot cure in such cases us
Truly yours,
GEO. L. DBAKE.
foil and healthy restoration of the urinary organa
Persons who oannot personally consult thi ni"
Owe of Ms Tmmty-fvt.
o»n do so by writing In a plain manner
a
Hew Haven, July 11th, 1864.
w
Mb. Cox—3<r:—Having been troublod with the
Dyspepsia for some eight or twelve months. 1 have
m wtl.
taken the osoal kindtof medicines, which have dona
no good.
1 saw your advertisement of a modiOina to core the Dyspopsia. I have tried it, and
found it to bo tbb medicine. The first It drape (the
7th of June,) that I took, relievtd me in one minute.
I have taken it three or four times, but have had no
distressing feeling in my stomach einoe taking the
£
first It drops; although before, I eould not eat a
meal, and sometimes no more than three or four
mouthfulls without distressing me.
To THE ladies.
J. F. WOODBUFF.
Bs.peottaUy,

annual meeting of the “Porti.nrt
TUB
W.od S,cie y," forth. eho™“
.Td psvwpUjMtttended’to!
il22?legaltransaction of sueh other boaiaese
c* <*• CLARK
pfiSHnwSdJSSr
te:beofr
ar*
of the
r*h® Banking
me

HUCtBBS

FOWWB At Hla

While journeying

wu—c

Notice.
adjourned meeting of the stockholders of the
New England Screw Steamship Company will

mu

S°3 •SPHSi

Of JYtV) York, Office 113 Broadway.

WH. E. WARREN, President.

Liberty 8t„ New York.

No. & Temple Street,

Mr. Coe:—The bottle 01 Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure you
me has backed up your statement
concerning
I have only used half a bottle, and oan eat pine
apple Shortoakeor anything el-e, without trouble.
It acts like a charm. The relief it affords is instantaneous.
Jaws a. Lowbxy.
Mew Haven, Jane 18,1884.

Those who know my constitution, what my condition has been tor the last thirty years, will believe
with me that a medicine that will reach my case will
reach almost any one.
Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure has
enabled me to eat anything I pjeass, *nd it Is
very
seldom I now have to use the medioine.
It relieved
me in an instant when 1 was in
great pain. Hy
whole system la being strengthened by its use.
Ann E. Baboott.
Mew Haven, June 29,1884,

FROFBIBTOnS,

No. 69

Dft. I. «.
(JAW

—

SAMUEL BROWN,President.
WILLIAM RAYNOR, SeereUr.
HOWARD SHAW Agent, NX Middle Street.«
oet27 lyeed

their constitution

OB. W. a. M ERWIN fc <J...

our

From the Pastor of the Methodist M. Church, Madison, Conn.
I have Med Coe's Dyspepsia Cure in
Dually,
and can willingly testify to Its value as amy
medicine.
Huxky Gidmaxd Pastor M. E. Church.
Kadlsoa, Conn. .June 80th, 1861.

OF'NRW YORK.

LB AT St

Price, S3 per bottle, or three bottles for 86, and
forwarded by express to all parts of the world.
Sold by all respectable druggists everywhere.

TESTIMONIALS.

Capital 9800.000.

ROOTS, BARRS ARP

they think themselves beyond the reach ol
medical aid, we wonld say, Despair sot.' the CI1BR
OKRB CURB will restore yon to health and vigor,
and after all quack doctors have fhiled.
For fhll particulars got a circular from any Drag
store lu the country, or write the Proprietors, who
will mail free to any one deairing the same a fall
treatise In pamphlet form.

attention.

Exchange

I CIN M.

until

CURE,
we

MB D

most stubborn case.
To those who have trilled with

word as men
reputation as Pbarmacoqtist#—our favorable acquaintance witldthe people as
proprietors af the World-renowned “Coe’s (Jonah
Balaam," if it is u*ed according to oar directions,
whiob may be found with eacn uuwie.
We add below some Testimonials from our neighbors and townsmen, to which we ask your oareful

718-88

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY!

PARTICIPATION.

dtfA. L. BROWN.

To Let.
by “• P0W,*,0D «*"■
Also, a Front Office Id Hanson Blook
JaaSfitf
a.

Siek-Headache,

Cur® 1

An unfkiliag ours for Spermatorrhea, Semins
Weakness, Nocturnal Emissions, and all diseases
caused by self polutlon; snob aa Loss of Memory,
Universal Lassitude, Pains In tbs Back, Dimness ot
Vision, Premature old Age, Weak Nerves, Difficulty
of Breathing, Trembling, Wakefhlness, Eruptions
on the Faoe, Pale Countenance, Insanity, Consump.
tion, and all tbs direfhl complaints oansed by departing from the path of nature.
This medicine it a simple vegetable extract, end
one on which all can rely, at it has boon used In our
practice for many years, end, with thousands treated,
It has not failed in s single instanoe. Its curativs
powers have been suffloknt to gain victory over tha

gave

deofidtf

—— — ..

For Sale.

OOWFOUJtD WO FROM

it.

J, C. CHURCHILL, Agent,

F*reet.

TWO story House and Lot, situated
land street, with Stable and other out
A
building
Also two adjoining Iota containing
eX
thousand square feet. Enquire of N ,bSSt
STPVt'&a

10,133.00

eodlw

or

FOB SALE.

an*,!

INDIAN

will not and cannot exist where the cure is used,—
It removes the disease ey removing the oause, not
like AJooholic Bitters which cover up your bad toolings tor a few moments by their exhilarating effoots
Beware of such remedies or beverages, butin their
place use a remedy that will restore the diseased
functions to their normal condition, and set in motion the entire human mechanism in portent harmony, and upon principles Synonymous with well
defined physalegieal laws. That such will be the effect of

<106 000.00
1,000.00

American

to) UMrty St., New Fork.

Oh erokee

Stomach, Constipation, Heartburn, Colic Pains
m Stomach or Bowels,
Dysentery, Vomiting, a feeliug ef Faintness and Lassitude, Want of Appetite,

Ho. 102 Middl* 8treat.

No. 4 Iron Bloch, Portland Pier.

A

No. 8 Salem street; also house in rear
of No. 8 Salem street. Ilo'h houses
are one
one half story. very convenient, and in
good renaW
*
p"r’
Enquire ofJ. M. Hartshorn, or of
E. P. MILLETT
Oot 7—dim
No. 10 Moulton street.

Instantaneously.

COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE!
Fever and Ague,

oelS sod Iv

*8,026,879 74

pnopxiaroni,

No.

THE

adjusted,
*176,411 84
Amount at risk, estimated,
118,616,479 Cf
THOS. A. ALEXANDER, President.
Lucius J. Habdhb, Secretary.
Hartford, Nov. 1, 1868.

MODERN built three stcrv brick Rout* <w
State street extern ionl.
The house is in good
*
order and immediate possession can be
given
For sale low and terms reasonable
Annlv te
JOHN C. PROCTER
Lime

_0°t 8_dlw____

DR. W. R. MJERWIN It O.-,

_

House for Sale.

Avery
Myrtle St.

Company,

rooelpt of tbs

on

Bold by all druggists, everywhere.

MAINE INSURANCE 00.

the Capital Stook is...81.600,000
and with the surplus it invested at follows:
Beal estate, nnlnoumbered,
887,968 18
Cash in hand, on deposit, and In agents'
hands,
216,960 66
United States Stocks,
612,847 60
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds, 669.460 00
Bank and Trust Company Stocks,
1,(147,270 00
Mortgage Bonds,
881,960 00
Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co's sorip, 1861-8,
16,886 60

Commercial Street, Portland

well

Sent by Kxpreee to any address

A Voice from home through our City Pippers.
*ew %T<Jn- Conn June 18,1864.
ss
Messrs.
Editors:—Allow me, through your columna, to acknowledge ay gratitude lor thi benefit 1
have received from the use of Coe’e Dyspepsia Cure.
Angnsta, Maine.
-AlthoughI wae a great sufferer from Dyspepsia,
the first dose gave instant relief, and one ounce has
Maine Insurance Csmuy iossre against enabled me to eat anything I please, without
pain
loss or damage by Fire, Buildings, MerchanI hare now stopped using the medicine, ae I no
dize and Furniture, on terms as favorable as it sap
longer need It.
Palmma Lyxa*.
be done by any solvent Company. Policies issue?
for One, Three, or Five years.
Meijison, Conn .June 80,1864.
..
J. L. CUTLER, President.
From the
benefit domed by the use of Coo’s Dys■_
j. h. Williams, seoreury.
pepsia Core in my family, I am prepared to sav that
1 never Intend to be without it and advise all who
EDWARD SHAW-Agent,
ATP afflicted with Dyspepsia to try it.
PHUAiisfiB Lawns.

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
On the 1st day of November, A. D. 1868, as required
by the Laws of the State of Maine.

w'.

For Sale.
CUFF COTTAGE, ooutainlng over 30
rooms,large stable oud sheds—situated two
and one-half miles fromPortland. and the
finest situation in Cape Elisabeth for s wn-

Co.,

27, 1861.

ootlO

e

three bottlos for 36.

prioe.

is not eorreot.
The medioine is powerful bat harmless, and whilst
k single teaapoonlul will at onoe relieve the dysneptiosufibrar, the whole Dottle would not materially
injure him, aa ft is entirely vegetable and contains
no opiates.
All classes 01 disease that havetheir origin fu a disordered stomach and bowels, are dispelled la Use same instantaneous way, by the use of

CHARLES HUMPHREY, President.
JOHN WATERMAN, Treasurer.
JoHtt A. Watebmae, Secretary.

STATEMENT OF TIE
iGtna insurance

THE
the

subscriber, st his office tor renting of the Refreshment Rooms at the Grand Trunk Station in
Portland. Possession will be g ven the first week in
November next.
CHA8. E. BARRETT
Office G. T. R.
Co
Portland, Oot 3,1864 —eodisim

Relieve You

proportion.

Jeremiah Dow, N. O. Crass,
Wm. Moulton.
Portland, August 1,1864.— isdSm

or

bottles for 36.

Prioe, CHEROKEE INJECTION, 32 per bo
or

thus enabling you, by hearty eating, and the use ol
the cure after each meal, (aa often at the food distresses you, or sears on your stomach,) y on will get
in a very fsw day8 so that you oan do without the
medicine, except occasionally, and by the time the
first bottle is used up, we will guarantee you tree
from Dyspepsia, and able to eat, digest and enjoy
at hearty a break last as you ever sit down to in > our
healthiest hours, and we will forfeit to you the price
ot the bottle, upon your shewing that our statement

The oost of insuranoc in this Company upon Isras
and other detaohed dwellings has not exceeded tm*~
fourth of out per centperannum for the past twenty
years—upon mors hazardous property in the same

TRUSTEES;

Brice, CHEROKEE REMEDY, 32 per bottle,
three

4

la’rs.

D. W. Clark,
H. I. Rsbinson.

Cure the Worst of You,

Airp it WILL

mutual Company
Every expei.se not really necessary is avoided, and the utmost degree of prudence
and economy exercised throughout iu business W-

8t, John Smith, H. J. Libby,
H.N.Joso,
H.H.Pavson,
J.N.Winslow, 6.W.Woodman,
Andrew Spring, Alvah Conant, H. I. Robinson,
PhilipH. Brown, C. H. Haskell, 8. C. Chase,

For Sale.

A

8. E. Spring,
John Lyneh,

oru

DYSPEPSIA CURE I

By tha foregoing It witl readily be perceived that
no money is wasted in managing the business et the
Company or In supporting its omoors. It is a striotly

dirrotobs:
J.
J.

By the ate of the CHEROKEE REMEDY and
CHEROKEE INJECTION— the two medicines at
the same time—ail improper discharges are removed
and the weakened organa are speedily restored to
fhll vigor ami strength.
For frill particulars get our pamphlet frem an
drug store in the country, or write us and we will
mail free to any address, a full treatise.

sou

or rail—

1,860.00
agents, ho..
020 61
Cash in Treasury,
The expense, of the Company the past
year, Inoluding the compensation of
President, Heoretaiy and Treasurer,
and bills of Directors and agent* for
services, were
And Printing, Postage, Stationery and
Taxes, and other incidental expenses

rious.

COE’S

Beal estate,
Due on pievions assessments
(and considered collectable), premiums in hands of

4,000

terrible ravages of this worst of
have prepared

in a year—not In a month—nor in a week—but
yon shall see ita beneficial influence at once- immediately, and the day you take it.. To you who hare
lived tor years upon Graham Bread and plain diet,
who dare not eat any thing the least-wise hearty—
first, beoause the Doctor has ordered the plainest
food, and secondly for fear the distress it oanses—
rising and soaring on your stomach, wesay Bit down
to your dinner, eat as hearty a meal as you wish,
ana u soon u the food begins to distress yon, follow It by a single teatpoonfol of

Dennis Perkins,
Joe. Oaillard, Jr„
J. Henry Burgy,
Cornelius (irinneli
C. A. Hand,
Watts Sherman,
E. E. Morgan,
B. J. Howland,
BenJ. Babcock.
Fletcher Wes tray,
B. B. Minturn, Jr.,
O. W. Burnham,
Fred. Chaunoey,

Deposit notes over,

oymvm,

not

ASSETS;

follows

Loans on Mortgages of Beal Estate at two*
thirds Its valse,
*66,900
Loans on pledge of United 8tatesBeenrities,
61,800
Loans on pledge or City Scrip,
£4,600
Loans on pledge of Bank Stocks,
28,900
Loans on pledge of State of Maine Bonds,
24,500
Loans on pledge of Androsooggln County

7—dtd__

SQUARE blook of land, of about 78000 tores
of wood land, on tho south side of the river
8t. Lawranoe, in Canada East. It Is lntaroeeded bv
two considerable rivers with eligible Mill sits. Well
wooded with every description of timber, such as
pine and spruce in large quantities, and maple,
beroh, beech, tamarao and bass wood toany amount
H. X. MACH1H, Portland.
Enquire of
Portland, Feb. 1804.
feb26 eodtf

u

we

Poaitively

A. A. Low,
Wm. E. Dodge,

Present indebtedne-a of the Company,
including outstanding notes, interest
and losses not yet due,

capital paid in $200,000.

doe

House and Store tor Sale.

Capital,

$600,000.

mote

a^°n

■

furnace that

|Green street,

28 EXCHANGE ST.

CHEROKEE I EJECTION is Intended at an ally
the CHEROKEE REMED
%, an
should be used in conjunction with that nmdioine la
all oasesof Gonorrhea, Gleet, Fluor Albut or IFMtet
Its effeets are healing, soothing and desnuloent; re
moving all scalding, beat, ohoade* and pain, Instead
of the burning and almost unendurable pal that in
experienced with nearly all the cheap quack i<vseor assistant to

"COE'S DYSPEPSIA CURE"

11,690,210

SKPTEHBEE

ease.

To meet the

diseases,

Amount of property insured about
<2,100,000.00
Amount of premium notes on deposit,
106,100.00
Amount of property insured tne past
5 ear, sinoo Jan 20th,
239,392.00
Premium notes deposited the past year
since Jan. 20th,
16,670.17
Amount of losses the past year,
6,tl9.17

Insurance Co. of Portland, Me.

Hotel for Sale.

«•:.

*“}■•
all

David Lane,
James Bryse,
Wm. Sturgis, Jr.,
H. K. Bogert,

IFDIXO

otio, oure* All dl-esses of the Urinary (. a ana, auoh
as Incontinence of the Urine, Inhumation of th.
iKIdneys, Stone in the Bladder, Stricture, Gravel,
Gleet, Gonorrhea, and is especially recommended in
those oases of Fluor Albut, (or White* in Females)
where all the old nauseous medicines have failod.
It is prepared in a highly concentrated tors, the
dose only being from one to two
teaspoonfUls thro,
times per day.
It is diuretlo and
alterative ia its aotion; purifying
and oleansing the
blood, canting it to Bow In all its
original purity and vigor; thus removing from the
system all peraioioua causes which have Induced dis-

refuting Its subjects a- particle of nourishment or
hearty food, without paying the penalty in the most
agonising distross, and oftentimes complete prostra-

GORHAM, ME.,
TEAS

the sure forerunner of death

316,968,830

Maine Mutual Fire Insurance
THE

only

oj the

forwarded and Oru PoLioiaa

—

not

00XPOUNDKD PROM BOOTS, BARK. Alt) HATH
CHEROKEE REMEDY, the great udisn Diu-

Headache, Heartburn, Constipation, Hauseo.
at Stomach, and General Debility

Statement of Hie Condition

DIH,I <3-0

will heat every part of the bouse. Cistern for rain
water and a never foiling well of drinking water.
On the prom sot are a good
Copper pumps, k*.
barn and sheds. The lot is about 126 by 44 feet. The
house oan be examined any day from 10 A. M. till 6
P. M., by calling on the subscriber who will furnish
particulars and terms of sale.
J. R. BRAZIER,
Ocean Insurance Company Building,
No. 27 Exehange St.
Aug. 8—dtf

|

Dyspepsia i.

but the companion of .miserable life. It baa well
been called tbe Nation’s scourge; lor more persons,
both old and young, male and iemale, suffer from its
ravages, than from all 01 her ailments oombined. It
robe the whole system of its vigor and energy, gives
weariness and total indisposition to those onee
strong and active; tenders the stomach powerless to
digest the food, and has lor its attendants,

June 8.—w2wAeodtojan29

FOB

House and Lot No. 31 Danforth 8t- For
Sale.
The two and a half storied wooden dwelling
House and lot, No. 31 Danforth St., contain«.iug ten good sized rooms, with a bathing

throughout—a

Lewis Pieroe,
8, R. Lea-itt,
Charles McLaughlin,
Charles gager,

Payson Tusker,

OFFICE

61
63
88

procured by
JOHN W, HUNGER, Agent,
No. 16S Tore street, head of Long Wharfs
PORTLAND, MR.

Woodbury S Dana,
J. B Fillebrown,

A. L. Dennison,
Jos. Hobson,
A. L. Hobson,
Thomas Shaw,
Chas. E. A clams, Esq.
Rev. E. Muller, and many
H. H. Farblsh,
Others.
W. D. LITTLE, Agent, 81 Exchange St.

FOR SALE &TO LET.

for gas

3JP“Applications

George A Wright,

■Uppers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers asearly as 3 F. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage applyto
EMERY & FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL h CO., No. 88 West street,
Mow York.
Deo. 8,1882.
dtf

room—piped

inter-

BEFEBEKCES.

Charles Davis,
Charles Payson,
E P. Berrlsh,
Philip H. Brown,
James E. Carter,

Balsam"

Caleb Barstow, *
A. P. Pttlot,
Leroy M. Willey,
Daniel 8. Miller,
8. T. Nicoll,
Josh'aJ. Henry,'
Geo. G. Hobson,
James Low.
JOHN D. JONES. President.
CHABLES DENNIS, Vioe President.
W. H. H. MOOEE, 2d Vioe President.

esting facts of great value will bo furnished cheerthily.
Documents and ail needful information cheerfully furnished at the Office or by mail to remote parties and inquirers.

CHEROKEE INJECTION.

Prepared by the Proprietors qf“Coe’s Cough

TRUSTEES.

insured for $6000 is now worth
*8000—ine-ease $3000,
Policy No. 7767, insured for $8000 is now worth
$12,000—increase $4000,
Having ran but little more than twelve years
Msny other instaness with similar results can be

POBTLABD

30
00
00

1st

Boyal Phelps,

as e s

STOMACH AND BOWELS

the Com-

John D. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. H. H. Moore,
Tbos. TUeston,
Henry Colt,
W.C. Piokersgill,
Lewis Curtis,
Chae. B. Bussell,
Lowell Holbrook.
P. A. Hargoua,
B. W. Weston,

Remedy

-1WD-

__

36,268,670
January, 1864,
pany,
By order of the Board,
W. TOWNSEND JONES, Secretary.
on

viz:—
poiicv No. 7862,

Hon. J. B. Cahoon,
Rev. A. Burgess,
Wm. W. Woodbury,

with

AT LAST.

OF THF

Jan., 1863, for which Certificates
314,328,880
issued, amount to
Additional from 1st Jan., 1863, to 1st
2,630,000
Janaary, 1864,

Net

DISCOVERED

Indigestion! Cherokee

and

Dise

Company,ascertained
of
July,1842,to the 1st
were

Total profits for fill years.
The Certificates previous to 1862, have
been redeemed by cash,

Bemedy

▲■D all

ending 31st December, 1333, for which certificates
will be issued, on and alter Tuesday, the Fifth of
April next.

Ccmpani In this country.
No person who has insured with this great Company during the 21 years I have been its agent in
this city, has ever witfftirawn or discontinued his
Policy from any dissatisfaction or misunderstanding as to the operation oi the system, while hundreds
insured with other companies have done so.
Many Policies now oatstanding at my agenoy have
increased more thud SO pcs cent, on the sum insured, and much more than the amount qj premium

many

Dyspepsia

their legal representatives, on and alter Tuesday,
the Second of February next.
After reserving Three and One half Million Dollars
of profits, the outstanding certificates of the Issue ol
1863, will be redeemed ana paid to the holders thereof, or their legal representativi s, on and after Tuesday, the Seoond of February next, from which date
all interest thereon will cegsa- The certificate# to be
produced ui me nine ui puyuxcu*, »uu muiwhou.
A Dividend of Forty Per Cent. Is dmlased on the
net earned premiums of the Company, lor the year

portionately

ra* Loae souaxT pob

—won—

or

The mortaiuy among us memoers naa Been proless than that of any other Life Insurance Company InTithor America or Europe whose
experience has been made known—a result in the
highest degree favorable to policy-holders.
The amouot insured in this Company exoeeds that
of any other Life Insurance Company in the United
States, tuns affording gr.ater security—the necessary law of average having more soope for operation.
The assets of the Company are invested exclusively on bonds and Mortgages on Heal Estate, worth
in each case at least douule the amount loaned, and
inbtateana City Stocks; the solidity and security
of which will be oonoeded, with no premium notes
ip eat out its vitals and the profits or ite members.
Security is, in Lift Assurauoe, the paramount oon
sideration: and all other circumstances being equal
that company is the safest having the largest accumulations and in which the largest number is assured
Its expenses are less than most all otheronmpanies.
Ite System of Noh-forfeitiko Policies. Also
gnowxisT Policies, payable on attaining a
certain age, say »0,46,60,55 or 65 yean, or in case
of death before arriving at that age, and its payments in fivb, ten or more annual instalments, is
much more advantageous than that of any other

and

in

Cnfortanate.

^

Th« World’* Groat

Total amount of Assets,
89,966.466 33
Six per oent Interest on the outstanding certifioi
cates
profits will be paid to the holders thereof,

cent.

on ms.

!■»'—^=mr

Rood New* lor the

SIA CUBE!

,r ■{

onMarineRijkx

The Company has the following Assets, via:
United States sod State of New York
htook, City, Bank and other Stocks, 83,493,681
Loansseouredby Btooks.andotherwise, 1,460,700
Rest Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
193,760
Dividends on Stocks,Interest on Bonds
and Mortgages and other Loans,sondry Notes, re-insurance and other
claim* due the Comp’;., estimated at
104,964
Premium Notes and Bins Receivable, 8,378,676
Cash in Bank,
744.818

Which ofl«rs the following peculiar advantages
Its assets are larger than those of any Life Insurance Company in the United States, amounting

DAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave PIer
t North River, New Tork, every WEDNESDAY
and 8ATUBDAT, at 8 o’olook, P. M.

luSbeyaco.

Jt

Co.,

uryoir,

paid,

are desired for cargoes of the folHOUSE
PROPOSALS
Canadian Poplar,
lowing woods, vizWhite

~

/"VNE STORE in

mayo dtfC. C. EATON, Agent.

and

_

,??

Thursdays.

tisement.
The Proposals must be sent to this Department, addressed to Isaiah Rogers, Supervising Architect,

Hemlock, Baswood, or American Linden, Beech,
Yellow Birch, and White or Bed Elm and White
Spruoe—all to be sound and merchantable.
Offers may be made to furnish by .the cord, or in
to make the Soles ot Boots
and ! the log of 8 or 12 or 16 feet long, Item 6 inches in
Shoes water-proot and wear longer. To be apdiameter upward, to be delivered on navigable water
plied tmoe in *wo or three weeks. Jusf the thin 9a
for vessels drawing when loaded nine feet. Parties
for Ladies and Children's Shoes.
pleaso state the kind of wood, and the amount they
For sals everywhere. Price 26 cents. Neatly apoan furnish, where they wish to deliver lor shipplied, a brush acoomrany Ing each bottle.
ment, and when it will be delivered there, and the
Those who have used 1* say that if it was doable
lowest cash prloo per cord or 1000 foot, as they desire
the prioe they would not be without it.
to contraet.
eetUdlw
Now is the time to bmy a bottle.
For further particulars, or sending proposals,
please address
B. BUFFUM,
-Wood for Sale.
Treasurer American Wood Paper Company,
eight aegre ol Pine Wood on the stomp
Proridenoe, B. I.
at Graves nil], Westbrook, will be sold at a barAm 28—dta
gain.
H.
R Enquire 'rf FRANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo.
Asst. Quarter Master's Onion,
)
Foragt Dpartmtnt,
« Cedar Street. N. T dept. 12,1864. j
HE Government will
require In all purchases of
Hay on its account in the State of Mstne, a
Table for Sale.
i
strict aoberance to Ssotions u. 86 and 87. Chapter
“wble bed; *1*0
two
88 of the Revised Statutes of Maine of 1888.
“4 a
The law is Just and proper for the prevention and
everythin?
/!* ** P°int>» and
of fraud, and must be strictly complied
deteotian
Wfli
^arr,l8had
tO
ApDlT
L BROWN. Capt. and A. Q. M.
with.
No. 116Federal ^®‘
B.
Fisumt, Q M. Agent, No. 80 Commercial St.
J.
awder C. 8. Hotel.
Portland, Maine.
septSl dtf
Sep* 20—dim

A

Calais,

and Boston.
Through tiokets procured of tho Agents and Clerk
on board Steamers.
Freight reoeived till 4 o’olook P. M., Mondays and

Mill,

a

m*iVy Jifjy®’ *r,<?

'or the week
ending Oct. 19,1864.
" W"- H- Woot> k
8ow’
SUek nd
Exchange Broker, Exchange 8t., Portland
Par

Leave Boston for Portland at 7.80 A. x. and 8.00
F. X.
Leave

,

3 M WIN8LOW. Undertaker,
No. 178 Magasine
Street, New Orleans, can have
tbat business
carefully and proper v attended to on
the moat reasonable terms. Mr. Winslow wa< fornan give
satisfactory References.
lhe friends can have Ihebodies
taken

daily press stock l ST.

•weftmaacgihUU,...
Oivornmeut 6-20.

follows:

x.x.

popular hotel,

deslrioas of having their remains taken np
and sent home this fall, by
addressing

Blue Mixed Twilled Flannels..........65

■aarlet

Faesenger Trains will leave the Station. Canal street, dally. (Sundays ex-

Leave Portland for Beeton, at 8.46 A. x. and 8.88

Deceased Soldiers ntNew Orleans.
Relatives or Friends In this Stats, haring deceased Soldiers buried in tbe viofnltr| of New
Orleans,
and are

FLANNELS.

••

ioat.

Sressee,

BTBrPED SHIKTIMG.

Henry
Striped Shirting.80.60
"

Cotton

as

r.<i iisk,

WOULD

SHEETING.

Sood Blenched Sheeting.88.48
"
9-8.484
«
•'
6-4.66
"
Medium
88.8J
Shirting.27 to 82. 20

Cotton

empted)

■

Trsasuby Department,
I
_^_
i
August 26,1864. j
will
at
this
I
be
reeeived
The Largest and Beet Arranged Hotel
department
'PROPOSALS
JT until the first November 1864, at 12 o'clock
IN NEW ENGLAND.
noon; for the construction of the Custom Bouse suthomed to be ereeted at Portland, Me, according to
LEWIS RICE, Proprietor,
the plans and specifications prepared at this Departoddly
ment; said proposals to be either lor the whole
building, or separate for different kinds of work: the
Department reserving the right to reject or aeoept
the proposals hereby invited, or any part thereof,
where it deems the interest of the United Stat< s rethe Department also reserving the light to
Foot ol Cross, botween Fore A Commercial Sts. * quires it;the
exclude
bid of any person or persons, whom
there is just cause to believe will not faithfully perform the contraot. Also all bids that upon investiWINSLOW, DOTEH & CO.,
gation are below a fair price lor the work.
Bids will not be reoelved in gross, and the Departinform their former customers and the
ment having prepared a schedule oi the approxipublic generally, that they hare fitted up their
mate quantities of each kind of work and material
New Mill with New Machinery, and are now ready
to do Planing. Matching and
required, (which sohedule may be bad at the office
Jointing, also Sweep
and Circular Sawing, Wood
ef the Supervising Arohiteot, Treasury Department)
Turning, fc.
tue bidder will be required to affix his prioes thereto
We hare in operation one of Messrs. Gray A
for sueh articles and kinds of work as ho proposes to
Wood’s new improved Planers, for
hid for, and then carry the whole out in one gross
PLANING GUT OF WIND.
amount.
Ninetyper oent. of the amount ef the work done
It will plans with the greatest aocuraoy from 1 inoh
mad material delivered according to oontract prioe,
In thiokness to 12 inches square. Also
(•aid amount to be ascertained by the estimate of an
AH EDO SR FIFTT FEET
Agent ot the Department appointed for that purL0HO,
For sawing heavy plank and edging boards.
pose) will be paid from time to time as the work proand ten per cent, retained until the comple
Particular attention given to planing Ship Knee*,
on of the contraot, and acoeptanoe ot the work by
Clapboards, and heavy Timber.
the Agent aforesaid, and be forfeited in the event of
For tbe accommodation of dealers and others havthe nojMlulfillment of the oontract.
ing large lot- of boards to plane, we hare In connecContracts will be awarded only to Muter Builders
tion with the mill 17,000 square feet of yard room.
and Mechanics, and the assignment thereof, except
jylSeodtf
by oonsent of the Secretary ot the Treasury, will be

Bedlam

_.k.

nmunn

mch36 eodtf

THE AMERICAN

40.

AND

Or
a

amply provided.
Hallowell, Feb. 1 1864.

are

ARRANGEMENTS

— —-»—

dt FlXXUitJiBi

and all the usual convenie&oee of

.6-4.
37.
••
rht
87..
Shirting.87 to 80.18

CAMBRICS

RAILROAD.
SUMMER

company and permanent boarders.
Every attention will be given to tho comfort oi
guests.

New

JIB,

rwuai

or The publlo are speoiaHy informed that the
spacious, convenient and well known Hai.lowull
House, in the center of Hallowell, two miles from
Augusta, and lour miles from Togas Spring, has
been refurnished, and is open for the reception oi

j

«

DEN I

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

DENNIS^Proprietor.

8.0.

|

Bessy Sheetings...37.
"
36.
Into
'<
<«

_

cars from

HALLOWELL HOUSE

GOODS.

75

In

HOTEL,

Oct. 19th, U

twigt.

purchased

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

REOPENE DI

Tcbaceo.
Fs&W’sbestbr’ds. 70@76c
do. medium.. 66 @70
do. common. 60 @66
hallftsbest br’ds.76 @80
do. med. good .70 075
do. common... 66® 70

are

Cars,
DAN. CARPENTER, 8upt.
dtf
Portland April 7,1864.

—

Inches.

double and

Fares 6 oenti less when tickets
the Office, than when paid In the

Trains leave Portland, Grand Trunk
MHSHiStatlon, for Lewiston and Anbnrn, at
7 A.X.
BRADLEY'S
For Bangor and Intermediate stations at 1.26 F.x.
OI THMP.ETURNING—leave Lewiston at 8.20 A. x., and
in Portland at 8.80 A. x. Leave Bangor at
arrive
American and European Plans,
7.30 A. X., and arrive in Portland at 216 F. x. Both
these
trains oonneot at Portland with trains for
i
Cor, of Commercial 6 India Sts.
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. x., and r©-*
This House is situated directly opposite
turning 1* due inPortland at 1 F.x.
[the Grind Trunk Railroad Depot, and head
Stages oonneot with trains at prinolpal stations,
of Boston and Portland steamers' Wharf.
dally for most of the towns North and East of this
Connected with this House is a first olasr
C. M. MORSE,Sup’t.
line.
Oyster and Dining Hall.
deol4
WaterviUe, November, 1883.
E8 BRADLEY, Jr„ & CO., Proprietor*.
J. Bradley, Jr.
P. H. Bradley.
junelod6m
PORTLAND, SACO A PORTSMOUTH

Portland Dry Goods Market.

_

well

Portland every half hoar.
WINSLOW k THAYER.
Westbrook, Oct. lO.-dtf.

German Steel... .80 *00 Natural Leaf,fts.810125
English Blis.Steel.40 *O0 Navy-pounds -....80® 86
Wood.
Spring..28 *25
Sheet iron, Engl..12*13 Hard, retail ..89 00010
....6 0007 00
Sheet Iron, Russia. 80*96 Soft.
Varnish.
do. Rub lm’t. 2y *50
Furniture_83 25@ 4 00
lord.
Barrel, p ft.20*22 Coaoh,...4@ 7]
Kege, pm. 24f*25: Damar.226® 000
■ .ess tlier.
Wool.
Hew York, light.. 42*45 P?3ece. 76091
do. md. wts... 42*46 Pulled. 800100
do, heavy. .1. .48* 48
Exchange.
do. slaughter. .60 * 8 London—60 d..
2360237
1 60*18
American,

Medium

convenient and
situated at

guest*.

DT*The

Green

«

re-pectfullv informed

_

00

Medium

house,

with New Furniture & Fixtures,

MORRILL’S CORNER,
h] ini,., rom Portland, his been re-furnished and
is open for the reception of Company and PleasurePanics. Every attention will be given to the com-

Teas.

BLUtIBIS

Saoo River for Portland at 6.46
Train with Passenger
Can) and 9.16 A.x., and8.80 F. x.
Leave Portland for 8aeo River, 7.46 A. x. and
2.00 and 6,20 F. x. The 2.00 F. X. train out, and 6.46
A.x. train Into Portland, will be freight trains with
passenger oars attached.
Stages connect at Saooarappa daily for Booth
Windham, Windham Center and Great Falls.
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish. Steep
Fulls, Baldwin, Sebago, Bridgton, Hiram, Llmington, Cornish, Denmark, Brownfield. Lovel, F'ryeburg, Con way, Bartlett, Albany, Jackson and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Boxton.Bonney Eagle, South Limington, Limington and Limeriok.
At Saoo River tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
Ossipee, Newfleld, ParsoasUeld, Effingham, Freedom, Madison, r .ton, Cornish, Porter, Ao.

WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors.

fort oi

and with Stage coaches for Hachias, and at St. John with (teamen for Freder.
ioton and with steamer Emperor for Digby, Windsor and Halifax, and with the E. & N. A. Railroad
for Shediao and all way nations.
Returning, will leave St. John every Monday and
Thursday at 8 o’oloek A. M., for Eastport, Portland
drews and

tSS*7’

<

Look into the system ot the

mutual Life

*■

''

—

'ti

to the

^Company,
THE

—

Freight

VOBMEBI.T X>OWS AS THE

I

conneoting”a{
Eastport with steamer Quoen, for llohinson, St. An-

ap28tf

On and after MONDAY, AprU
lth„ 18M, trains wiU leave ao
ll follows, until further notloe:

FOREST AVENUE HOUSE

known House,

for"Eastport and"*£u John^N. b",

•a-m

HOTELS..

The public ere
a
hcxcmthat this spacious,

Stability! Security 11 Perpetuity: i

con III

1864.

Charter ol the
Trustees, In conformity
submit the following statement of
186*
December,
its affairs on the 31st
mrnlame received
88,314.388 93
off
Premiums on Polioles not marked
a.
tq$ gyg 34
mv»,wh
1st January, 1868,
l7
810,006,001
Total amount of Marine Premiums,
No Policies have been issued upon Ute
Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disoonneottd with Marine Risks.
Premiums marked off from 1st J»B.,
8T,»i,666 »
1868, to 31st December, 1883,
3,806,0W U4
paid daring the same period,
| Losses
Returns ol Premiums and Expenses,
1,0KJ,»67 *o

RECENT

shown to any who will call

maylSdtf

Re-open; d

andafter Monday, March 28,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Board.
Rooms, with Board, can be obtained by
applying immediately at 8i) Danforth street.

McClellan

On

WEEK.

York 9t Cumberland Railroad.

of

Skins.
ew Orleans.000
@0
B. A. Hides.30* 86 Crushed.25
@26]
Western.26*28 granulated.26 @26i
Slaughter Hides.. 9*10c Powdered.26 @26]

OOTTOH

April 18,18M.

Portland, July 18,1864.—dtf

&

for the Pbbbs to
M. II. Uioh.

Portland for Bath, Augusta, WaterviUe,Kendall’s
Mills and Skowhegan, at 1.10 P. H.
Portland for Bath and Augusts 8.16 P. M.
Passengers for stations on the Androsooggin Railroad will obange oars at Brunswlok.
The 110 P. M. train from Portland oonneeta at
Kendall’s MUls with Maine Central Railroad for
Bangor, Ac., arriving same evening.
Stages leave Bath for Rook land at 9 A. M. and 3
P. M.
Stages leave Augnsta for Belfast at.4 P. M.
Stages leave Skowhegan at 610 P. M. for Anson,
Bolon, to.
Through Tickets for all the stations on this and
the Andaeseoggin Railroad, can be procurred in
Boston at the Eastern or Boston and Maine stations.
B.H. CUSHMAN,Superintendent.

from the pasture of Mr. Franois Roberts, Westbrook, last month, a three year old
gray Colt, small size; whoever will return him or
give information where he may be fonnd, will be
suitably rewarded, by calling at No. 89 Spring St.
FRANCIS E. EMERY.

Superline.... 88 00*8 60
Fancy. 8 50a9 00
Extra.10 60*11 00 Soap.
Double Extra 0000*11 Ou Family
do.16*000
Extra Buperiorli35*l*'H) No. 1.17
@06
Western extras! 1 nfo>1050 Soda. 18
@00
Ohio extra.. .1000*1025 Oleine..14l@r0
Canada No 1 0UO i*"OO0 Castile. 180.8
StLoulsFavBrd’s
*18 Crane’s. ®
@18
South'n IH.do, 12 00*136: I Spices.
Patapsco Family.. 00*0n 00 Cassia i» ft.00(gi6c
Corn Meal. 716.71 Cloves.65
@
Buokw’t Fl’r 8760*8 br] G
inger, (Race).... 45@ 60
Grain,
Ginger, (Africa). .46 @50
Bye.3 20®2 25 Mace.10"@
Oats. 96»'08 Nutmegs.176@185
bouth Yel.Corn.. 000 ijgoon Pepper.48® 60
C -rn, Mixed- 1 65 ml 69 Pimento, x.... .a..40 @45
Barley.130*1 40 Sagnr.
Portland A.none
Gunpowder.
do.
AA...
Blasting.87* 74
@00
Blfle and Sporting 8 j* 9
do.
Yellow_21
Extra Yellow.2* @23
Hay*
Presss'dpnetT.82l @ 23 Muscovado. 20@22
Loose.23 @26 Havana Brown... 24® 267
Straw. 811*12
do.
White.. 00'@ do
Hides used
N

tfaepreaely corrected

gusta, 11.00 A. M. and Bath 12.10 P. M. Augusta
for Portland and Boston at 6.80 Af x.; Bath 6.80 A.

GBEENOUGH k MOUSE,
30 Market Square.

or

Sept 6—dfcwtf

TRIPiPEB

TWO

novo

Passenger trains leave Skowhegan for
Port and and Boston, at 8.46 A. M., Au-

W anted.!

THE
Windham,

Calais & St John.

OommoaoUf Monday, April 26,1864

septDdtf

Elderberries and Cherries.
highest priee paid for ripe Elderberries,piek
clean, and use Blaek Cherries, by W. 8. Mains,

83*81

Norway.00*13
Cast 8teel.46*50

block.

Eastport,

SPRING A SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

ON

@19

lyson.@0080
Slaughtered. .190*210 foung llyson. .0 000000
Salt.185*2 00' lolong.1100115
do choioe. .1 200126
Sheep Pelts,Gr’n.l 70*175
Hops.
I'ouchong.90 @100

nice
ot the
Address Box 110 Porta

Central wharf, or aronnd the Grand Trank
Depot and yard; a Calf Skin Wallet containing aconsidrable sum of money, and papers of no
value to any one but the looser. The finder will be
rewarded aa above on returning the same to No.
8 Central Wharf, or 73 Braekett street.
Portland, Aug. 811861.aug81 dtf

@19

Calcutta Cow-

a

Internationa} Steamship Company..

BAILEY, Superintendent.

Portland, Jane 26, ISM.

IsoomwmT

New Eleme.......
* 2K Dark’s is., ® hhd.
Lemons, pboxllnoo® 1200 (8 bus.). ...8660 @7 25
J ranges—box. .800*1100 Liverpool.«SF@72j
Baltins,
Cadiz.none.
Bunch p box. 600*5 26 Cagliari.6 6001 26
Layer.6 60*675 Br’d Butter Salt. .8 j @
Dates.14*16c Starch*
Prunes new.
* 22 PearL.12@13
Flour—Portland insp
Shot-piOOibs *9j@10

Iron.

H.

One of the following first-class
of this Line vizPeruvian,
North American, Jura,BelsZffiEZaZfffi Hibernia,
Nova
Scotian, Moravian, DaaSlstfESS&lgian,
mascus, wiu sail from Quebec, btbby Saturday
Mormiku, for Liverpool via Londonderry.
Also the steamers ST. Daws, St. Gsobsb, St.
Ajidrkw. Bt. Patrick, tri monthly from Quebec
for Glasgow. Prepaid and return tickets Issued at
reduoed rates. For passage apply to H. A A. ALLAN Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER,
No. 10 Exchange street Portland.
maylSdtf
steamers

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC B.R

athmlly ef four (no small children)
F>B
genteel two storied house, in the centre

Almonds—Jordan p lb.
Rice*
Soft Shell.35 *
Rice
ft. 14]@15
Shelled.4 OS 42c
Rum*
Currants.22 * 23 Portland distilled
@215
Citron, new.42 *46
Saleratua.
Pea Nuts.8
@4 50 Saleratus IP ft.. .10] @11

Common. 9 60
"
KcSned_91
Swede.15*00

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount oxoeedingUO In value, and that personal, unless notloe is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for even 8600 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.

W anted.

.837 (3

2.-1300*1800 rurkiea.22
Large.
* 00 00 Goes©.as.... none
Fralh
Veal..10 @12

First Sort, 1844.. .48 *62

at

restores the above will be euilablj rewarded by
leaving it at D. F. Corser’s office G. T. B. Depot, or
the owner
N. S. UBANT.
Portland, Sept 13.
seplSdtf
ever

Duck.
Per ton Soft.....
@376
Kavene. S6126c Hard.nominal.
Portland, Mo. 8.200*235 Ground.,....700@750
No. 10.. 142*150
Provisions.
S .200*2 24 Ch’go Mess Beef 822 @28
N»vy,S’r,No.
"
No. 10.141*149 Portland do..22 0002300
rink.
P’tl’dext. do. 2700028 00
Cod large Pqut8780*8 50 Pork, extra clear.46 @»7
"
small.5 6(1* 6 60 Pork, dear.42 ® 46
Pollock.4 61 *6 00 Pork, mess.. 40 00 @42 00
Haddoek,.2 50*3 00 Pork, Prime.. 35036 00
Bake.860*400 Round Bogs.14016
Herring, 8 bore p hi .8*6 60 Hams.20021
do. Labrador., none, CitySmok’dHams 22023
do. 8oaledpbx.65*70
Prod nee.
do. No. 1.60*60
Beefftqu’rp lb .10 @12
Mackerel p bbl.,
®doz..26 @08
Eggs,
Bay No. 1. .»14 00*’6 00 Potatoes, ®bbl.S2 600276
Bay No.2. ...1200*1800 Chickens.18@ 2u
Shore No. 1. .1600*1700 Lamb.10<ff 11

<•

Down Trains.
Leave South Paris at 6.46 A. M., and Island Pond
6.60 A, M.

Lost

Ihore.86,j

Calfskins.25*30

Leave Portland for South Paris and Lewiston at 7
A. M., and for Island Pond, Montreal and the West
at 1 26 P. M.

Sept

!

common-

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

Up Trains.

NEW YORK, JANUARY M,

vestigate foT h,m8el1 th6 ■▼*tem or plans proposed
strangers whom he has never seen before and may never see again.
If > ou want

o’olook.

Returning wiil leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State street, Portland, every Tuesday and Friday
Evening, at 10 o'clock, connecting with the Eastern,
Boston and Maine, and Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroads, from Boston and Way Stations,
leaving Boston at 3 o’clock, P. M.
The Boat will touch at Rockland, Camden, Bel
fast, Buoksport, Winterport and Hampden, both
ways. Passengers tioketed through to and from
Boston, Lowell, Lawrence, Salem and Lynn.
For more extended information, apply to J. O.
Kendrick, Bangor; the local Agents at the various
landings; the Depot Masters of the P. 8. fc P.,
Eastern, and B. St M. Rail reads ; .Abiel Somerby,
Portland; Lang A Delano, Boston, or
CHAS. SPEAR, General Agent.
*
October 17.-isdtf

On and after Monday, June 27,1884,
trains will ran daily, (Sundays excepted) until author notice, os follows:

ONE16—dtf

Fluid.8 »«*». Juseed.81
toiled...1
jsrdOil.2 00S
I llive
Oil.850;
[lyeweisds.
1 lastor Oil.8
Bar wood.3 *
Jeatsfoot OiL.. .1
Mm ill Wood..... 18 M
Camwood. .*9)
Onions—
Fustio, Cuba. 6®b
?bbl.5 500600
Sevan villa. 6 *6 Pbush........#2
25@2 60
Painta.
*10
Hypernio..
P’tl’d Lead, inoI1819 5002'
Logwood,
Campeaoby.8* JumberlandL’d, 18 60019
St. Domingo.2} a 8 Pure Dry Lead
19 aOO
Xxtraot Logwood. 18*19 French Zino, ”0j 0000000
Nlc
Wood.
13 75® 16
* Amer. Zine, «•
Feaoh
Rochelle Yellow.. .9 @ 00
8*
*'
Med
...7*9 Eng. Ven.Red.... 8® 0
«

Figs,

6

Mutual Insurance Company*

developments should lead every oonaidman who purposes insuring his
life, to in-

erate

MEDICAL.

WATIOJT

THE

ATLANTIC

especially by

ter

9HMKI

Drag Clerk Wanted.
prefered that has had one or two yean experience. Apply at 116 Congress street.

A

ROIX,

Will oommenoe her Full tod WinArrangement on MONDAY

aSMM»

*

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

_-_

ana
lost

R.

JDECEIVED!

FOR

THE

OF

OFFICE

Insurance.

Life

Of Canada.

__

Bank and
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